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ABSTRACT

A study was conducted to determine the extent of vapor 
complexation between aluminum chloride and the chlorides 
of iron, potassium, and sodium. AlCl^ and FeCl^ are the 
products of the carbochlorination of aluminum-feedstocks, 
including clays. KC1 and NaCl, on the other hand, might 
be added to a condensed phase from the carbochlorination 
reactor in an attempt to selectively vaporize the aluminum 
chloride. The feasibility of producing an AlCl^-rich phase 
via selective distillation from an AlCl^-FeCl^, AlCl^-FeClg- 
KCl or AlClg-FeClg-NaCl fused salt will be influenced by 
the formation of vapor complexes in these systems.

A Knudsen Cell-Mass Spectrometric (KCMS) technique 
was used to identify the gaseous species in equilibrium 
with fused salts in the following systems

AlCl3-FeCl3, AlCl3-FeCl3-KCl, and AlCl3-FeCl3-NaCl.

An equation relating vapor pressure of a species inside 
the Knudsen Cell to Mass Spectrometric ion currents for 
viscous flow conditions was derived. A technique was also
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developed where the ion current for a species of a certain 
mass was corrected for the presence of isotopes of other 
species with the same mass.

In all three systems the ^ l ^ e ^ C l ^  ̂  complex was 
identified, while in the AlCl^-FeCl^-KCl system 
A l ^ F e ^ C l ^  ̂  along with the previously reported species 
AlKCl^gj and FeKCl^ ̂  ̂ were identified. Finally, in the 
AlClg-FeCl^-NaCl system two previously unreported complexes, 
AlgNaCl^^g^ and Fe^^aCl^ were discovered. The standard 
free energy equation for the reaction

2A1C13(s ) + 2FeC13 (s) Al2Fe2C 112(g) 
was calculated from mass spectrometric data to be

AG° = 27653.49 - 47.01T cal • mole" 1 423 < T < 498K

The standard free energy equation for reaction

2a 1c 13 (s) + 2FeCl3 (S) + K C 1 (S ) = Al2Fe2KC113(g) 

was calculated to be

AG° = 26460.58 - 44.90T cal • mole" 1 423 < T < 498K

The corresponding equation for

2A1C13(s ) + N a C 1 (s) = Al2NaC17(g)

iv
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was

AG° = 25062.19 - 37.36T cal • mole" 1 423 < T < 473K 

while for

2FeC13 (s) + NaC1 (s) " Fe2NaC17(g) 
it was calculated to be

AG° = 14686.63 - 11.57T cal • mole" 1 423 < T < 473K

The thermodynamic results obtained for the ^ l ^ e ^ C l ^  ̂  ̂

species were consistent among the three systems studied.
In addition, they were independent of the fused salt compo
sition for each system. The thermodynamic data obtained 
for the AlgFegKCl^g^gj species was also found to be indepen
dent of sample composition. However, the data for both 
A ^ N a C l ^  and He^aCl^  ̂  ̂ did exhibit some degree of sample 
dependence and are, therefore, not considered as reliable 
as for the other species. Although the species AlKCl^^  ̂

and FeKCl^ ̂ j were identified, the ion currents were so 
small as to preclude an accurate thermodynamic measurement. 
Comparisons have been made between the results of this study 
and data in the literature when possible.

The thermodynamic results given above were used to 
evaluate purification schemes for the carbochlorination 
reactor products. It was found that AlCl^ can be efficiently
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separated from FeClg by a distillation process. Furthermore,
the addition of large amounts of Na C l , x to the condensed(s)
carbochlorination reactor products, resulted in a gas phase 
with higher concentration of aluminum chloride than the 
starting material.
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CHAPTER 1 —  INTRODUCTION

1.1 Alternative Methods for Aluminum Production

Of the total energy consumed in the United States, the 
aluminum industry uses 1%, mostly in the form of electricity. 
Approximately one-third of this energy is consumed in the 
formation of the intermediate alumina product (A^O^) by 
the energy-inefficient Bayer process. The remaining two- 
thirds is used in the smelting step (Hall-Héroult electro
lytic process), where the alumina is reduced to aluminum 
metal in a fused salt bath. Thus, the smelting step is 
responsible for the major portion of the electricity used 
in the aluminum industry.

It is obvious that aluminum smelting is dependent 
upon the availability of cheap electricity. Energy prices 
have dramatically escalated since 1973, and the aluminum 
industry has to compete with the rest of the energy consumers 
for declining amounts of energy. Once hailed as the savior 
of the industry, nuclear power generation is facing huge 
cost overruns and design problems, and many plants in the
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planning or construction stages have been cancelled or 
abandoned. Consequently, the future of the U.S. (and the 
world's) aluminum industry is heavily dependent on the 
availability of cheap and plentiful electricity or the 
development of new processes that are less energy dependent.

The United States has some small bauxite (the primary 
feedstock mineral used in the aluminum industry) deposits 
in Arkansas, but relies almost exclusively on foreign sources 
for the bauxite and alumina needed for aluminun metal pro
duction. Imports account for 90% of the bauxite, and 94% 
of the combined bauxite and alumina used in the United 
States. The U.S. relies heavily on several Caribbean basin 
nations for its bauxite needs, and is therefore dependent 
on the International Bauxite Association (IBA), an OPEC-like 
cartel of bauxite producing nations. Aluminum is a very 
vital part of any industralized country's economy, and 
a supply interruption for political reasons, or sudden 
price increases could prove devastating to the existing 
world economic system. This is underlined by the fact 
that the U.S. Congress has included bauxite in a list of 
critical minerals. Therefore, the U.S. must investigate 
the development of new processes using non-bauxitic aluminum 
ores (such as clays) which are plentiful in this country.
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Additionally, the aluminum industry is plagued by 
capital intensiveness, low energy efficiency and some envi
ronmental problems. Furthermore, once an aluminum reduction 
plant has been constructed, there are very few possibilities 
for improvement in energy efficiency, because of the nature 
of the Hall-Héroult process (vast arrays of small electro
lytic cells). The large capital investments, necessary 
for the construction of new aluminum smelters, require 
favorable economic conditions. Such conditions have not 
existed recently, as witnessed by the cancellation of con
struction plans for new smelters and the closing of many 
operating potlines in existing plants. The aluminum indus
try appears to be caught in a squeeze. It is forced to 
operate old and energy inefficient smelters, which generate 
profits insufficient for the construction of new energy 
efficient plants.

Since 197 9 the industry has initiated an intensive 
energy cutting program, netting a 15.4% reduction 
in the energy required to produce a pound of aluminum.
The aluminum industry as a whole established a goal of 
20% reduction by the end of 1985, but despite the energy 
savings experienced to this day this goal will be hard 
to achieve. The industry appears to have reached an energy
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conservation plateau (with respect to the smelting oper
ations) , and only a major research breakthrough in perfect
ing a dimensionally stable cathode, (non-consumable, refrac
tory-hard-met al cathodes, like titanium diboride, are being 
considered) will dramatically decrease energy usage. There 
is some room for improvement in the current smelting tech
nology but at huge capital costs.

For all of the above reasons there has been renewed 
interest (in the last decade) in alternative methods for 
aluminum production. A new process must be able to meet 
several requirements

1. Lower total energy costs than current or future 
Bayer/Hall-Héroult versions.

2. Be able to handle a wide variety of aluminum feed
stocks , both bauxite and non-bauxitic aluminum 
ores. This is especially vital for the United 
States, which (as previously stated) imports more 
than 90% of its bauxite needs. Fortunately, the 
U.S. has vast deposits of non-bauxitic aluminum 
ores, i.e. clays (kaolin, alunite, anorthosite, 
etc.).

3. Lower electrical energy costs, in addition to 
the overall lower total energy cost requirements.
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3. (continued)
This is necessary in order to divest the aluminum 
industry's heavy reliance on electrical power 
generation.

4. Lower capital investment costs. The new process 
should be applicable to small or large scale plants 
(can be used for a variety of capacities) unlike 
the present smelters which are primarily large.

5. Environmentally acceptable. Environmental costs 
are non-productive and therefore detrimental.
A new process should be operated in a closed system 
with little or no amounts of emissions.

There have been many new processes considered in the 
recent past. All processes form an intermediate product 
which must be reduced in a second stage to aluminum metal. 
The processes can be divided into two types : thermal and
electrical. Several thermal processes have been proposed 
within the last twenty years. In the early 1960's Pechiney- 
Ugine-Kuhlman (PUK) of France conducted carbothermic experi
ments. Alumina was reacted with carbon in excess of 2400°C 
to distill a gaseous mixture of aluminum suboxide, aluminum 
and CO, ». This mixture was reacted with excess carbon(g)
to form aluminum carbide, which was subsequently decomposed
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at high temperature in a vacuum furnace. This research 
effort has been abandoned by PUK. Several other efforts 
have also approved unsuccessful at carbothermically reducing 
alumina to aluminum (Alcoa, Alcan, etc.). All schemes 
were complicated and usually formed a carbide or oxycarbide 
phase as an intermediate product.

Another thermal process that has been proposed involves
the direct reduction of aluminous ores (instead of alumina)
to form aluminum metal. Alcan operated a pilot plant,
during the late 1950's up to the middle 1960's, where bauxite
was mixed with coke and heated to 2000°C in an arc furnace.
An aluminum alloy with silicon and iron was produced, and
reacted at 1300°C with A1C1- . . to form aluminum monochlor-3 (g)
ide

2 M  (alloy) + A 1C 13(g) = 3AlC1 (g) (1-1)
The monochloride was passed to a decomposer at 700°C to 
form aluminum metal in a stream of molten aluminum drop
lets by reversing the above reaction. The resulting aluminum 
trichloride was recycled to the second reactor, while the 
aluminum metal was removed. Work was stopped because of 
many complications and stress corrosion problems. Other 
processes have also failed in this area (such as the 
Reynold's Metals process). However, Alcoa along with the
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U.S. Department of Energy has recently begun to investigate 
the feasibility of carbothermic reduction of aluminous 
ores to produce an aluminum-silicon alloy, which will be 
subsequently refined. There appear to be several problems 
including volatile losses of aluminum suboxide. In addition, 
a Japanese company (Mitsui) has recently issued details 
of a new direct reduction process. A mixture of aluminous 
pellets and coal is baked in a coking furnace. It is 
then fed to a blast furnace where molten aluminum, silicon, 
and iron are trapped in molten lead. The blast furnace 
is tapped, the lead separated by cooling, and the aluminum 
alloy subjected to a vacuum distillation procedure to recover 
the aluminum. The process has not reached pilot plant 
scale yet.

The Soviet Union, also deficient in bauxite ores, 
is the only country to currently produce aluminum-silicon 
alloys via carbothermic reduction in arc furnaces using non- 
bauxitic ores (kaolin, kyanite, etc.). The alloy is diluted 
with pure aluminum and the product is used in castings, con
struction, etc. Overall the carbothermic (thermal) process 
for producing aluminum metal also appears to be very energy 
intensive since large amounts of electricity are necessary 
in order to maintain the high temperatures (in excess of 
2000°C). This process is also complicated by the formation
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of various intermediate products (suboxides, carbides, and 
oxycarbides).

In the area of new electrical processes an intermediate 
phase is generally produced and the electrolyzed (typically 
in a fused salt bath) to produce aluminum metal. Two recent 
processes have proposed the formation of or AIN as
the intermediate products. However Al^S^ is difficult to 
prepare and requires high electrolysis temperatures (1400 
to 1500°C), while the AlN process appears to be technically 
difficult. By far the most promising process, and the one 
that has been given most attention recently, is the chloride 
process. The U.S. Bureau of Mines has conducted a long and 
multifaceted research program in the production of aluminum 
from aluminous ores via carbochlorination. Aluminous ores 
(kaolin, alunite, anorthosite, and other clays found in abun
dance in the U.S. and even bauxite) will be mixed with a 
carbon source (coal, coke, fuel oil, natural gas, or CO ̂ ) 
and chlorine gas, and reacted at around 900K to form gaseous 
chlorides (AlCl^ ̂  with impurities such as FeClg, TiCl^, 
etc.). Aluminum chloride must then be separated from the 
impure chloride mixture. Pure AlCl^ will be introduced to 
a fused salt bath containing NaCl and LiCl or KCl, and 
aluminum will be produced via electrolysis at 700°C. There
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are three advantages of this process, the low temperature 
required for carbochlorination, the bypassing of the energy 
inefficient Bayer process and a reduction in the electrical 
requirements for electrolysis (temperatures are lower by 
300°C than those required for the Hall-Héroult process).
In addition, chlorine gas (produced at the anodes) can be 
recycled to the carbochlorination reactor, thus resulting 
in a closed system (environmentally acceptable). The first 
two steps of the process must still be perfected, primarily 
the separation of aluminum chloride from impurity chlorides, 
in order for this process to become commercially viable.

Alcoa has developed a similar process in which Bayer 
alumina is first mixed with fuel oil in a fluid bed at 900°C, 
so that pyrolytic deposition of carbon in the pores of the 
alumina takes place. The alumina-carbon mixture is reacted 
at 700°C with chlorine gas (using a NaAlCl^ catalyst) to form 
A l C l g ^ . The gaseous aluminum chloride is separated from 
CO and CO^, condensed in a fluidized bed of AlCl^(s)* and 
then fed to a fused salt cell containing NaCl and KCl. Alcoa 
has developed an innovative bipolar cell for electrolysis 
of the aluminum. Alcoa developed a carbonaceous non-con
sumable (dimensionally stable) electrode which is used in 
these cells. Aluminum is produced at the cathode and falls 
to the cell bottom from where it is removed. Chlorine gas
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is produced at the anode, bubbles through the fused salt 
bath, is removed from the cell, and recycled to the chlori
nation reactor, thus resulting in a pollution-free system. 
The bipolar cell has three to five compartments (bipolar 
electrodes) thus increasing production per unit of power 
three- or five-fold (when compared to a conventional Hall- 
Héroult cell). The cell generates little heat and is well 
insulated while the electrodes are non-consumable. This 
cell could result in a third less electrical energy con
sumption than the present cells (lower electrolyte ohmic 
losses because of very close electrode spacing). Alcoa is 
currently operating a 15000 tpy pilot plant producing 
aluminum metal according to the above described process.
The obvious disadvantage of the Alcoa Smelting Process is 
that an extra step is added (AlCl^ formation) to the 
Bayer/Hall-Héroult process. A more attractive process would 
involve the production of AlCl^ from non-bauxitic ores 
(instead of alumina) and the subsequent electrolysis in the 
Alcoa cell to produce aluminum metal.

Other processes have been proposed for the formation 
of the intermediate product Al^O^ from non-bauxitic ores. 
Several processes follow a hydrometallurgical route where 
the ores are leached with nitric, hydrochloric, or sulfurous 
acid. The U.S. Bureau of Mines has a very extensive pilot
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plant program to evaluate these hydrometallurgical schemes.
A very questionable process is being promoted by the 

Toth Aluminum Company. According to Toth, clays would be 
carbochlorinated at 1000°C to form A l C l ^ ^  and impurity 
chlorides. The aluminum chloride gas would be purified by 
several distillation steps and then contacted with manganese 
metal produced by a blast furnace. Toth proposed an 
exchange reaction at elevated temperature and pressure, 
where aluminum metal and MnClg would form. Every intermedi

ate product will be recycled (e.g. MnClg ■+ Mn2°3 an(  ̂ >̂ac^ 
to the blast furnace) and the aluminum would be separated 
from the other solids as a powder in cyclones. Serious 
energy questions arise from the blast furnace production 
of M n , and in addition solid separation problems should be 
considerable.

Overall, the U.S. Bureau of Mines carbochlorination 
route for aluminum metal production from aluminous ores 
(clays and bauxite) is the least energy intensive of all 
the processes discussed in this section. However, several 
problems must be solved including purification of the car
bochlorination reactor products (AlCl^ separation from 
FeClg, TiCl^, etc.). The electrolysis step has been inves
tigated extensively (Alcoa process) and research efforts
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must be directed to the carbochlorination step and to the 
purification of the products from carbochlorination.

1.2 Purpose of This Study

The purpose of this study is to obtain fundamental 
thermodynamic data on the formation of vapor complex species 
that would likely be formed between aluminum chloride and 
the impurity elements associated with aluminum raw materials, 
particularly kaolinitic clays. In the carbochlorination of 
aluminum-containing clays, aluminum chloride is formed, which 
is known to form stable gaseous complexes with a large number 
of other metal chlorides. As a result, the volatility of 
other metal chlorides (that might be formed during the carbo
chlorination step) could be greatly enhanced in the presence 
of aluminum chloride. Thus, the volatility of the impurity 
elements may be promoted during this step resulting in a 
mixture of chlorides that may be difficult to purify.

The carbochlorination reactor products will be condensed 
and pure AlCl^ must be separated from the mixed chlorides. 
High purity AlCl^ is necessary for feed to the electrolytic 
cell. A distillation procedure has been proposed as a means 
for separating AlCl^ from the mixed chlorides. The formation 
of vapor complex species between aluminum chloride and the 
other impurity chlorides will probably complicate the
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distillation process by reducing the purity of AlCl^. A 
second process has been proposed, where Group I chlorides 
(NaCl, KCl, LiCl etc.) will be mixed with the condensed 
carbochlorination reactor products (mixed chlorides) in a 
separate volatilization reactor. It is hoped that the 
Group I chlorides will promote the volatilization of AlClg 
(by forming Group I-aluminum-chlorine complexes) while 
simultaneously suppressing the volatilization of the impurity 
chlorides. This will result in an efficient separation and 
will introduce Group I chlorides to the fused salt bath in 
the electrolysis step. The Group I chlorides are vital com
ponents of this fused salt bath, therefore this second puri
fication procedure is compatible with the electrolysis step. 
The data obtained from this study will then allow for the 
calculation of the extent of complex formation between the 
aluminum chloride and the impurity elements for any process 
conditions that might be envisioned.

1.3 Selection of the Experimental Methods for This Study

Knudsen Cell-Mass Spectrometry (KCMS) was the experi
mental technique chosen by this study over other vapor pres
sure measuring methods (transpiration, static, etc.). It 
was felt that it is absolutely necessary to identify all 
gaseous species in equilibrium with the fused salts of
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interest, as this aspect is very noticeably lacking in the 
literature. The mass spectrometer is an ideal choice for 
species identification. It may not be the best possible 
choice for obtaining the most accurate vapor pressure (and 
therefore thermodynamic) data, but the need to identify the 
gaseous species in the systems of interest was considered 
to be a very important aspect of this study.
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CHAPTER 2 —  LITERATURE REVIEW AND CRITIQUE

Studies in the literature will be reviewed and dis
cussed in this chapter according to the systems studied.
It should be noted that small k will be used as the equili
brium constant symbol in the remainder of this study, in 
order to avoid confusion between this, degrees Kelvin and 
potassium (where capital K is used).

2.1 The AlClg-FeClg System

Semenenko et.al.^ obtained the AlCl^-FeCl^ phase dia
gram with "thermographic" studies. They established that 
there are two solid solution phases, the FeCl^ rich one 
extending from 50 to 100 mole % ferric chloride. They 
also performed mass spectrometrie studies on fused salts 
containing 30 and 50 mole % FeCl^. Using a mass spectrome
ter within the mass range of 80-360 atomic mass units (amu),

2+ + they observed FeCl^ and AlFeCl^ ions. They decided
that the parent molecule was AlFeCl^ ̂ j, "apparently a
structural analog of the dimer molecules Al^Cl^ and Fe^Cl^".
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The mass spectrometer electronic settings and the type
of inlet system are not mentioned in their study.

?Fowler and Melford performed flow experiments 
between 175-200°C in three systems:

1) aluminum-iron cans, chlorine and nitrogen carrier 
gas,

2) metallic aluminum and iron, chlorine and nitrogen 
carrier gas,

and 3) anhydrous aluminum and ferric chlorides and nitro
gen carrier gas.

A fourth set of experiments involved the reaction of various 
ratios of anhydrous ferric and aluminum chlorides in evacu
ated and sealed Pyrex tubes. A tube was placed in a 
furnace at 175°C such that the reactants were inside the 
furnace, while the opposite end of the tube extended out
side the furnace thus acting as a condenser.

In all four types of experiments the condensates col
lected were analyzed using a Gas Chromatograph-Mass Spec- 
trometric (GC-MS) system. The samples were introduced 
into the mass spectrometer ion source via Pyrex capillary 
tubes in a solids probe. The mass spectrometer electron 
voltage was set at 80 eV. A fifth set of experiments was 
carried out where aluminum chloride vaporized through
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condensed ferric chloride in the probe capillary, into 
the mass spectrometer ion source.

AlFeClx+ (x = 4-6) ions were observed in the mass 
spectra from all five experiments, while A^FeCl^"1" and

4.AlgFeClg ions were identified only in spectra from the
sealed tube experiments and from the reaction of chlorides
in the capillary probe of the spectrometer. Based on this,

2Fowler and Melford decided that AlFeClg ̂ j was the parent 
molecule. They also suggested the presence of Al^FeCl^ ̂ , 
noting that it is present in much smaller amounts than

A1FeC16(gr
There are some obvious shortcomings in this study.

The reaction time in the flow experiments (first three) 
was relatively short. For the first two sets of experi
ments the solids were rapidly heated to 175°C and then 
chlorine gas was passed over the solid-containing boats 
for fifteen minutes. The system was then flushed with 
nitrogen gas while cooling to room temperature. No attempt 
appears to have been made to insure that, for the gas flow- 
rates employed in this series of experiments, the vapor 
pressure of the solids was indeed independent of gas flow- 
rate. For the third series of experiments the temperature 
was slowly increased to 200°C and nitrogen was the only 
carrier gas. No mention is made of reaction time or gas
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flowrates for this set of experiments. Nevertheless, the 
reaction time for the first two experiments appears to 
be too short to ensure that equilibrium was indeed achieved.

The fourth set of experiments (sealed, evacuated tubes) 
involved reaction times on the order of two to eight hours 
at 175°C, which probably are much closer to the actual 
equilibration time than fifteen minutes. No mention is 
made of the probe temperatures during the mass spectrometric 
experiments, except for the fact that mass spectra were 
taken at increasing temperatures. The electron voltage 
setting of the mass spectrometric experiments (80 eV) is 
unusually high and it was certain to have caused large 
amounts of fragmentation during the ionization process.

In summary, the short reaction times along with the 
fact that no attempt was made to establish the independence 
of vapor pressure from the carrier gas flowrate in the 
flow system experiments, puts in doubt the results of 
at least the first two series of experiments because of 
equilibrium considerations. No comments can be made for 
the third set of experiments because of lack of data, 
while no criticisms can be made for the sealed tube experi
ments. In regards to the mass spectrometric experiments, 
where aluminum chloride was vaporized through ferric chlor
ide in the probe capillary, the only comment that can be
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made is that there probably was very good contact between 
the gas and solid reactants. Because of lack of data for 
this set of experiments nothing can be said as to whether 
the reaction was chemically or diffusion controlled, or 
with regard to whether or not equilibrium was established.

In conclusion, there appears to be doubt as to the
fact that A l F e C l g i s  indeed the parent molecule, espe
cially when one considers the high electron voltage setting
of the mass spectrometer, and the presence of the ions
A^FeCl-y* and A^FeClg* in two of the experiments which 
appear to be valid.

Jorgensen and Moyle^ employed a "pseudo static" tech
nique for the investigation of solid-gaseous equilibrium 
in the AlClg-FeClg-Clg system. Their equilibration vessel 
consisted of a small detachable bulb containing the fused 
salt, attached to a large vapor bulb of known volume. The 
vapor bulb was vented via a long capillary tube (so that 
atmospheric pressure was always maintained in the vessel) 
and contained a weighted glass stopper. The two bulbs 
were joined into a single vessel, which was place horizon
tally in an oven kept at a constant temperature (between 
160 and 200°C). The solids were allowed to equilibrate. 
Upon completion of the experiment the vessel was removed 
from the oven, turned vertically so as to place the glass
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stopper between the detachable and vapor bulbs, and cooled 
in an air blast.

The gases inside the vapor bulb condensed upon cooling, 
and the condensate was dissolved and analyzed by atomic 
adsorption spectrophotometry (AAS) for iron and aluminum.
The solids inside the detachable bulb were analyzed follow
ing the same procedure. The following gases were assumed 
to be present in the vapor bulb: AlgCl^, f^e^Cl^, AlFeCl^,
and CI2 (a bleed of chlorine continuously swept the end 
of the capillary tube). The activity of aluminum chloride 
in the fused salt (relative to solid aluminum chloride) 
was then determined by first assuming that all the iron 
in the gas was present as AlFeCl^ (for T < 200°C the vapor 
pressure of Fe^Cl^^  ̂ is small relative to the pressure 
of A l g C l g ). From the condensate analysis of the vapor 
bulb, the weights of aluminum and iron in the gases were 
obtained. For x grams of iron in the condensate, the 
number of moles of iron present (mFe) is given by

where 55.847 = molecular weight of iron. The mole balance 
on iron shows (according to the above assumption) that

mFe = (x 9 Fe) ( mole Fe (2 .1)55.847 g Fe

mFe mAlFeCl (2 .2)
6
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where mA ]_FeQ^ = number of moles of AlFeClg present in 
6

the gas. The aluminum mole balance is represented by

mAl = mAlFeCl, + 2mAl9Cl, (2,3)6 2 6
where m ^  = the number of moles of aluminum calculated
from the condensate analysis and m ^  = number of moles

2 6
of AlgCl^^g). Substituting Equation (2.2) in (2.3) and 
solving for the number of moles of Al^Cl^^ j

■ai2ci6 - ^ 4^
where both and mFe are known quantities. The total
number of moles (m^) present in the system can be calculated 
from the ideal gas law.

PTV = mT RT (2.5)

where PT = total pressure in the system (= 1 atm)
V = vapor bulb volume (accurately measured) in liters

-1 -iR = gas constant in liter • atm K mole
T = temperature in Kelvin

Solving for m^

mT = RÏ (2'6)
where all the quantities on the right-hand side of the 
equation are known.
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It is known^ (for a vapor transport experiment where 
a condensate is collected) that 

m.
?! = ^  P? (2'

where = vapor pressure of species i in atm,
and m^ = number of moles of i in the condensate. For 
the AlgClg species in Jorgensen and Moyle's experiments. 
Equation (2.7) becomes 

mAl7Cl,
pai2ci6 = (2-8>

The number of moles of AlgCl^ and the total number of moles 
are known from Equations (2.4) and (2.6) , respectively; 
therefore, the pressure of Al^Cl^ can be easily calculated

pai2ci6 - (2-9>

The activity coefficients for AlCl^ , in the range
0.5 _< XpeCl 0.9 (reference state = solid AlCl^) , were
then obtained using thermodynamic data from Kubaschewski
et.al.^ and the above calculated vapor pressure of
A l g C l g . Activity coefficients for FeClg were obtained
via a Gibbs-Duhem integration of the AlClg activity data.

The pressure of Fe^Cl^ ̂ , which must be taken into
account in the calculation of the pressure of AlFeCl, , . ,o (g)
(according to Jorgensen and Moyle), was then calculated
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with the use of well established equilibrium constant data 
for the reaction

2FeC13(s) = Fe2C16(g) ,2-10)
The equilibrium constant can be expressed by

PFe9Cl,
k (2 .10 ) = -------    2 (2.11)

(YFeCl3 XFeCl3)

where YFeQi = activity coefficient of ferric chloride
with reference to solid FeCl3 (previously

calculated),
and xFeCl = rno^e fraction of iron chloride in the fused

salt (present in the detachable bulb).
Expression (2.11) can be solved for ' which is also

2 6
equal to [from Equation (2.7)]

mFe9Cl,
PF02C16 = <2'12)

where m_ = number of moles of FenCl, , x present inFe2Cl6 2 6(g)
the vapor bulb condensate.

The iron mole balance must be rewritten since 
Fe^Cl^ ̂  is now being considered. Equation (2.2) is more 
correctly expressed by

mFe = 2mFe2Cl6 + mAlFeCl6 (2.13)

The number of moles of iron is known, while m ^  can
2 6
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be calculated from (2.12), and therefore, the number of 
moles of AlFeClg can be calculated using the above equation 
The pressure of the mixed dimer AlFeClg ̂  ̂ can then be 
determined by Equation (2.7).

Jorgensen and Moyle then calculated the equilibrium 
constant for the reaction

Al2C16(g) + Fe2C16 (g) = 2AlFeCl6(g) (2.14)
which can be expressed by

(P )21 AlFeCl,;
M 2  .14) = - -------- r-p5---------------  (2.15)

Al2C16 Fe2C16 
Using their equilibrium constant data, standard free energy
values (AG°) for reaction (2.14) were calculated. The
free energy expression was then derived using a least
squares linear regression routine

A G°(2.14) = 3048.73 - 9.57 • T cal • mole”1 (2.16)
where T is in degrees Kelvin. From JANAF^ data, the free 
energy expression for the reaction

2a1c13 (s) + 2FeCl3(S) = Al2C16(g) + Fe2C16(g) (2,17)

in the temperature range of 400-600°K is

AG°(2.17) = 58924.83 - 113.305 • T cal • mole”1 (2.18)

Adding reactions (2.17) and (2.14) , the reaction

■ 2A1C13(s ) + 2FeC13(s) - 2A1FeC16(g) (2-19)
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results, with the free energy expression [adding (2.16) 
and (2.18)]

AG°(2.19) = 61973.56 - 122.87 • T cal • mole'1 (2.20)

Jorgensen and Moyle* s^ experimental technique is new 
and has not been used to verify vapor pressures in a system 
with established thermodynamic properties, and is therefore 
somewhat questionable. They assumed, based on the two 
previously mentioned studies, that the complex species 
was AlFeClg ̂ , and did not attempt to investigate this 
using a mass spectrometer or other technique. There was 
some loss of material from the open end of the capillary, 
and the results from the condensate analysis for iron and 
aluminum were scattered. Their explanation of data reduc
tion, for the determination of equilibrium constants for 
the formation of the gaseous complex, is very brief and 
leaves much to be desired. Their data reduction method, 
developed earlier in this section, was also used to verify 
the equilibrium constants for (2.14) that they reported. 
Reasonably good agreement was found to exist between their 
reported data and the equilibrium constants that were cal
culated according to the data reduction method proposed 
by this study.
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Shieh and Gregory^ performed a spectrophotometric
study of gaseous ferric chloride and mixtures of ferric
and aluminum (III) chlorides. In the first series of
experiments solid ferric chloride along with chlorine gas
was introduced to a cell which was subsequently sealed.
The cell was placed in a recording spectrophotometer and
heated to temperatures between 200-550°C. Absorbance
measurements were performed for wavelengths in the range
between 200 and 500mp. Two peaks were identified at 245
and 360my. These peaks shifted slightly with temperature
as Fe^Clz- , x dissociated to FeCl0 , x . The total amounts 2 6(g) 3 (g)
of iron and aluminum present in the cell after each experi
ment were derived by colorimetric determination, while 
the quantity of free chlorine present (Cl^^ j) was deter
mined from absorbance measurements at room temperature.
The contribution of Cl0 . x to the total absorbance was2 (g)
subtracted, and the remainder was attributed to Fe^Cl^ ̂ , 
for the temperature range 200-300°C (where it can be 
assumed that all the iron is present as Fe^Gl^^ ^). Molar 
absorptivities as a function of temperature for Fe^Gl^^ j 
were therefore derived.

Experiments were also run in the AlClg-FeClg system. 
Chlorine gas along with aluminum (III) and ferric chlorides
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were introduced to the cell. Below 200°C (where they 
assumed that the vapor phase was in equilibrium with the 
solid phase) the total absorbance (the same peaks were 
again present) was found to be substantially greater than 
that of the vapor in equilibrium with pure FeCl.^s )• From 
this they concluded that the gas phase contained an addi
tional species besides Fe^Cl^^ ^. Since aluminum chloride 
gaseous species do not absorb at the range of wavelengths 
used, it was concluded that the new species was an Al-Fe-Cl 
gaseous molecule. They assumed it to be of the form 
AlFeClg(g).

A third series of experiments were conducted in the 
AlClg-FeClg system with a large excess of aluminum chlor
ide. Therefore, for reaction (2.14) with an equilibrium 
constant on the order of unity

(C ) ̂AlFeClfi
k ( 2 .14 ) =  -------- r-£------- (2.21)

A12C16 Fe2C16
(where = molar concentration of species i), the contri
bution of Fe^Clg to the total absorbance reading could
be ignored (CAl C1 >> cl ). Therefore, for

2 6 ^  2 6 
k (2.14) = 1, virtually all the iron in the cell would be
present as AlFeClg ̂ j, and molar absorptivities for this
species could be calculated. Concentrations in moles/liter
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were used in Equation (2.21) instead of vapor pressures 
for reasons that will become clear momentarily. Dividing 
the ideal gas law through by the volume term

m . RT
pi = 4 —  = ciRT (2 .22)

where C% = concentration of species i in moles per liter,
-1 -1and R = gas constant (= 0.082056 liter atm K mole ). 

The equilibrium constant for reaction (2.14) is correctly 
expressed by

2
*P.

k (2.14) =

AlFeC.l,

Al2C16
(2.23)

Fe^Cls

It is obvious that the total pressure terms (P^) cancel 
out and one is left with expression (2.15). Substituting 
(2.22) into (2.15)

k (2.14) =
(CAlFeCl6RT)

(CFe2Cl6RT) (CA12C16RT)
(2.24)

Again, the RT terms cancel out and Equation (2.21) results. 
It should be noted that the AlFeClg ̂ j species exhibit 
peaks at the same positions as Fe2Cl^^ ^ , namely 245 and 
360mu.

A fourth series of experiments were run with relative
amounts of AlClg and FeCl^ such that the concentrations
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of FOgClg and AlFeClg were of comparable magnitude. These 
experiments were used to calculate k (2.14). The concen
trations of the three gaseous species, A^Cl^, Fe^Cl^ ̂ 
and AlFeClg, had to be calculated first. From the Beer- 
Lambert Law for binary mixtures

A = eFe2Cl6 * CFe2Cl6 + eAlFeCl6 ’ CAlFeCl6 (2.25)
where A = total absorbance (known),
and = molar absorptivity of species i (calculated pre

viously for Fe2Cl6 ^j).
Mass balances were performed on the system

CFe = 2CFe9Cl6 + CAlFeCl, (2.26)2 6 6
and

CA1 = 2CA12C16 + CAlFeCl6 (2.27)

where Cpe = total concentration of iron in the system in 
moles/liter (measured colorimetrically at the 
end of each experiment), 

and = total concentration of aluminum in the system
in moles/liter (measured with a similar method 
as for iron).

Equations (2.25) to (2.27) were solved simultaneously and
values for C L , C x , and CAlF were obtained,

z b  2 b b
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These values were then substituted into Equation (2.21), 
in order to obtain the equilibrium constant.

The standard free energy values (AG°) for reaction 
(2.14) were calculated according to

AG° (2.14) = -RTAnk(2.14) (2.28)

where in = base e logarithm. These values were linearly 
regressed to yield

A G ° (2.14) = 265.87 - 1.36 • T cal • mole"1
473 < T < 623K (2.29)

By adding reaction (2.17) to (2.14), reaction (2.19) results 
with a free energy expression [adding (2.29) and (2.18)]

A G ° (2.19) = 59190.70 - 114.66 • T cal • mole”1 (2.30)

Shieh and Gregory's^ experimental technique is very 
common and high temperature spectrophotometric investi
gations with similar fused salt systems have been previously 
reported. The total amount of each of the components pre
sent in the cell was accurately determined by standard 
techniques. Their method of data reduction is well 
explained and documented. The only drawback in this study 
is the assumption of AlFeClg ̂  ̂ as the complex molecule. 

Several studies were performed in the AlClg-FeClg
gsystem. Trukhanov and Rabovski identified the compound
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2AlCl3 • FeCl2 (s) [Fe(AlCl^)2]f which melts congruently 
at 215°C. They determined the liquidas in the range of 
50-100% AlClg and the eutectic point between Fe(AlCl^)2

9and A1C12 ŝ j (168°C and 22.5% FeCl2). Korshunov et.al. 
identified the same compound using x-ray analysis. They 
constructed the equilibrium phase diagram for the 
AlCl2-FeCl2 system using thermal analysis and determined 
that Fe(AlCl^)2 j melts congruently at 218°C. The eutec

tic between Fe (AlCl^) 2 (s) anc  ̂A ^C^3(s) was foun<  ̂ at
13 mole % FeCl2 and 178°C, while the eutectic between

Fe (AlCl^) 2 (s) an<  ̂FeC^3(s) was at ^2 mole % FeCl2 and 208°C. 
In the Fe(AlCl^)2 j - FeCl^ system the eutectic was at
14 mole % FeClg and 200°C. They also performed a tensi- 
metric study, where the vapor pressure of the volatile 
chloride was determined by a flow method with argon as
the carrier gas. In the AlCl2-FeCl2 system, vapor pressures 
were measured over the double salt Fe(AlCl^)2 and mixtures 
with 50 and 75 mole % AlCl^. For the double salt the ther
mal dissociation was the only reaction contributing to 
the vapor pressure

2A1C13 • FeCl2(s) Al2C16(g) + FeCl2 (s) (2,31)

In the temperature range 120-258°C the free energy equation 
for the above reaction was given as
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AG° (2.31) = 18750 - 35.3 • T cal • mole 1 (2.32)

where T is in degrees Kelvin. For the 50 and 75 mole % 
AlCl^, AlgCl^^gj was assumed to be the only species pre
sent, and the vapor pressures were close to that for the 
double salt and pure AlCl^ ̂  , respectively. Experiments 
were also performed in the AlCl^-FeCl^-FeCl^ system where 
it was found that "the vapor pressure of Al^Cl^^ j over 
the system proved to be proportional to the molar concen
tration of AlClg in the melts".

Binnewies^ performed mass spectrometric experiments 
on the AlGl^-FeCl^ and FeCl^-FeCl^ systems using double
oven evaporation cells. The mass spectrometer electron 
energy setting was 70 eV, probably resulting in large 
amounts of fragmentation. He identified AlFeClg^ j and 
A^FeClg  ̂  molecules.

2.2 The AlCl3-FeCl3-KCl System

No studies have been identified in this ternary 
system, but several studies have been performed in the 
binaries of interest: AlCl^-KCl and FeCl^-KCl. These
will be presently discussed.
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2.2.1 Condensed Phase Studies
2.2.1.1 The FeClg-KCl System

Cook and Dunn̂ "*" have determined the phase diagram
for FeCl^-KCl in the range of = 0.35-0.6 from cooling
curves. X-ray powder patterns, on the samples used in
the phase diagram experiments, confirmed the existence
of the compound KFeCl^ ̂  which melts congruently at 249°C.
The eutectic between KFeCl. , . and A1C10 , . is at4 (s) 3 (s)
KC^ = 0.45 and 206°C, while the KFeCl^ ̂ - F e C l ^  eutecticX

was found at X ^ ^  = 0.52 and 242°C.
From calorimetric experiments Cook and Dunn deter

mined for the reaction

KCl(s) + FeC13(s) = KFeC14(s) <2 '33»
that

AH°g g (2.33) = -7200 ± 1000 cal • mole”1 (2.34)

They also determined, based on their experiments and uti
lizing thermodynamic data from the literature, that for

K C 1 U )  + F e C 1 3 U )  = K F eC14 U )  <2 -3 5 >

the temperature dependence of enthalpy is

A H (2.35) = -19900 + 5.81T cal • mole”1 (2.36)

in the temperature range 300 < T < 600 Kelvin. Additionally,
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they derived values for the heat capacity of solid and
liquid KFeCl^ (40 and 5 3 cal • mole , respectively) and

_ Xthe enthalpy and entropy of fusion (3850 cal • mole and 
7.36 entropy units, respectively).

2.2.1.2 The A1C13-KC1 System
12Phase diagram studies by Kendall et.al. in the

AlClg-KCl system indicate the existence of K A l C l ^ • The
eutectic between KA1C1. , x and AlCl-, x was found to be4 (s) 3 (s)
at 66.7 mole % AlClg and 150°C (Midorikawa^^) . KAlCl^^^
melts incongruently. (by peritectic reaction) at
250°C according to a phase diagram compiled from data in

14these two studies and the diagram presented by Shvarts- 
15man

The JANAF Thermochemical Tables^ have compiled thermo
dynamic data for KAlCl^^^ between 298 and 2000 degrees 
Kelvin. They based their data on a study by Baud*^ and 
estimated heat capacity and entropy data. Baud performed 
solution calorimetry experiments but he chose a low refer
ence temperature (288K) and ignored the effects of ion 
association and hydrolysis in water. The JANAF^ data is
therefore questionable and should be used for approximate

17calculations only. Fischer and Simon have reported a 
melting point for KAlCl^ ̂  of 256°C, which is close to
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the peritectic reaction temperature of 250°C previously 
mentioned"^. The JANAF Tables^ also list data for the com
pounds K^AlClg^j and F^Al^Cl^^^ based upon the same study 
as for KAlCl^(s) and estimated thermodynamic data. These 
compounds have never been identified in any other studies 
and it is therefore believed that they do not exist.

2.2.2 Gaseous Phase Studies
2.2.2.1 The FeClg-KCl System

Cook and Dunn'*'* also performed vapor transport experi
ments with Clg as the carrier gas bubbling through 
FeClg-KCl melts (XKC]_ = 0.525 and 0.575) in the temperature 
range 850 to 1100 Kelvin. After bubbling through the fused 
salt bath the gases were passed through a condenser and 
subsequently exhausted. At the end of each experiment 
the condensate was dissolved and analyzed for iron and 
potassium. They reported that the Fe+++/K+ ratio was never 
less than unity and from that they concluded that the vapor 
above the melt contained the FeKCl^ ̂ j complex (along with 
FeClg^gj and Fe2C l g ^ ), since the vapor pressure of K C l ^  

is very small in the temperature range studied.
Cook and Dunn** calculated the mole fraction of

KFeC14(s)
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XFeCl-
%KFeCl4 = - X ^  (2'37)

assuming that reaction (2.33) is quantitative. They cal
culated vapor pressures for KFeCl^^ j , FeCl^ , and 
Fe^Cl^ (the last two were given as the equivalent total 
pressure of FeCl^^j) from the number of moles of iron and 
potassium present in the condensate. The results were pre

sented in figures of log (pKFeCl /XKFeCl * vs 1/T and
log P vs 1/T, where

FeCl3
P = P + 2P (2.38)
FeCl3t FeCl3 te2ul6(g)

They do not present an overall reaction that explains 
the presence of all three species in the gas phase. By 
calculating the mole fraction of KFeCl^^j according to 
Equation (2.37) they automatically assume that only 
K F e C l ^ m  and KCl ̂  are present in the fused salts. They 
assume different reactions for the formation of

K F e C l 4 (g )  a n d F e C l 3 jgj

KFeC14 U )  = KFeC14(g) (2’39)
and

KFeC14(^) = K C1 (̂ ) + FeC13(g) (2-40)
while assuming that FeCl3 ̂ j dimerizes to form F e ^ C l ^ .
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They found that "the partial pressures of KFeCl^ ̂  ̂ over 
liquids of nominal composition KFeCl,"

4517log (torr) = 5.657 -

850 < T < H O O K (2.41)
where T is in degrees Kelvin. Using Equation (2.41) the 
free energy expression for reaction (2.39) was calculated 
as

The agreement between the calorimetric and vapor pres
sure data was checked. Following a complicated procedure 
it was found that there was not very good agreement in the 
FeClg-KCl system. However, by deleting two vapor pressure
data points the agreement did improve somewhat.

18Morozov performed a tensimetric study on various 
alkali metal tetrachloroferrâtes. Chlorine carrier gas 
was passed over a melt containing a previously fused equi- 
molar mixture of MCI and FeCl^(M = K, Na, Cs), otherwise 
known as the compound MFeC l ^ ^  ^  . The carrier gas was 
saturated by the gas phase in equilibrium above the melt, 
and exited through a condenser. Two distinct bands of con
densate were formed. The first one (formed closest to

A G°(2.39) = 20666.34 - 12.70 • T cal • mole -1 (2.42)
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the furnace, i.e. at higher temperature) was analyzed and 
the ratio of M:Fe:Cl was 0.98:1:3.96. The second condensate 
(formed furthest away from the furnace, i.e. low temperature 
band) always had an F e : Cl ratio of 1:2.95,with no alkali 
metal present. From that it was concluded that there were 
three species in the gas phase above the tetrachloroferrate 
fused salts : MFeCl^ ̂  (material condensed in the high
temperature band), F e C l ^ ^  and Fe^Cl^ ̂  (low temperature 
band condensate). The partial pressures of the gases were 
calculated from the number of moles of iron and potassium 
present in the condensates and well established thermody
namic data for the dimerization of FeCl^, x. It was assumed3 (g)
that the formation of the above three gaseous species could 
be explained by the following reaction:

4MFeC14 U) = 3MC1 (s) + M F e C 1 4 (g) + Fecl3(g) +

+ Fe2Cl6(g) (2.43)
18Morozov expressed the equilibrium constant for the above 

reaction by

M2.43, = P MFeCl4(g)

It was, therefore, assumed that the MFeCl^ ̂  behaved ideal
ly (activity = mole fraction = 1), and the activity of MCI 
was also set equal to unity by assuming that it is present
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as a solid. This last assumption is questionable, and 
it is believed that Equation (2.44) should include activity 
terms for MFeCl^ and MCI, since the formation of MCI alters 
the fused salt composition.

Experiments were run in the temperature range 
660 and 780°C for the KFeCl^ fused salt. The equilibrium 
constant for reaction (2.43), where M = K, is given by

log k (2.43) = ~ 18° 70 + 12.76 (2.45)

where T is in degrees Kelvin. The pressures of all three 
components were summed and the total vapor pressure above 
KFeCl^ is expressed by

log Pt (torr) = + 7.46 (2.46)

The free energy expression for reaction (2.43) was calcu
lated from Equation (2.45) and is

AG° (2.43) = 82700 - 58. 4 • T cal • mole"*1 (2.47)
18Morozov suggested that the following compound is

present in the melt: MFe^Cl^ ̂ . He based this suggestion
19on a study by Morozov and Morozov on tetrachloroaluminates, 

and strong evidence of the existence of the A ^ C l y  ion 
in similar melts from the literature^ ^ . He went on to 
propose the following reactions (taking place in a chlorine 
atmosphere)
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2 M F e C l , ^  = MFS2Cl7(&) + (2.48)

= F e d s  (g) + (2.49)

and M F e C l ^ m  = MFeCl^ ̂ j (2.50)

In an argon atmosphere ferric chloride readily dissociates
18to ferrous chloride since no chlorine is present. Morozov 

then, based on the observation that "when argon is bubbled 
through a potassium tetrachloraferrate melt the vapor is 
found to contain chlorine (along with FeCl^ ̂ j and KFeCl^^ ^) 
gas in excess of that produced by the thermal dissociation

If

of the ferric chloride in the vapor phase , proposed a 
thermal dissociation reaction for MFeCl^:

MFeC14 U )  = + ^ C12 (g) (2-51)
He then postulated the following mechanism

2MFeC14 m  = M F e 2C17«l) + M C 1 (£) <2 -48>
MFe2Cl7 (jl) = MFeCl3(jl) + FeCl3 (g) + h c l 2 (g ) (2.52)

and MFe^Cly = MFeCl^^^ + FeCl^^^ (2.53)

In a chlorine atmosphere reaction (2.52) is shifted to the 
left and therefore reactions (2.48) and (2.53) dominate.
In an inert atmosphere the vapor pressures of MFeCl^ and 
FeClg are lowered by the formation of the nonvolatile 
M F e C l ^ m  according to (2.52) .
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Using the data presented in the figures of Cook and
Dunn"*"* an attempt was made to obtain relationships compar-

18able to Equations (2.45) and (2.47) obtained by Morozov 
The accuracy of the equations that follow is not very good 
since interplation was involved in obtaining vapor pressure 
data from the graphs. Since Cook and Dunn's experiments 
were performed on non-equimolar compositions, the activity 
of KFeCl^^j and KCl ̂  must be taken into account during 
the calculation of the equilibrium constant for reaction 
(2.43). By assuming Raoultian behavior (activity = mole 
fraction) the equilibrium constant for (2.43) is

M2.43) = PMFeC14<9> PFeC13(g)..!Fe2C16(g),,(XMC^.. (2-54)
(XMFeCl4)

where the vapor pressures are in units of atmospheres. By 
interpolating vapor pressure data it was found that

log k (2.43) = ~21^ 53 + 12.69 (2.55)

for Cook and Dunn^. Using Equation (2.55) the equilibrium 
constant at 1003K predicted by Cook and D u n n ^  is 
7.9 x 10 ^ , while Morozov*® results in 5.6 x 10 ® from 
Equation (2.45). This large difference could be due to 
the fact that Morozov ignored activities for KFeCl^ and
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KCl in the calculation of the equilibrium constant even
though KCl is formed according to reaction (2.43). The
use of activities in Equation (2.44) will decrease the 

18Morozov equilibrium constant values thus bringing the 
above two values closer. It is clear that further 
study is needed on the volatilization characteristics of 
KFeCl^, especially in light of Morozov's proposed mechan
isms and the disagreement in data. Using Equation (2.55) , 
the free energy expression of reaction (2.43) for Cook and 
D u n n ^  was calculated

-1AG°(2.43) = 99982 - 58.0 • T cal • mole (2.56)

The agreement on the entropy value between (2.47) and (2.5 6)
is very good (58.4 e.u. from Equation 2.47).

18Morozov's vapor pressure data for KFeCl^ ̂  was 
linearly regressed versus inverse temperature :

log P , (torr) = 3.670 - ^ 2 1  (2.57)
4(g)

Comparison between Cook and Dunn's^ Equation (2.42) and 
18Morozov's Equation (2.57) at 1003K yields vapor pressures

of 14.24 torr for Cook and D u n n ^  and 49.41 torr for Moro- 
18zov . Further study is needed in the FeCl^-KCl system 

especially at low temperatures (25-300°C) where no vapor 
pressure-studies were identified.
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2.2. 2.2 The AlCl^-KCl System
19Morozov and Morozov studied vapor pressures and the 

composition of the vapor phase above alkali metal tetra
chloroaluminates. They used the same experimental technique 

18as Morozov , the only difference being the systems
19studied. Morozov and Morozov studied equimolar mixtures 

of MCI and AlCl^ (M = K, Na, Li, Rb, and Cs). They found 
two bands of condensate, the high temperature one analyzing 
as MAlCl^, while the low temperature one was AlClg. The

carrier gas was argon and the species present in the vapor
phase above MAlCl^^^ were (from the condensate analysis)
AlCl- , i and MAlCl. , .. Al0Cl, . x was not considered since 3(g) 4(g) 2 6 (g)
it is present in very minor amounts in the temperature range 
studied.

Experiments were run in the temperature range 
730 to 840°C for KAlCl^. The following reaction was pro
posed

2MA1C14 U )  = M A l C 14(g) + A 1C1 3(g) + MC1 U) <2 -58> 
with an equilibrium constant of

k(2'58) = PMA1C14 (g) • PAlCl3(g) (2'59)
where is in atm. Again the formation of M C I ^  was ig
nored and the activities of MAlCl^ and MCI were not taken
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into account in Equation (2.59). For KAlCl^ the following 
relationships were derived

log Ptotal(torr) = + 6.97 (2.60)

log k (2. 58 ) = ~ 7-|- + 6.4 (2.61)

and AG°(2.58) = 44380 - 29.3 • T cal • mole” 1 (2.62)

where T is in degrees Kelvin.
They also performed experiments over a melt containing 

25 mole % AlCl^ and 75 mole % KCl or NaCl in the temper
ature range 775 to 850°C. The equation for total 
pressure above this AlCl^-KCl melt is given by

log ptotal (torr) = + 7-99 (2.63)

At the common experimental temperature of 107 8K (for equi
molar mixtures and the 25 mole % AlCl^, 75 mole % KCl melt) 
the total pressure above the melt is 36.7 torr [from Equation 
(2.63)] , while over the equimolar mixture the total vapor 
pressure is equal to 80.4 torr. The pressures of both
AlCl- , x and KA1C1., x over the 25 mole % A1C1- melt are 3 (g) 4(g) 3
less when compared to vapor pressures above KAlCl^ ̂ . The
mole fraction of KAlCl^ ̂  in the 25 mole % AlClg melt was
calculated based on Equation (2.37). Assuming ideal 
behavior (activity = mole fraction) equilibrium constants
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were calculated for reaction (2.58) according to
PMA1C1. * PA1C1- ’ XMC1 

k (2 . 58) = ------------   5--- (2.64)
(x m a i c i 4)

Following a linear regression, the equilibrium constant 
for reaction (2.58) in the 25 mole % AlCl^ - 75 mole % KCl 
system is

log k (2.58) = ~ 13% 13 - 9.9 (2.65)

and AG°(2.58) = 62282.7 - 45.3T cal • mole-1 (2.66)

At 107 8K Equation (2.65) predicts an equilibrium constant 
_  3of 1.86 x 10 for melts containing 25 mole % AlCl^ - 75

mole % KCl, while Equation (2.61) results in 2.52 x 10 ^
for KAlCl^ melts.

Morozov and Morozov's studies on five different alkali
metal tetrachloroaluminates enabled them to observe certain
interesting facts. From their derived total pressure
relationships they calculated the decomposition temperature
(total pressure = 1 atm) for each alkali metal tetrachloro-
aluminate. Both fusion and decomposition temperatures
increase as one moves from Li to Cs tetrachloroaluminates
in Group IA of the Periodic Table. Also the temperature
at which the pressures of AlCl- , x and MAlCl., x were equal3 (g) 4 (g)
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decreased in similar order. This implies that M A l C l ^ ^  
becomes predominant as one goes from LiAlCl^ ̂  to 
C sA1C14 .

19Using the above observations Morozov and Morozov
proposed that the compound MAl^Cly forms in the melts. This
is supported by several studies which have identified
AlgCl^ ions in similar systems by Raman Spectroscopy^ ^ .

19Morozov and Morozov proposed equilibria corresponding 
to reactions (2.48) and (2.53) for alkali metal tetrachloro
aluminates

2MAlcl4 m  = M A 1 2cl7 m  + m c 1 (£) (2-67)
and MAlgCly^) = M A l C l ^ ^  + AlCl^ (2.68)

From their observations above they concluded that "the ther
mal stability of MAl^Cl^ ̂  compounds increases with the 
ionic radius of the alkali metal cation". They thus con
cluded that LiAlgCly^^ decomposes at around 500°C, thus 
making AlCl^^ j predominant over LiAlCl^ ̂ j, "while 
CsAlgCl^^) exhibits high thermal stability"; and therefore 
CsAlCl^ exhibits much higher vapor pressures than
AlCl- , v . A third reaction should then be added to account 3 (g)
for the formation of MAlCl.. x4 (g)

MA1C14(il) =MA1C14(g) (2-69)
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The above series of reactions (2.67) to (2.69) is supported
from the experiments with 25 mole % AlCl^ and 75 mole % MCI
(M = K , Na). In these experiments the vapor pressure of
AlClg ̂  was significantly less than that of M A l C l ^ ^ . The
addition of MCI drives reaction (2.67) to the left and thus
less AlCl^ will form according to reaction (2 .6 8).

2 3Grothe and Piel have compiled a review for fused 
salts high in AlClg content that are suitable for the pro
duction of aluminum by electrolysis. For fused salts con
taining from 35.8 to 49.6 mole % KCl (balance being AlCl^) 
they derived a pressure equation valid in the range of 5 88
to 800°C for KAlCl. , ,4 (g)

log P (torr) = 7.6 - ^515. (2.70)

where T is in degrees Kelvin. A similar equation was 
derived from data presented by Morozov and Morozov^ for 
the vapor pressure of KAlCl^ ̂  above KAlCl^^^

S91 ilog P (atm) = 4.41 - (2.71)
2 3At 800°C Grothe and Piel predict a pressure for KAlCl^ ̂ ^

19of 74.3 torr while Morozov and Morozov (Equation 2.71) 
result in 60.4 torr.

It is clear that further study is needed in both 
systems KCl-FeCl^ and KCl-AlCl^, especially in the
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temperature range up to 300 or 400°C. Mass spectrometric 
studies in this lower temperature range for both systems 
are necessary to define the gaseous species present and sub
sequently vapor pressure investigations are needed. Speci
fically additional vapor pressure studies are necessary 
over a wide range of temperatures and AlCl^-KCl melt com
positions. The same holds true for the FeClg-KCl system.
In addition condensed phase electrochemical studies are 
needed in order to identify the species present in melts 
and obtain their activities over wide ranges of composition,

2.3 The AlClg-FeClg-NaCl System

Again, no studies have been identified in this ternary 
system, but several studies have been performed in the bi
naries of interest : AlCl^-NaCl and FeCl^-NaGl. These 
studies will be presently discussed.

2.3.1 Condensed Phase Studies
2.3.1.1 The FeClg-NaCl System

Cook and D u n n ^  conducted the same experiments in the 
FeClg-NaCl system as for the FeCl^-KCl system (see 
Section 2.2.1.1). From cooling curves they determined the 
phase diagram for FeCl^-NaCl in the range xNaC^ = 0.4-0.6 . 
They also identified the equimolar compound NaFeCl^ ̂  from
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x-ray powder patterns. This compound melts congruently 
at 163°C, while it forms eutectics with FeCl^ ̂

(XNaCl = °*48' 157°C) and NaC1 (s) (XNaCl = 0 -51' 162°c )• 
Cook and Dunn’s^^ FeCl^-NaCl phase diagrams appears to be
the most reliable in the literature.

From calorimetric experiments Cook and D u n n ^  deter
mined for the reaction

NaC1 (s) + FeC1 3(s) = NaFeC14(s) (2-72)
that

AH°g g (2.72) = -800 ± 600 cal • mole" 1 (2.73)

Using their experimental data and thermodynamic data from
the literature they found that for the reaction

NaClU) + FeC1 3(£)= NaFeCl4(£) (2.74)
the enthalpy of reaction is given by

A H (2.74) = -7600 - 5.35T cal • mole 1

300 < T < 600K (2.75)

The heat capacities for solid and liquid NaFeCl^ were cal
culated (39.5 and 42.1 cal • mole 1 respectively) while

-ithe enthalpy and entropy of fusion (4300 cal • mole and 
9.86 e.u., respectively) were also determined from experi
mental data.
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2.3.1.2 The AlCl^-NaCl System

Various phase diagram studies have been reported in 
the AlCl^-NaCl system. All studies have identified the 
equimolar compound NaAlCl^^j, but only one s t u d y h a s  

proposed the existence of N a ^ A l C l ^ ^ . Data for this com
pound is listed in the JANAF Thermochemical Tables^ and 
is based mostly on estimates from cryolite ( N a ^ A l F ^ )•
It is generally agreed that Na^AlCl^^^ does not exist.
For NaAlCl^ the JANAF Tables list complete thermodymamic 
data from 298-2000K. This data is based on estimates from 
K A l C l ^ sj data, other approximations and Baud's"^ question
able study and, therefore is probably not very accurate.

24Dewing has conducted a good review of phase diagrams 
studies and has determined that a monotectic exists between 
NaAlCl^ and NaCl. Previous investigators showed a peritec
tic reaction"^ '15,25 at x.T = 0 . 5  and around 153°C.NaCl
D e w i n g ^  compiled the data of various investigators includ-

13 17ing Midorikowa and Fischer and Simon and derived the
following equation for the NaCl liquidus up to 750K.

log (0.5 - XAlcl ) = ~ 1^ 14 + 0.017 (2.76)

where T is degrees Kelvin. The monotectic was thus deter-
2 4mined to be at = 0.4 985 and 15 3°C. Dewing also
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conducted experiments in order to determine the NaAlCl^ 
liquidus. The presence or absence of crystals was deter
mined visually and the eutectic temperature was determined 
by a specially designed concentration cell. The emf (elec
tromotive force) of this cell becomes zero when the compo
sition of the liquids on the two sides of the concentration 
cell becomes identical. The emf is zero at 113°C and the
eutectic exists at = 0.6. Alternatively, Levin

25 ^et.al. place the eutectic at = 0.614 and 107oC,
24 25 ^even though Dewing and Levin agree on the monotectic

reaction temperature of 153°C.
At AlClg mole fractions greater than 0.8 there exists

a two liquid region above the AlCl^ ̂  + Liquid region.
24Unpublished data by Fanin et.al., reported by Dewing , 

gives the boundary of this region as

xaici3 = -°-1388 + 5-3192 <I0M>- 96834 (ÏMÔ> +
+ 5. 6223 3 (2.77)

Fanin et.al. place the intersection of the two-liquid region
with the AlClg liquidus at X^lc! = 0*806 and 193°C, while

25 ^Levin et.al. found that it intersects at = 0.8025
and 191°C. Equation (2.77) can be used up to 621K.
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2 6Rogers performed drop calorimetry experiments on
NaAlCl, , n x. For NaAlCl. , , he found that 4 (s,£) 4 (s)

HT ■ H298 = - 10230.16

298 < T < 414K (2.78)

while for NaAlCl^ ̂

HT " H298 = - 8910.91

433 < T < 573K (2.79)

where T is in degrees Kelvin and the enthalpy units are 
cal • mole *. By extrapolating Equations (2.78) and (2.7 9) 
to the fusion temperature of NaAlCl^ (42 6K), he calculated

AH°(NaAlCl4) = 4643.9 ± 90 cal • mole" 1 (2.80)

He also found that the entropy of fusion is

AS°(NaAlCl4) = 0.62 cal • K ^ m o l e " 1 (2.81)

while it is obvious that the heat capacities for solid and
liquid NaAlCl^ are given by the slopes of Equations (2.78) 
and (2.79) respectively (34.21 and 42.00 cal • K 1mole 1). 
For the reaction

NaCl(s) + A1C13(s) = NaAlCl4(s) (2.82)

He calculated a heat of reaction at 298K of
-1 16-5.43 kcal • mole , in good agreement with Baud
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(-5.45 kcal • mole ). Using this value, Rogers calculated 
the standard enthalpy of formation of NaAlCl^

AHf 298 1 5 (NaAlCl4(s)) = ~2 7 2 -32 kcal e mole" 1 (2.83)

which also compares well with JANAF^ data
-1(-273.23 kcal • mole ). He then summarized all the derived

thermodynamic data in a JANAF^-like table from 288 to 60OK.
2 4Dewing measured heat capacities in the NaCl-AlCl^ 

system using a glass-bulb calorimeter in the range between 
XA1C1 = 0.48 to 0.62. He found no composition dependence 
and derived the equation

Cp = 9. 79 - 7.05 x 10”3T + 4.80 x 10""6 • T 2 (2.84)
-1 -1where the heat capacity is in units of cal • K g • atom 

In order to obtain the partial molar heat capacity of 
A ^Clg, for example, one must multiply Equation (2.84) by 
a factor of eight (Al^Cl^ contains 8 g • atoms). Integrat
ing Equation (2.84)

HT * H298 = 9 -79T - 3.53 x 10"*3T2 + 1.6 x 10~6T 3 +
-1+ A cal • g • atom (2.85)

where A is an integration constant. Dewing then calculated 
the enthalpy difference for N a A l C l ^ b y  multiplying 
Equation (2.85) by six, and then using Rogers' heat capacity
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-i -1value (42.00 cal • K mole ) for NaAlCl^ ̂  to solve for
the integration constant. He obtained

HT - H2 9 8 (NaAlCl4(£)) = 587.4 • T - 0.0212T2 +

+ 9.61 x 10™"6T 3 - 13182 cal • mole” 1 (2.86)

where T is in degrees Kelvin. Equation (2.86) is valid 
up to HOOK.

27Boxall et.al. conducted electrochemical studies in 
the NaCl-AlClg system between 175-355°C and 50-70 mole % 
AlClg. They assumed, based on previous studies2  ̂ 22, that 
the following species were present in the melts :

AlCl^(£)' A12C16(£)' AlCl4 ' Al2Cl7 ' Cl ' and Na+
They wrote reactions between these species and obtained 
equilibrium constants for the reactions

2A 1C 13(£) = A l 2C16 U )  (2.87)

A1C14” + A1C13(£) = A12C17“ (2.88)

2A1C14” = A12C17” + Cl” (2.89)

from vapor pressure data [for (2.87)] and from the electro
chemical studies following complex numerical iterative tech
niques [for reactions (2.88) and (2.89)]. Thermodynamic 
data (AG°, AH°, AS°) were then calculated from the
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equilibrium constants according to

AG° = -RT&nk (2.90)

and from the Gibbs-Helmholtz equations. The free energy 
expressions in the range 175 to 355 °C were obtained for 
reaction (2.87) and the following

NaCl (£) + AlCl3(£) = NaAlCl4 U )  (2.91)

NaCl(£) + 2AlCl3(£) = N a 2AlC17 U )  (2.92)
They are

A G°(2.87) = -17660 + 5.2T cal • mole" 1 (2.93)

AG°(2.91) = -25540 + 4.8T cal • mole" 1 (2.94)

and AG°(2.92) = -38540 + Î3.7T cal • mole" 1 (2.95)
27Boxall et.al. also calculated the temperature dependence 

of AH° and S° for the species A ^ C l ^  ̂  , NaAlCl^ , and 
NaAlgCly^). These expressions can be found in Table 2.1. 
They estimated that

AH° . (NaAlCl.) = 3600 cal • mole"1 (2.96)fusion 4
from the entropy values. This value is in fair agreement

2 6 -1 with Rogers' value of 4644 cal • mole
24Dewing also performed electrochemical experiments 

in the AlCl^-NaCl system between 473 and 623K and AlClg mole
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fractions of 0.5 to 0.7. He calculated activities for NaCl 
and AlClg from the emf and mole fraction values based on
the Gibbs-Duhem relation for his cell. He used the
activity data to calculate thermodynamic relations for

NaCl(s) + A1C13(£) = NaAlCl4(£) (2.97)

A G ° (2.97) = -9386.79 - 3.67T
413 < T < 623K (2.98)

where the standard free energy is in units of cal • mole 
For the reaction

NaCl(s) + A 1 C 1 3(s) = NaAlCl4(£) (2.99)
-1A G ° (2.99) = -605.65 - 22.48T cal • mole

473 < T < 623K (2.100)
24Plotting A G ° (2.99) versus temperature, Dewing obtained

good agreement between his data and Rogers' ^H298 ^alue
-1for reaction (2.82) (-5 425 cal • mole ). He also calcu

lated activity values of NaAlCl4 (with respect to 
NaAlCl4 j£j) in the range 0.5 < XAlcl < 0.58 (the NaAlCl4
liquidus). In addition he established that S°gg(NaAlCl4 ^)

-1 -1 -1 -1 = 47.6 cal • K mole (compared to 45 + 2 cal • K mole
from JANAF6).

The overall agreement between the thermodynamic data 
derived from the calorimetric, phase diagram and
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electrochemical experiments was very good. This indicates 
24that Dewing's experimental results and the data selected 

by him from the literature are accurate. Dewing^ compiled 
a table of partial molar quantities (AH, AS, and AG) for 
both AlClg and NaCl as a function of composition in the 
range 0.49 and 0.80 XAlcl .

2.3.2 Gaseous Phase Studies

2.3.2.1 The FeClg-NaCl System 
2 gGalitskii performed vapor pressure studies in the 

AlClg-NaCl and FeClg-NaCl systems. He used a static method 
where a quartz tensimeter with a membrane nul1-manometer 
was employed to determine the total vapor pressure above 
these systems. He checked his method by measuring the boil
ing point of the pure compounds AlClg and FeClg. In the 
case of FeClg his results are 15 to 45 degrees less than 
the established literature values, and in addition, he 
obtained different boiling points depending on the temper
ature range of his experiments. This is one of many incon
sistencies that can be found in this study.

In the FeClg-NaCl system he performed experiments 
between 36.9 and 64 mole % FeCl^ and 298-1100K. He derived 
total pressure equations of the form
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log P = | + B (2.101)

and also derived values for the enthalpy and entropy of 
vaporization for each composition. He stated that his cal
culated boiling points are as much as 270 degrees lower 
than literature values (without presenting any justifica
tion) , thus questioning the accuracy of his experimental
technique and derived results.

2 gGalitskii also performed a second series of experi
ments to determine the vapor phase composition above 
AlCl^-NaCl and FeClg-NaCl melts of various compositions.
A quartz ampule containing a salt mixture of known compo
sition was introduced into a quartz test tube which was 
evacuated, heated to around 100°C and sealed. The test 
tubes were then placed in a furnace at 630°C for % hour, 
such that the upper half of the test tube was outside the 
furnace acting as a condenser. At the end of the experiment 
the test tube was removed from the furnace, cooled, cut 
in half and the residue and condensate were analyzed for 
Na and either Fe or Al. Two distinct condensates were 
formed, the lower one roughly analyzing at equimolar ratios 
of NaCl to MCIg while in the upper one MCl^ was predominant.
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2 gGalitskii then calculated the vapor pressure of the 
components present in the gas phase by assuming that these 
components were N a C l ^ , Na^Cl^^ ^, NaMCl^^ ^, and MCl^^ ^. 
Even though he states that the vapor pressure of Na^Cl^^  ̂

is much larger than NaCl^ ^ , his vapor phase calculations 
show the opposite effect. The residue analysis was always 
vastly different from the starting analysis thus indicating 
large compositional changes during these experiments, prob
ably due to MClgj j vaporization. He nevertheless calcu
lated for the reaction

NaMC14 (g) = NaC1 (g) + MC1 3 (g) (2 .1 0 2)
where M = Fe, that

AG° (2. 102) = 51600 - 28.9T cal • mole' 1

873 < T < 1073 (2.103)
2 8Galitskii did not take into account the possible presence 

of dimers (A^Cl^ ̂  ̂ or Ee^Cl^ ̂  ) in the condensate. His 
whole study is full of inconsistencies and is, therefore, 
of questionable value.

2 9Richards and Gregory performed a transpiration study 
in the NaCl-FeClgSystem. A mixture of argon and chlorine 
was first passed over a boat containing FeClg ̂  at around 
175°C in order "to introduce the desired partial pressure
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of ferric chloride” to the carrier gas. The gas mixture
was then passed over a second boat with NaCl . . at temper-l s j
atures between 350 and 530°C. The gases were condensed
and analyzed for Fe and Na. Two distinct condensates were
observed; one of them containing equimolar amounts of N a :F e ,
the second one being pure FeCl^ (s )• Some ferric oxide
formed during the experiments, while most experiments were
run with some complex (NaFeCl^ ̂ ) mixed in with N a C l ^ .

The vapor pressures for FeCl^^ ^, Fe^Cl^^ ^, and
NaFeCl^ were determined from the condensate analysis
and thermodynamic data from the literature for the dimeri-
zation of FeCl- , x. For the reaction 3 (g)

NaCl(sj + FeCl3(g) = NaFeCl4(g) (2.104)

they calculated that

AG*(2.104) = 3700 - 6.5 • T cal • mole” 1 (2.105)

where T is in degrees Kelvin. Equation (2.105) is valid
between 350 and 530°C. The activity of NaCl^gj was assumed
to be unity, even though some experiments were run with
NaFeCl. , x mixed in with NaCl , x. This assumption is 4 (s) (s) ^
questionable for this last series of experiments; and there
fore, Equation (2.105) is not very reliable. Using this

2 gequation Richards and Gregory estimated (with the help
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of literature data) that

AH£ 2 9 8 (NaFeCl^ ) = -154 ± 4 kcal • mole * (2.106)

and

S°2 3 (NaFeCl4(g)) = 136 cal • K™1 • mole" 1 (2.107)

Rustad and Gregory^ performed a gas phase spectropho- 
tometric study of NaFeCl^ ̂ ^. They used the same experi-

7mental technique as Shieh and Gregory in the temperature 

range 400 to 650°C. They employed the equilibrium
2 Qconstants calculated from Richards and Gregory for 

reaction (2.104) to calculate molar absorptivities of 
NaFeCl^gj and to obtain the vapor pressure of FeCl^ ̂  

and NaFeCl^ ̂ j. From the vapor pressures they obtained 
thermodynamic data for

NaFeCl^M^ saturated with NaCl ̂  ~ FeC1 3(g) +
+ NaCl, * (2.108)\ )

AG°(2.108) = 16600 - 6.2 • T cal • mole" 1 (2.109)

and

NaFeCl4(£ saturated with NaCl, .) = NaFeCl4(g) (2,110)
AG*(2.110) = 19900 - 12.1 • T cal • mole" 1 (2.111)

where T is in degrees Kelvin. Equations (2.109) and
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(2.111) are valid between 400 and 650°C. Rustad and 
G r e g o r y s t a t e  that "in our case the amount of material 
in the liquid phase is very small..., and surface effects 
may have a substantial influence".

Subtracting reaction (2.108) from (2.110) one obtains 
reaction (2.104) with a free energy expression of [sub
tracting Equation (2.109) from (2.111)]

A G ° (2.104) = 3202 - 5.8T cal • mole"1 (2.112)

The above expression is in good agreement with Richards 
and Gregory's data [Equation (2.105)], as it should be since 
it is based on their data. An attempt was made to compare

p oGalitskii1s Equation (2.103) for reaction (2.102) with 
Equation (2.112) and (2.105). From JANAF^ data for the 
reaction

NaCl(s) = N a C l (2.113)

in the temperature range 800 to H O O K  it was calculated

A G°(2.113) = 51843.7 - 32.517T cal • mole"1 (2.114)

Subtracting reaction (2.102) from (2.113), reaction (2.104) 
results, with a free energy expression [subtract (2.103) 
from (2.114)] of

AG*(2.104) = 243.7 - 3.617T cal • mole"1 (2.115)
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18Morozov's data on sodium tetrachloroferrates will 
be summarized below. His experimental technique was 
described in Section 2.2.2.1. For reaction (2.43) where 
M = Na

log k (2.43) = ~10^ 4° + 6.84 (2.116)

and

AG°(2.43) = 49200 - 31.3T cal • mole"1 (2.117)

while the total pressure is given by

log Ptotal(torr) = ~ -|-7-° + 5.88 (2.118)

Equations (2.116) through (2.118) are valid in the temper
ature range 833 to 968K. From.this tabular data it was 
calculated that

log PN a FeCl4 (a t m ) = 3,98 t (2.119)

and subsequently for reaction

NaFeCl4(£) = N a F e C l 4(g) (2.120)

it was found [based upon (2.119)] that

AG°(2.120) = 23307.53 - 18.22T cal • mole"1 (2.121)
18Morozov's data for reaction (2.43) was then manipulated 

in order to obtain a free energy equation for reaction 
(2.104). Multiplying reaction (2.120) by four and
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subtracting from reaction (2.4 3) the following results

3NaFeC14(g) = 3NaC1(s) + FeC13(g) + Fe2C16 <g) (2'122)
with the free energy expression [ (2.117) - 4 • (2.121)]
of

AG°(2.122) = -44028 + 41.58T cal • mole"1 (2.123) 

Calculating the free energy expression for

Fe2C16(g) = 2FeC13(g) (2-124)
in the temperature range 700-1100K (from JANAF** data)

A G°(2.124) = 32992 - 31.582T cal • mole"1 (2.125)

and adding reactions (2.122) to (2.124) and dividing by 
minus three, reaction (2.104) results, with a free energy 
expression

AG°(2.104) = [AG°(2.122) + AG°(2.124)]/(-3) =
= 3678.67 - 3.33T cal • mole"1 (2.126)
2 gGalitskii1s tabular data for the FeCl^-NaCl system 

was then used to calculate a free energy expression for 
reaction (2.120). The tabulated vapor pressures for 
NaFeCl4 ^j were divided by the NaFeCl^ ̂  mole fraction, 
obtained by assuming that the minor component was completely
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complexed as NaFeCl^(£^• The residue compositions were used 
in the equation

■ t e ;
since NaCl was usually the minor component. It was esti
mated that

log (pN^ C.1A ia?-,l - ) = 4.26 - ,2.128)
NaFeC14 U )

and from that for reaction (2.120)

AG* (2.120) = 22207.68 - 19.48T cal • mole"-1 (2.129)

The total pressure equation above a sample containing 
~50 mole % NaCl was tabulated as

log Ptotal<torr> = 8.00 - ^ 2 .  (2.130)

Cook and D u n n ^  performed similar vapor transport 
experiments in the FeCl^-NaCl system as in the FeCl^-KCl 
system. They bubbled chlorine gas through FeCl^-NaCl melts 
containing 51.4 to 65 mole % NaCl in the temperature range 

750 to HOOK. Their results showed

log (̂ ^ ( g ) '  atm) = 4.615 - 1|04 (2.m )
ANaFeCl4 1

and from that it was estimated that for reaction (2.120)
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A G ° (2.120) = 27012.2 - 21.IT cal • mole”1 (2.132)

Using Cook and Dunn's11 data an attempt was made to 
obtain thermodynamic data for reaction (2.43) (where 
M = Na). The equilibrium constant for this reaction is 
expressed by (2.54) , where M = Na. It was found that

log k (2 . 43) = 11. 93 - — -6- (2.133)

and

AG° (2.43) = 84495.29 - 54.57T cal • mole”1 (2.134)
18At 969K Morozov [Equation (2.116)] predicts an equi-

-5librium constant of 5.7 x 10 , while Equation (2.134) for
Cook and Dunn11 predicts 7.4 x 10 Again, using data
from Cook and Dunn's11 figures the free energy expression 
for reaction (2.104) was estimated by first calculating 
the equilibrium constant according to

PNaFeCl.
k (2.104) =  ------- — |---- (2.135)

FeCl3 * NaCl
The free energy expression is given by

AG°(2.104) = 1355.29 - 0.86T cal • mole”1 (2.136)

For reactions (2.104) and (2.120) a comparison of 
standard free energies of reaction, and the total pressure 
above NaCl-FeClg melts for the studies of Cook, and Dunn11,
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18 28 2 9Morozov , Galitskii , Richards and Gregory , and Rustad
and Gregory^ is given in Tables 2.2-2.4. It is obvious
that there is little agreement among the thermodynamic and

2 gtotal pressure values. Galitskii's study is plagued with
2 9inconsistencies, while Richard and Gregory's transpiration 

experiments were run under a variety of different setups 
(with or without F e C l ^ i n  the carrier gas, with or with
out N a F e C l ^ sj in the NaCl boats, etc.) thus making their
results questionable. Rustad and Gregory"^ based their

2 9thermodynamic calculations on Richard and Gregory's study, 
and in addition the presence of a very small amount of con
densed phase probably introduced considerable surface

11 18 effects on their results. Cook and Dunn" and Morozov
are probably the best studies, but even they ignored activ
ities (using mole fractions instead) in their thermodynamic 
calculations.

A last study was identified in the FeClg-NaCl system. 
Landsberg et.al.^ performed a low temperature study (126- 
246°C) in the range 45-80 mole % NaCl using a Kndusen effu
sion method. They assumed that the only vapor species 
present was Fe^Cl^ ̂  and published log p versus 1/T 
equations for the various compositions used. Their results 
show a dependence on Knudsen cell orifice size, and cannot
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be compared with other studies since they assume that

only FegCl^^ j is present in the vapor phase and their study
is at a lower temperature range.

2.3.2.2 The AlCl^-NaCl System

Several vapor pressure studies were performed in the
32AlClg-NaCl system. Linga et.al. measured total vapor 

pressures above AlCl^-NaCl melts, in the range 5.2 to 
50 mole % AlCl^ and between 630 and 900°C, using a modified 
boiling point method. The rate of sample weight loss from 
a cell (suspended from a balance into a furnace) with a 
capillary opening, was observed as a function of applied 
inert gas pressure. The total vapor pressure was then cal
culated by means of a computer program. The results are 
presented in figures of log pressure versus inverse temper
ature. For the composition 5 0 mole % AlCl^, corresponding 
to NaAlCl^(£)r in the temperature range 630-730°C, it was 
calculated from the figure presented that

log ? t o t a l 'atm) = 8.07 - 82^ 4 '9 (2.137)

Data is also presented for the KCl-AlCl^ system between
5.1 and 25.4 mole % AlCl^ and 800 to 925°C.

32In their discussion Linga et.al. propose a model 
that describes the vapor phase composition in terms of the
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ions present in the liquid phase. For melts with up to
3350 mole % AlCl^ they agree with Frank that an ideal mix

ture of Cl and Al^Cl^ ions exists up to 25 mole %, while 
between 25 and 50 mole % AlCl^ Cl and AlCl^ ions exist
in the melt, thus sharply increasing the vapor pressure.

32 34In the vapor phase Linga et.al. agree with Dewing that
NaAlCl^ ̂  and A l C l ^ ^  are present. They explain the rise 
of vapor pressure over melts with more than 35 mole % AlCl^ 
by the emergence of AlCl^ ̂ , in addition to NaAlCl^ ̂ ^
(the predominant gas phase component up to that composi
tion) , as an important gaseous species. They dismiss 

33Franks suggestion of N a A ^Cl^  ̂  on thermodynamic grounds. 
34Dewing performed static vapor pressure experiments 

in the AlCl^-NaCl system in the range 53.6 to 65.8 mole 
% AlClg and between 140 and 400°C. The vapor pressure of 
the melts exerted in an evacuated space was balanced against 
a known air pressure, thus measuring the total pressure 
above the melt. He displays Sigma plots for each composi
tion studied. He also performed a transference experiment 
where gaseous helium was bubbled through a melt containing 
49.5 mole % AlClg. The gases were then condensed and the 
condensate analyzed for sodium and aluminum. Two species 
were assumed present above AlCl^-NaCl melts between 560
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34and 727°C: NaAlCl^ ̂  and A l C l ^ . Dewing presents log 
pressure versus inverse temperature figures for both of 
these gases from the transference experiments. From these 
figures it was estimated that for NaAlCl^ ̂  melts 
(49.5 mole % AlCl^ is almost all NaAlCl^)

log PA1C1 (atm) = 6.46 - l- (2.138)

and

lo9 PNaAlCl4 (atm) = 6.79 - 2 2 ^ 1  (2.139)

where T is in degrees Kelvin. Both equations are valid 
between 560 and 727°C. From Equation (2.139) the free energy 
expression for reaction (2.69) , where M = Na, was derived

AG°(2.69) = 35284.52 - 31.05T cal • mole”1 (2.140)
19For the reaction presented by Morozov and Morozov , (2.58) ,

using Dewing's^ data it was calculated that (for M = Na)

AG°(2.58) = 66858.48 - 60.59T cal • mole"1 (2.141)

Dewing^ also presents an equation for the total pressure 
above melts with 50 to 100 mole % AlCl^, in terms of heats 
and entropies of solution of Al^Cl^ in NaCl-AlCl^ melts.

Viola et.al.^ measured the total vapor pressure above 
melts containing 53 to 74 mole % AlClg and between 103 and 
251°C using an isoteniscope with mercury as the manometric 
fluid. Their study appears to be the best one for the
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NaCl-AlCl^ system, and results in the equation
 , 6064.9 - 29406.3x + 25360.7x2

l0g total(torr) = ----------------- T-----------------
- 26.2772 + 100.6062X - 75.1432x2 (2.142)

where x is the mole fraction of AlClg and T the temperature 
in degrees Kelvin.

24Dewing performed static experiments where AlClg vapor 
was bubbled through boiling melts containing 47.7 to 5 4.2 
mole % AlClg in the temperature range 500-850°C. The 
off gases were then condensed and analyzed for sodium. He 
assumed, based on his previous experiments^, that 
NaAlCl^ ̂  was the sodium containing vapor species, and 
derived an equation for the partial pressure of NaAlCl^ ̂  

over melts boiling at around 1 atm

log PNaAlcl (atm) = + 3.435 (2.143)

From this vapor pressure data Dewing estimated activity 
values for NaAlCl^^j

NaAlCl^ -4322log (---------) = + 3.325 (2.144)
NaAlCl4

and therefore, for reaction (2.69)

A G * (2.69) = 19774.2 - 15.2T cal • mole"1 (2.145) 

in the range 770-1130K. Combining reaction (2.69) with
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reactions (2.99) and

A1C13(s) = A1C13(g) (2-146)

NaCl(s) = NaCl(a) (2.147)

one obtains the reaction proposed by Morozov and Morozov^, 
(2.58). The free energy expression for this reaction can 
be obtained by adding Equations (2.145) and (2.100) and
the following expressions

A G ° (2.146) = 24901 - 41.405T cal • mole”1

600 < T < 1000K (2.148)

A G°(2.147) = 6148.2 - 5.665T cal • mole"1

600 < T < 1000K (2.149)

where Equations (2.148) and (2.149) were obtained from 
JANAF^ data. The resulting equation is

A G ° (2.58) = 51429.02 - 39.80T cal • mole"1 (2.150)

Morozov and Morozov's experiments in the NaCl-AlCl^ 
system (previously described in Section 2.2.2.2) yielded 
the following results

log Ptotal<torr> = - ^ 14 + 7.56 (2.151)

log k (2.58) = ~10^00 + 8.6 (2.152)
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and

A G ° (2.58) = 49400 - 39.3T cal • mole"1 (2.153)

where M = Na in reaction (2.58) . The above three equa
tions are valid between 600 and 800°C. From their tabular 
data it was calculated for reaction (2.69), where M = Na, 
that

PNaAlCl4 (atm) = 4-12 - (2.15 4)

and from that

A G ° (2.69) = 24033.64 - 18.83T cal • mole”1 (2.155)
19From Morozov and Morozov's experiments for 25 mole 

% AlClg-75 mole % NaCl it was calculated that

log ptota]_ (atm) = 3.63 - 4 9 85. (2.156)

and

log k (2. 58) = 8.51 - (2.157)

A G ° (2.58) = 46789.99 - 38.91T cal • mole-1 (2.158)

where the equilibrium constant was calculated based on 
Equation (2.64). Equations (2.156) to (2.158) are valid 
between 790 and 865°C. Again, as in the AlCl^-KCl system, 
the partial pressures of both AlCl^ ̂  and NaAlCl^ ̂  are 
less for the 25 mole % A1C1? than for NaAlCl.,... At 107 3K
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fair agreement was found for reaction (2.58) between the
25 mole % AlCl^ and N a A l C l ^ ^  experiments (5038 and 7321 

-1cal • mole , respectively). For reaction (2.69) thermo
dynamic values were calculated from the 25 mole % AlCl^ 
experiments based on

PNaAlCl.
k ( 2 . 69) =  -------  (2.159)

NaAlCl4
They are

log k (2.69) = 3.88 - 4?-^v76 (2. 160)
and

AG° (2.69) - 22115.59 - 17.77T cal • mole"1 (2.161)

Comparison between Equations (2.155) and (2.161) at 1073K
- 1yields 38 33 and 3049 cal • mole . The last two compari

sons (for reaction 2.58 and 2.69) are useful in pointing
19out that Morozov and Morozov's study is self consistent.

Shatova et.al. used a boiling point method to inves
tigate vapor pressures above NaCl-AlCl^ melts. Their exper
imental method was similar to the one used by Linga 

32et.al. . They investigated the range between 0 and 40.7 
mole % AlClg and 853 to 1443K. Equations of log total pres
sure versus inverse temperature are presented for each com
position. They checked their experimental method by
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measuring vapor pressures above pure NaCl and claimed that 
there was agreement within 2% of the literature values. A 
closer look at the comparison between their data and the 
literature's reveals that this claim is accurate only when 
comparing log pressure values. Upon comparison of the 
actual pressure values the discrepancies between their study 
and literature data increases. Shatova et.al.'s data is 
higher by as much as 57% at 1173K (lowest temperature 
studied) and lower by 13% at 140 8K (highest experimental 
temperature). Their results, therefore, are questionable.
A comparison between total pressure data between Shatova 
e t . a l . L i n g a  e t . a l . ^ , and Morozov and Morozov‘S  for 
the 25 mole % AlClg fused salt can be found in Table 2.5.
It is obvious that there is rather good agreement between

32 19Linga et.al. and Morozov and Morozov , while Shatova
et.al.'s data is much lower.

2 gGalitskii's study of the NaCl-AlCl^ system included 
tensimetric experiments between 33.8 and 71.5 mole % AlCl^ 
and 298-1100K. Total pressure equations are given for each 
composition, in the form of Equation (2.101). His static 
experiments resulted in the following free energy expres
sion for reaction (2.102), where M = Al
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AG° = 49700 - 28.9T cal • mole 1

873 < T < 1073K (2.162)
2 8From tabulated data in Galitskii for the static experi

ments, it was found that

log (PN*A1CV  atm) „ 1-77 _ 206^24 (2.163,
NaAlCl4 1

and from that the free energy expression for reaction (2.69),
where M = Na,

AG* (2.69) = 9426.07 - 8. 11T cal • mole""1 (2.164)

Equations (2.163) and (2.164) are valid between 873 and 1073K 
and the residual compositions listed in Galitskii*s table 
were used to calculate the mole fraction of NaAlCl^^^.

A comparison of the free energy expressions for 
reaction (2.58) between the studies of Dewing^, Morozov 
and Morozov1  ̂ and Dewing"^ can be found in Table 2.6. There 
is good agreement among all three studies. A comparison 
among the three studies for reaction (2.69) can be found in
Table 2.7. It can be seen that there is fair agreement

24 19between Dewing and Morozov and Morozov , while Galit-
28skii's value is again low. A comparison of total pres

sures above N a A l C l ^ ^  between these three studies can be
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found in Table 2.8. The total vapor pressure for Dewing's 
study was found by assuming that the vapor phase consisted 
of only AlClg^  ̂ and NaAlCl^^ ^ , [obtaining the total 
pressure by adding up the individual pressures from 
Equations (2.138) and (2.139)]. Morozov and Morozov's values 
are lower than the other two studies, which are in rough 
agreement.

35In the NaCl-AlClg system Viola presents the best low
2 4temperature total pressure data, while Dewing has com

pletely described the thermodynamics of the system.
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CHAPTER 3 —  EXPERIMENTAL APPARATUS AND PROCEDURE

3.1 The Knudsen Cell-Mass Spectrometer

A CVC model 12 Time-of-Flight Mass Spectrometer (TOFMS) 
fitted with a Knudsen Cell Inlet System was used for this 
work. The theory of TOFMS operation will be presently dis
cussed , to be followed by a description of the Knudsen Cell 
Inlet assembly.

3.1.1 Theory of Operation for Time-of-Flight Mass Spec
trometry

The CVC TOFMS operates in a pulsed mode (10,000 cycles 
per second) and provides mass spectra for any sample (as 
long as it is in, or has been converted to, gaseous form) 
introduced to its ion source. The gas sample, entering 
the ion source region as a molecular beam, is ionized by 
bombardment with a pulsed electron beam. The electrons 
are generated by thermionic emission from a thin tungsten 
wire filament. The filament is heated by passing a control
led amount of direct current through it. The electrons
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are accelerated through the ionization region by positively 
biasing the filament (for about 0.25ysecond per cycle) 
with an adjustable voltage, with respect to the ionizing 
region (which is at ground potential during the ion for
mation period). A collimating magnetic field, along the 
axis of the electron beam, forces the electrons to move 
in a small spiral path as they cross the ion source. The 
electron and molecular beams thus interact, producing 
positively charged ions (cations).

The cations are removed from the ionization region 
and are accelerated down the flight tube by the application 
of a series of potentials to the ion drawout grids. The 
ion drawout pulses are timed to occur immediately after 
the electron pulse. There are four ion drawout grids and 
they are at gradually increasing negative potentials (the 
last one being at -2800 volts) so as to accelerate the 
cations uniformly. The last grid provides the same energy 
to all cations, which are thus accelerated down the two 
meter long flight (drift) tube.

The ions traveling from the ionization region down 
the drift tube and arriving at the detector, pass through 
several focusing assemblies which are used to maximize the 
number of ions reaching the detector. They are prevented
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from contacting the flight tube by a drift-tube liner set at 
the same potential as the last ion drawout grid. All ions 
are given the same kinetic energy from the last ion drawout 
grid

where m = mass of the ion 
and v = ion velocity
From this relation it is obvious that lighter ions will 
travel faster down the flight tube (and arrive first at the 
detector) than heavier ions. The ions, therefore, arrive at 
the detector separated in discrete packets of uniform mass, 
thus the term mass spectrometer.

The detector is basically a magnetic electron multiplier 
which consists of two parallel flat strips, the field and 
dynode strips (anode and cathode respectively) with a space 
between them. These multiplier plates are made by depo
siting a high resistance coating on an insulating glass 
strip. Each strip is subjected to a gradually increasing 
voltage thus creating an electric field, which is not perpen
dicular to the strips. In addition permanent magnets, situ
ated outside the flight tube, create a magnetic field (at 
right angles to the electric field) in the detector region.
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The cations strike a cathode, located just prior to the 
strips, and because of their high energy dislodge electrons 
on an approximately one to one basis. These electrons are 
drawn to the dynode strip (by its electric field) where they 
dislodge secondary electrons on a three to one ratio (three 
new electrons generated upon impact of an ion-generated 
electron). Under the combined influence of the magnetic and 
electric fields, the electrons are forced to cycloid back to 
the dynode strip. They first move away from it (and toward 
the field strip) until they return to their original energy 
level in the space between the two strips. They then cycle 
back to the dynode (because of the voltage drop between the 
two strips) thus dislodging more electrons and amplifying the 
original electron current. The dynode and field strips are 
always kept at a 300 volt potential difference, but their 
actual potentials can be changed with the use of a multiplier 
gain control.

The electrons cycloid back to the dynode between 40 and 
60 times (resulting in gains of 10^ to 10^), until they reach 
the Jump-Off-Line (JOL) on the dynode strip. There the elec
tron sheet is lifted off the strip and moves into space 
following a -70 volt equipotential line into the gating 
region. This region consists of a maximum of six gating 
anodes and an oscilloscope anode. The last one is always
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"on" (it has a constant negative direct current bias) so 
that any pulses (electrons) not gated into earlier channels 
(anodes) will cause peaks to appear on the oscilloscope. 
Using a proper time sequence it is possible to selectively 
gate (by applying negative potential) a particular mass 
peak from the spectrum to one of the six anodes. The cur
rent for that mass peak passes through vacuum feed-throughs 
to an electrometer circuit and is read out on a chart 
recorder. Thus a whole mass spectrum can be recorded 
through scanning (changing the relative time at which the 
anode is pulsed on during each cycle). A schematic of the 
mass spectrometer is presented in Figure 3.1.

A necessary condition for the operation of the mass
spectrometer is a vacuum system, which will maintain a pres-

-5sure of less than 1 x 1 0  torr in the ionization, flight 
tube, and detector regions. It is a necessary condition 
in order to avoid collisions between the ions being analyzed 
and residual gases.

The mass spectrometer's pressure measuring instruments 
were replaced with two new Varian vacuum ionization-thermo
couple controllers (one each for the flight tube and Knud
sen Cell Inlet pumping systems) and a separate thermocouple 
controller for the Knudsen Cell Inlet pumping system. In
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addition, the two old strip chart recorders, exhibiting 
many problems, were replaced with a new HP chart recorder 
with a disposable ink writing system (replacing the faint 
electric writing of the old recorders).

A MA-0 30 mass marker unit was purchased from CVC and 
was installed in the portable mass spectrometer electronics 
console, so that it can be used with all three mass spec
trometers at CSM. This unit picks up the scan ramp output 
from the mass spectrometer, which triggers the mass identi
fication of each peak throughout the spectrum. Having 
picked up this signal, a numerical display of mass number 
is read out on the front panel. The digital number of each 
mass peak is also electronically applied to the chart 
recorder, generating mass marker pulses of three different 
amplitudes. The lowest amplitude mark is marked every one 
amu (atomic mass unit), a higher amplitude mark every ten 
amu and the highest amplitude mark every one hundred amu. 
The mass marker dramatically reduces the time needed to 
analyze a spectrum by eliminating the process of counting 
the distance between mass peaks. The mass range of the 
mass marker was electronically extended so that it could 
be compatible with the mass spectrometer's mass range 
(0-900 amu). The mass marker was also calibrated by
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introducing perfluorokerosene to the mass spectrometer.
This chemical exhibits a high vapor pressure and has a very 
well documented fragmentation pattern. Using the highest 
detectable peak (amu = 614) the mass marker was adjusted, 
so that it is approximately linear between mass zero and. 
mass 650.

3.1.2 The Knudsen Cell Inlet System

The Knudsen Cell Inlet assembly can be seen in 
Figure 3.2. The Knudsen Cell is in contact with a thermo
couple (a thermocouple well has been drilled at the center 
bottom of the cell). The cell is actually supported by 
three tungsten rods, which also fit in three wells at the 
periphery of the bottom of the cell. The three support 
rods and the thermocouple pass through four tantalum heat 
shields. The heat shields are separated by three cylindri
cal ceramic spacers in the center (for the protection of 
the thermocouple). This assembly is surrounded by two 
tantalum cylindrical heat shields with four slots each, 
and sits on a cylindrical plate. This plate is connected 
by three rods to the base of the tower assembly. Two of 
these last three rods are stationary, while the third one
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Figure 3.2 Cut-Away View of the Knudsen Cell Inlet and Ion 
Source Regions of the Time of Flight Mass Spec
trometer.
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can be maneuvered from the exterior of the Knudsen Cell hous
ing, thus allowing for positive positioning of the crucible.

The cell is heated by means of two U shaped tungsten 
filaments. The filaments are held in place by four stainless 
steel rods, which pass through the four slots in the tantalum 
cylindrical heat shields. These support rods extend to the 
tower assembly base and are thus connected electrically (via 
the vacuum feed-throughs) to the furnace controller. The 
heating mode used in this study is the Radiation mode, where 
the cell is heated by radiation, from the two tungsten fila
ments. The radiation and thus the cell temperature is con
trolled by varying the current passed through the filaments. 
The Radiation heating mode can be employed up to HOOK, be
yond which one must switch to the Bombardment mode for tem
peratures up to 2500K. In this mode the filaments are at 
-1200 volts, while the cell is held at ground potential, thus 
bombarding the cell with high energy electrons and increasing 
the temperature. The temperature is again controlled by 
varying the filament current.

There are two tantalum lids sitting on top of the 
cylindrical tantalum heat shields. Both lids are slotted 
and are positioned so as to allow direct passage of the 
molecular beam, issuing from the Knudsen Cell orifice.
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through the shutter isolation valve and into the mass 
spectrometer ion source. The shutter isolation valve sits 
directly above the lids and is a three position valve. The 
first position isolates the Knudsen Cell Inlet system from 
the Mass Spectrometer Ion Source by a vacuum seal. The 
second position allows the molecular beam to enter the ion 
source uninterrupted, while the third one slides a cold 
stainless steel shutter between the cell and the Ion Source 
region. This shutter plate acts as a condenser for the 
high temperature molecular beam issuing from the Knudsen 
Cell , and can thus be used to separate background species 
from those issuing from the cell. The thermocouple used 
for temperature measurement extends through the tower 
assembly base via an O-ring seal, as can be seen in 
Figure 3.2. An overall view of the Time-of-Flight Mass 
Spectrometer with the Knudsen Cell Inlet System and all 
the supporting electronics can be found in Figure 3.3

3.1.3 The Knudsen Cell Used in This Study

All three systems investigated in this study exhibit 
high vapor pressures, which can lead to rapid sample 
depletion and thus unknown sample compositions. A special 
Knudsen Cell was designed to deal with this problem. It
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has a very long and narrow orifice. Views of the cell can 
be seen in Figures 3.4 and 3.5. The cells are machined 
out of AFX grade POCO graphite, with a sample surface-to- 
orifice area ratio of 300 to 1 and an orifice length-to- 
diameter ratio of around 25.

3.2 Sample Preparation

All chemicals used in this study were of at least 
reagent grade purity. Ferric chloride was 99% pure, alumi
num chloride 99.5% while both sodium and potassium chlorides 
were better than 99.9% pure. After many trial and error 
attempts at producing fused salt samples, the following 
method was developed to prepare the samples for the mass 
spectrometric experiments.

All of the chemical reagents, being extremely hygro
scopic, were kept in the glove box under a controlled Ng 
atmosphere. Thick-wall Vycor tubing about 7 inches long 
was heated with a torch and one end was closed off. This 
closed-end tube was placed in the loading port of the glove 
box along with a rubber stopper, a shorter and thinner open- 
ended glass tube, and glass wool. The loading port was 
pumped down and backfilled with nitrogen. This procedure 
was repeated twice and the pressure inside the glove box
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Figure 3.4 Vertical Cross Section of the Knudsen Cell.
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Figure 3.5 Bottom View of the Knudsen Cell.
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was allowed to stabilize. The inner door of the port was 
opened and the tube along with other equipment was intro
duced into the glove box. The door was closed and the tube 
was weighed. The second glass tube (of slightly smaller 
internal diameter, about 6 inches long, and open on both 
ends) was also weighed. The second tube was used for 
loading the chemical reagents into the first one. The 
shorter tube was placed inside the thick wall tube and taped 
to it, so that a space of about 1 inch was left between 
the bottom of the closed-end tube and the loading tube.

The assembly was again weighed and then the reagents 
were loaded. FeCl^ was loaded first since it is in powder 
form as compared to the AlCl^ lumps. The assembly was 
weighed and loading of FeCl^ continued until the desired 
weight was reached. At that point the loading tube was 
removed and the required amount of AlClg was placed in the 
closed-end tube. The purpose of the loading tube is to 
avoid spreading the sample on the walls of the sample tube. 
The glass wool was then placed inside the tube as close 
to the open end as possible. The tube was closed with the 
rubber stopper and removed from the glove box.

In the case of preparing fused salts in the two ter
nary systems, the alkali metal chlorides (both being in
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powder form) were loaded, using a second loading tube, 
immediately after the ferric chloride addition. After the 
required amount of FeCl^ had been introduced, the ferric 
chloride loading tube was replaced by the alkali metal 
(sodium or potassium) loading tube and the assembly was 
weighed. The alkali metal chloride was then added until 
the desired weight was reached. The second loading tube 
was removed and aluminum chloride was added. The glass 
wool was placed inside the tube, which was subsequently 
closed with the rubber stopper and removed from the glove 
box. An overall view of the glove box can be seen in 
Figure 3.6.

Outside the glove box the rubber stopper was removed 
and the tube was quickly attached to a vacuum pump. The 
glass tube was pumped down and the end opposite the sample 
end was simultaneously heated slowly with a torch. The 
sample end of the tube was kept inside a jacket of wet 
towels, while the glass wool was used as a filter for any 
gases that might be produced from the sample upon heating. 
The vacuum and heat helped to soften and collapse the glass 
tube, thus closing off the end and creating a sample "bomb".

The sample bomb was then wrapped in steel wool and 
placed in a steel tube which was positioned inside a tube
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furnace. A thermocouple was held in place alongside the 
glass tube by means of the steel wool. The furnace and steel 
tube assembly was pointed toward a fume hood so that in case 
the glass bomb exploded, the gases would be exhausted to 
the atmosphere. An overall view of the furnace can be found 
in Figure 3.7.

The bomb was heated very slowly (over a period of two 
days) to a temperature ten or twenty degrees higher than 
the melting point of ferric chloride. After allowing for 
a period of time for equilibration, the glass bomb was re
moved from the furnace. If the sample was completely 
molten, the glass bomb was allowed to air cool. In case 
the sample was only partially molten, the bomb was placed 
back inside the furnace and the temperature was increased 
slightly till complete melting occurred. When the bomb 
reached room temperature, it was again placed in the glove 
box. Once inside the glove box, the bomb was broken open 
and the fused salt sample was loaded in a sample bottle 
and kept in the glove box for future use. Knudsen Cells 
were loaded in the glove box to prevent the fused salt from 
picking up any moisture from the air.
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3.3 Experimental Procedure

The procedure followed during a mass spectrometric 
experiment was as follows. The Knudsen Cell Tower Assembly 
was dropped from the mass spectrometer after backfilling 
with nitrogen. The Knudsen Cell, which had been loaded 
with the fused salt sample, was then lowered onto the 
chrome1-alumel thermocouple. The cell was rotated until the

three contact rods and the thermocouple slipped into their 
respective wells (drilled into the bottom of the cell).

The two covers were placed on top of the heat shields 
and the Knudsen Cell orifice was optically aligned with 
the slits on the covers. This alignment was accomplished 
by rotating an adjustment knob at the bottom of the 
assembly, which in turn rotated the flat plate containing 
the three support rods. The tower assembly was then placed 
back in the mass spectrometer and the system was allowed 
to pump down. The pump-down period varied from a few 
minutes to as much as an hour or until a good steady vacuum 
was reached (typically 1 x 10  ̂ ton).

Once the vacuum was satisfactory, the electronics were 
switched on and were allowed to stabilize for several 
minutes. A focusing procedure was then performed so that
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the best combination of sensitivity and resolution could be 
obtained. Once focusing was completed, the mass 18 peak

was scanned in order to obtain a measure of the depen
dence of ion current on the multiplier gain. Following this 
calibration, liquid nitrogen was introduced into the trap 
above the flight tube diffusion pump. This drastically 
improved the vacuum and eliminated a lot of the background 
noise. Sometimes it was necessary to readjust the focusing 
parameters after the liquid nitrogen was introduced, and to 
repeat the calibration.

The isolation wave between the Knudsen Cell furnace 
assembly and the flight tube was opened and current was 
applied to the tungsten filaments located on either side of 
the cell. As the temperature increased, an attempt was made 
to obtain the best possible cell alignment using the exterior 
cell adjustment. The ion current of a species (fragment) 
evolving from the cell was maximized by rotating the Knudsen 
Cell. Once the desired temperature had been reached the 
cell was allowed to equilibrate for a few minutes and then 
a mass scan was performed with the shuttei open (second 
position of the shutter isolation valve). A second scan 
was then taken, at the same temperature, with the shutter 
closed (third position) in order to measure the background 
contamination. At the end of the shutter-closed scan the
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temperature was again increased to the new desired value 
and the whole procedure repeated.

Upon completion of the last scan, the heating power 
was turned off and the Knudsen Cell allowed to cool. In 
the ternary system experiments, dry N 2(g) was introduced 
to the tower assembly in order to speed up the cooling 
process and to prevent any compositional changes during 
the cool down period. The whole assembly was allowed to 
reach room temperature and was then removed from the 
housing. In the case of the ternary salt experiments, the 
Knudsen Cell residue was weighed and sent for chemical 
analysis to an outside vendor. The residues were analyzed
for A l , Fe , Cl, and Na or K, using atomic adsorption spec
trophotometry and end point titration techniques.

For all of the experiments that were performed, the 
mass spectrometer electronic settings were kept the same, 
so that all runs were directly comparable. The settings 
were

Electron energy = 20.0 eV
Trap current = 2.0-2.Syamps
Multiplier gain = ^-11

Despite the use of the shutter open/shutter closed 
scanning technique, it was felt that it was necessary to
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remove the tower assembly and clean it every three to five 
runs. The tower assembly was taken apart and the deposited 
chlorides were dissolved by placing the tower assembly 
components in beakers containing a 30% nitric acid solution. 
The beakers were placed in an ultrasonic bath overnight.
The metal parts were then cleaned by swirling them through 
a series of rinse solutions. They were then placed in the 
drying oven and allowed to dry overnight. The ceramic 
parts were heated in a vacuum oven for a day in order to 
drive off the absorbed contaminants. The next day the tower 
was reassembled and placed back in the mass spectrometer 
with an empty Knudsen Cell. After a good vacuum was 
attained, the cell was heated and the tower assembly 
allowed to out-gas at H O O K  for about one-half hour.

Between runs in two different systems the ion source 
and multiplier assemblies were removed and cleaned follow
ing a procedure similar to the above. No acid was used 
in this case as it is not recommended by the manufacturer. 
The two assemblies were then pieced back together, placed 
back in the flight tube and the mass spectrometer was pumped 
down and tested.
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3.4 Experimental Errors

Possible systematic experimental errors associated with 
this study will be discussed in the following section.
They included errors in temperature and composition 
measurement.

3.4.1 Temperature Measurement

The cell temperature was measured with a 1/16 inch, 
tantalum-sheathed, grounded-junction, chromel-alumel ther
mocouple. The temperature was read out on an Omega Digital 
Thermometer, which automatically compensates for the refer
ence junction temperature. The thermocouple was calibrated 
in situ using antimony as the reference metal. The 
graphite Knudsen Cell used in this study was filled with 
Sb powder, and placed in the tower assembly with the thermo

couple in place. The assembly was attached to the Knudsen 
Cell housing and the mass spectrometer was pumped down.
The thermocouple was calibrated at the melting point of 
antimony via the thermal and ion intensity arrest methods.
It was found that the measured temperature differed from 
the established melting point of antimony by less than 
±1°C. The temperature during a mass spectrometric scan 
was also held at ±1°C from the desired value.
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3.4.2 Sample Composition Measurement

Before- and after-run samples were analyzed by Hazen 
Research, Inc. of Golden, Colorado for the ternary systems, 
but not in the binary one (the reason for excluding the 
binary samples is discussed below). For the before-run 
samples, good agreement was found between the vendor’s 
chemical analysis and the compositions calculated based 
on the component weights added during synthesis of the fused 
salt samples. In the case of the AlCl^-FeCl^-KCl system, 
the before- and after-run compositions were almost the 
same (based on the chemical analysis results) thus indicat
ing little or no compositional change during the mass spec
trometric experiments. Such was not the case for the 
AlClg-FeClg-NaCl system, where there was an observable drop 
in the aluminum chloride content of the fused salts between 
the before- and after-run samples. This indicated distil
lation of the higher vapor pressure component, AlCl^. For 
one sample, there was total depletion of the aluminum 
chloride component (as indicated by the after-run analysis). 
In this case only the lowest temperature data were analyzed, 
assuming the before-run composition was still valid. Good 
agreement between the thermodynamic data calculated for
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the Al-Fe-Cl complex for three samples at this lowest 
temperature (for the AlCl^-FeCl^-NaGl system) indicated 
that this last assumption was valid.

No chemical analysis was performed in the AlCl^-FeCl^ 
system, but as in the other two systems several measures 
were taken in order to minimize compositional changes due 
to AlClg distillation. They were the following

1. Maximizing the sample weight by filling the Knud
sen Cell close to its capacity (just below the 
lid) .

2. Minimizing the time spent at the experimental
temperatures. A characteristic of the heating 
system resulted in the fused salts being brought 
up to temperature rapidly, and after allowing a 
few minutes for equilibration, the mass scans 
were performed at the fastest scan speed possible.

3. The cell orifice diameter was very small thus 
minimizing the rate of effusion. The sample area- 
to-orifice area ratio along with the orifice 
length-to-orifice diameter ratio were very large, 
when compared to most Knudsen Cell studies from 
the literature (300:1 and 25:1 respectively).
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4. In most instances there did not appear to be a 
noticeable amount of material removed from the 
cell upon the conclusion of an experiment, thus 
indicating minimal compositional changes. The 
experiments on the binary samples were performed 
during the early stages of the research program, 
before it was realized that compositional changes 
in the sample would need to be documented. How
ever, for the reasons given above, it is felt that 
the compositional changes were indeed minimal.
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CHAPTER 4 —  DERIVATION OF FUNDAMENTAL VAPOR 
PRESSURE EQUATIONS —  DATA REDUCTION

Knudsen Cell-Mass Spectrometers (KCMS) are generally 
used for total pressures in the Knudsen Cell of less than 
10 atm ( <0. 1mm Hg) , which results in molecular flow for 
the effusing gases. This allows the use of a well estab
lished relation between the ion current and the vapor pres
sure of species i. However, in this study the KCMS tech
nique was used at higher pressures, since the systems 
studied exhibit very high vapor pressures throughout 
the experimental temperature range. It was, therefore, 
necessary to derive a relationship between the ion current 
and vapor pressure of species i under viscous flow condi
tions, so that the KCMS technique could be utilized for 
the systems studied.

In this chapter the equation relating partial pressure 
of a species in the Knudsen Cell to its ion current at the 
multiplier will be derived, both for the molecular and 
viscous flow regimes. The identification of species from
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the strip chart record of a mass spectrometric experiment 
will also be discussed, along with the correction of indi
vidual ion currents for the influence of nearby peaks.

4.1 Derivation of the Molecular Flow Knudsen Cell-Mass 
Spectrometer Equation

The equation that relates the vapor pressure of species 
i inside the Knudsen Cell to the ion current, temperature 
and various cell and mass spectrometric constants will be 
derived in this section for the case of molecular flow.

Under molecular flow conditions (gas phase collisions 
are absent or negligible when compared to gas-wall colli
sions) in a closed Knudsen Cell, i.e. no orifice, the 
number of molecules of species i striking the walls of the

3 "7cell per unit time per unit area is

where = gas density of species i in number of mole
cules per unit volume, 

and v^ = average speed of the molecules in cm/sec.

(4.1)

It is known that 38

pi "RT (4.2)
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and

where = vapor pressure of species i in atm,
= Avogadro's number in number of molecules/mole 

R = gas constant in atm • cm^/K 
T = temperature in K

39

vi =vSF <4 -3)
where = molecular weight of species i in grams/mole.

Substituting Equations (4.2) and (4.3) into (4.1),
P.N„

4). = -...—  (4.4)
/ 2  7T RTM i

By cutting an orifice of area A in the top wall of the Knud
sen Cell, the number of molecules escaping from the cell
into the vacuum beyond per unit time is

P.N A
N. = <f>.A = ---—  (4.5)
1 /IttRTMT

For a non-ideal orifice (length/diameter # 0),
Equation (4.5) must be multiplied by a Clausing factor K, 
where

_ molecules passing the orifice into the vacuum____
molecules entering the orifice from the Knudsen Cell

and
PfN AK

N. = --— ----  (4.6)
1 /2iRTMi
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Equation (4.6) is an expression for the flux of mole
cules of species i issuing from the orifice of the Knudsen 
Cell. This molecular beam will spread out in the vacuum 
of the Knudsen Cell furnace and ion source regions. Since 
the gas is at equilibrium, motion is equally probable in 
all directions, and the molecular beam will spread isotrop- 
ically into the vacuum region. For an ideal or near ideal 
orifice (knife-edge) the effusate will spread isotropically 
in all directions for 2 tt radians, according to the cosine 
distribution l a w ^ . For a non-ideal orifice, i.e. cylin
drical, the molecular beam will be isotropical only within 
the imaginary extension of the orifice^. This study uti
lized a Knudsen Cell with a long and very small (in dia
meter) cylindrical orifice, in order to minimize sample 
depletion because of the very high vapor pressures encoun
tered in the systems studied. The molecular beam has to 
cross three slits before it enters the ionization region, 
and only a constant fraction F of the molecular beam will 
enter this region. Therefore, Equation (4.6) becomes 

P.N AKF
N. =   (4.7)

/ 2 7T RTMi

The gas molecules have now entered the ion source, 
where the molecular bean is impacted at a right angle with
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an electron beam issuing from a filament within the ion 
source. The gas molecules of species i form ions according 
to

i + e -> i+ + 2e + f (4.8)

where i+ is the resulting ion of species i , and f represents 
any fragments or multicharged ions. This ionization pro
cess takes place in the area where a gas molecule of 
species i impacts with an electron. This area is called 
the ionization cross section and is dependent on the
energy of the incident electrons (electron energy). It 

42is obvious that the number of ions of species i that are 
formed in the ionization region (ion current, C^) is

C. = N.C cr.t (4.9)i i e i
where C = number of electrons emitted from the filament e

during an ionization pulse (the mass spectrom
eter operates in a cycle mode) in coulombs 

t = residence time of molecules in the ionization 
area where they collide with electrons, in 
seconds.

The number of electrons, , must be divided by the number
of coulombs per ampere, q, so that it becomes an electron 
cur- :nt. Also, the residence time is
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t — —  ̂ (4.10)
v .i

where 1 = length over which the two beams interact. 
Substituting Equation (4.10) , along with Equations (4.7) 
and (4.3), expression (4.9) becomes 

P .N AKFC c. 1
Ci - ' 4RTq " 1 ' (4-11)

where the units for are number of ions of species i.
The ions that are produced in the ionization region 

are drawn into the ion grids, where they are accelerated 
down the mass spectrometer flight tube by the application 
of a large negative potential. At the other end of the 
flight tube, the ions arrive at the multiplier segregated 
into packs of different mass. Since the same kinetic 
energy was applied to all ions the lighter ions arrive 
first followed by heavier ones. The transmissivity factor 
between the ion source and the multiplier is

t = number of i+ ions that reach the multiplier 
i ̂ number of i+ ions initially formed (4.12)

The ions collide with the multiplier glass and form secon
dary electrons which are drawn back onto the glass, thus 
repeating the process. The multiplier efficiency can be 
defined as
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s _ number of secondary electrons formed______  ^
i+ number of i+ ions that reach the multiplier

The electrons are finally drawn off the multiplier 
glass at the jump-off line (JOL), and are collected at an
odes. The anodes are connected to an oscilloscope and chart 

recorders through vacuum feed-throughs. The electrons thus 
result in a current which is converted to a voltage and 
displayed on the strip-chart paper as a peak. The peak 
height is linearly proportional to the ion current, which 
can be represented by

^  = Cis .+t .+c> (4-14)i i
where has units of amperes. Substituting Equation (4.11) 
into (4.14)

Pi^AKFC^a.lS +t +
h  = ------ 4RT-(4'15>

Solving for the vapor pressure of species i
4RTI +

Pi = N AKFC It a.S (4.16)A e . + i . +: r
The ion current represents the height of a peak

read off the strip chart. If species i is one of several 
isotopes of element j (other peaks would be surrounding 
i ) , then the vapor pressure for element j is
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P.
^  ~ - (4.17)
3

where = fractional abundance of species i . Substituting, 

4RTI +
Pj = NAAKFCe^ti+a.Si+Ti <4-18)

Equation (4.18) can be rewritten in terms of geometric 
and machine constants 

4Rkg = AKFlN = geometric constant (4.19)

k = prm  = machine constant (4.20)
m e -L+

so that it becomes 
k k TI +

pi = (4-21)1 1  ̂+

At this time, it is appropriate to restate all the 
terms in Equation (4.18).

Pj = vapor pressure of species j (which has an i 
isotope) in the Knudsen Cell, in atm 

R = gas constant in atm cm^/K
T = temperature in K
-t1  ̂ = ion current of isotope i in amps

= Avogadro1s number in number of molecules/mole
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2A = Knudsen Cell orifice area in cm 
K = Clausing factor
F = ratio of the number of molecules entering the 

ionization region to the number of molecules 
effusing from the Knudsen Cell

C = number of electrons emitted from the ion sourcee
filament during an ionization pulse, in coulombs 

1 = length over which the molecular and electron 
beams collide, in cm

t + = ratio of the number of molecules that reach the
i

multiplier region to the number of molecules 
formed in the ionization region 

ck = ionization cross section (area where a gas molecule 
of species i impacts with an electron forming an 
ion of i)

S + = multiplier efficiency (ratio of number of secondary 
i

electrons formed per number of ions of species 
i that reach the multiplier)

= fractional abundance of species i

Terms R and are fundamental constants, while A is known 
and K can be estimated very reliably. The term 1 cannot 
be e üva Led exactly, while F is affected by small changes
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in cell position. It should be noted that the cell posi
tion was optimized, prior to the beginning of a run, by 
monitoring the ion current of one isotope effusing from 
the cell and maximizing this current by moving the cell 

using an external manipulator. Therefore, the geometric 
constant may vary between runs, but is the same for the 
duration of one experiment.

The term t + is very difficult to evaluate, while 
i

and S also present problems. Ionization cross section 
i

values for the elements have been calculated by Otvos and 
4 3Stevenson whose values are used in this study, along with 

their method of calculating the cross section of a molecule 
(equal to the sum of cross sections of the constituent 
atoms). The multiplier efficiency is a function of back
ground pressure, degree of outgassing of the multiplier 
plates, etc. It does not remain constant over a period
of days, but is proportional to the inverse square root
, 44of mass

All of the above uncertainties make the evaluation of 
the vapor pressure of species j very difficult, unless a 
method based on an internal calibrant is utilized. For 
a Knudsen Cell containing two components j and 9 , where 
the vapor pressure of i is accurately known from the
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literature, species i can be used as an internal calibrant. 
The vapor pressure of species j can then be calculated 
based upon the known vapor pressure of species I. Equa
tion (4.21) can be expressed in terms of species j

k k  Tit
pj = w t  (4-22)

3 3 j
while the same equation can be written for the known vapor 
pressure of species Z (both j and Z are present in the 
Knudsen Cell and are detected at the multiplier). 

k k Til"

p* = w v
Dividing (4.23) into (4.22) for the same temperature, and 
substituting the molecular weight dependence of multiplier 
efficiency

p = .P^ i .aA ll - V p - (4.24)
3 v jYj *

It is obvious that the geometric and machine constants
cancel out as they are not species dependent. The vapor
pressure of species Z is known and the fractional abundances

45can be calculated . Ion currents are measured from the 
strip chart as peak heights, while ionization cross sections 
can be estimated as discus;cd previously. Therefore,
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Equation (4.24) can be safely used to calculate the vapor 
pressure of species j using the internal calibrant species 
SL, the vapor pressure of which is accurately known. This 
technique can be extended to any number of species present 
in a Knudsen Cell, as long as there exists a species for
which the pressure is well established.

In this study the Ee^Cl^^ j species was used as an 
internal calibrant. Ee^Cl^ ̂  is the predominant vapor 
species present above FeCl^^j for the temperature ranges 
investigated. The vapor pressure of Ee^Cl^^  ̂ can be accur
ately calculated from free energy data** and activity coef
ficients from the literature^ (for the binary system 
AlCl^-FeClg) or estimated ones (for the ternary systems).

4.2 Derivation of the Viscous Flow Knudsen Cell-Mass Spec
trometer Equation

Traditionally Knudsen Cell-Mass Spectrometer studies 
have been conducted in the molecular flow regime, where 
gas phase collisions are negligible. The upper limit of 
the molecular flow regime, beyond which transition and 
eventually viscous flow occur, is that pressure for which 
the following relationship is observed^**

° = 1 (4.25)
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where D = diameter of the tube where flow occurs, in cm 
X = mean free path or average of the distances

travelled between successive collisions by the 
same molecule in a given time (function of pres
sure , temperature, and molecular diameter), in 
cm

The vapor pressures above the fused salts used in this 
study were calculated as if only A ^ C l ^  ̂  ̂ and f^e^Cl^ ̂  ̂

were present. The vapor pressure of Al^Cl^ ̂  is much 
greater than the pressures of other possible gaseous com
plexes; therefore, the above assumption is reasonable.
These pressures were calculated following the same method 
as for the calculation of vapor pressure for Fe^Cl^ ̂  ̂ when
used as an internal calibrant. Using these pressures the

4 7mean free path was calculated and divided into the orifice 
diameter. In all cases the ratio in Equation (4.25) was 
greater than one, and therefore, all experiments were con
ducted in the transition and viscous flow regimes. The 
Knudsen Cell used in this study was designed with a long 
cylindrical orifice in order to avoid sample depletion, 
because of the high vapor pressures encountered during the 
experiments. It was, therefore, necessary to derive an 
equation relating vapor pressure of a species inside the
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Knudsen Cell to ion currents at the mass spectrometer 
multiplier (peak heights on the strip chart) for viscous 
flow conditions.

For viscous flow in a long tube of uniform cross sec
tion , accounting for surface slip (where some molecules 
hitting the tube wall are adsorbed and re-emitted later 
with random distribution in angle and velocity), the
throughput of the tube can be expressed by the modified

4 8Poiseuille equation

where Q = throughput or the product of pumping speed times

f = fraction of molecules adsorbed and re-emitted by 

the orifice walls 
1 - f = fraction of molecules which are specularly reflected 

by the walls 
D = diameter of the orifice in cm 
n = gas viscosity in poise 
L = length of the orifice in cm

(P1 + P2)Df
16(2 - f)

TiN^kT
(4.26)

2M

the inlet pressure, in atm cm^/sec
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= inlet pressure in atm (equal to the total pressure 
inside the Knudsen Cell)

?2 = exit pressure (= 0 since it is a vacuum)
R = gas constant in atm cm^/K
T = temperature in degrees K
M = average molecular weight of the gas (if more than

one species flowing through the orifice), in
gram/mole

= Avogadro1s number in number of molecules/mole 
k = Boltzmann's constant in erg/K

The throughput can be expressed as 

0 = (4-27)
where V = volume in cm^
and t = time in seconds.
From the ideal gas law

P]V = nRT (4.28)

where n = number of moles, and 

N fn = (4.29)
A

twhere N = number of molecules.
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Solving for the volume

v  = |!|T = n \ t  ,4.30)
A 1 1

and substituting Equation (4.30) into (4.27)

d ( ^ >  +
Q =------------ = kT = kTN (4.31)

Solving for the number of molecules flowing through the 
orifice per unit time, i.e. N

N = (4.32)

and substituting Equation (4.32) into (4.26)

N = (P12 - P22) [1 + (P^|2P~)§I

kT
A ] (4.33)

Cell

2M
For a particular species i effusing from the Knudsen 

49

n^ = xj_£n (4.34)

where n^ = molar flux of species i
Z = total molar flux n

and x^ = mole fraction of species i in the gas phase

Converting Equation (4.34) to the number of molecules of 
species i per unit time (N^), by using the following form
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of Equation (4.29) ,
N.-

n (4.35)
A

the following relation is derived

Ni = x±N (4.36)

Substituting Equation (4.33) into (4.36)

N . = WP4 (P12 ~ P22>Xi + 16n(2 - f)
i 256kTnL L (P^ + p2)Df

irN^kT
(4.37)

2M
From this point on the development of the viscous flow

KCMS equation will parallel the derivation of the molecular
flow equation. Equation (4.33) is an expression for the
total flux of molecules issuing from the orifice. This
molecular beam has to cross three slits as it enters the
ion source, and moreover a cylindrical orifice (such as
the one used in this study) transmits isotropically only

41within the imaginary extension of the orifice . There
fore , it can be said that only a fraction F of the mole
cular beam will enter the ion source region, and the number 
of molecules of species i per unit time into this area is
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or
16n(2 - f)

1 (P1 + P2)Df

irN^kT
(4.38)

2M
The molecular beam in the ion source collides with 

the electron beam and ions are formed according to reaction 
(4.8). The number of ions of species i that are formed 
is given by Equation (4.9). Substituting Equation (4.10) 
and (4.38) into (4.9) and dividing by q (the number of 
coulombs per ampere)

C. ttD4 (P12 - P22 )Fxi0iCe1 , 16n(2 - f)
(P1 + p2 )Df1 256kTnLqv^

(4.39)
2M

From Equation (4.3) and substituting the relation 50

R = kNA (4.40)

into Equation (4.39)
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C.
ttD4 (P- 2 - P0 2 ) FC Ix . a. 1 2 e i i t t M .1 I6n (2 - f) 

(pi + P2)Dfi 25 GkTnLq 8kN T

nN^kT
2M

or
3/2 D 4 (P1 - P22 )FCelxiai

512nLq A

16n (2 - f 
(P1 + P2 )D^

ïïN^kT
(4.41)

2M

The ions are then accelerated down the length of the 
flight tube to the multiplier glass, where they dislodge 
electrons by colliding with its surface. The electrons 
are drawn off the multiplier glass thus resulting in a cur
rent which is converted to a voltage and read as peak 
heights on the strip chart. This ion current is given by 
Equation (4.14). Substituting Equation (4.41) into (4.14)

i kT
IT

A

[1 (4.42)

The mole fraction of species i in the gas phase is
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P .
x. = ^  (4.43)

T
where = vapor pressure of species i in the Knudsen Cell, 
and PT = P^ = total pressure inside the Knudsen Cell. 
Correcting for any isotopes present [with Equation (4.17)] , 
Equation (4.43) becomes

YiPix. =  ̂ (4.44)
1 *1

and after substituting into Equation (4.42) , while using 
subscript j instead of i for simplicity

,+ , V /2 d4|P12 - P22»FCeltî0iSîSPi
3 512nLP /2N^

At this time it is appropriate to restate all the 
terms in Equation (4.45)

I^ = ion current of species j in amps 
k = Boltzmann's constant in erg/K 
T = temperature in K 
D = orifice diameter in cm 

P^ = pressure inside the Knudsen Cell in atm (= P^) 
?2 = pressure at the orifice outlet in atm
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F = ratio of the number of molecules entering the
ionization region to the number of molecules
effusing from the Knudsen Cell

C = number of electrons emitted from the ion source e
filament during an ionization pulse, in coulombs 

1 = length over which the molecular and electrons 
beams collide, in cm 

tj = ratio of the number of molecules that reach the 
multiplier region to the number of molecules 
formed in the ionization region 

Yj = fractional abundance of species j 
c . = ionization cross section (area where a gas mole

cule of species j impacts with an electron 
resulting in an ion of j)

S_j = multiplier efficiency (ratio of number of secon
dary electrons formed per number of ions of 
species j that reach the multiplier)

Mj = molecular weight of species j in g/mole 
Pj = vapor pressure of species j in the Knudsen Cell, 

in atm
n = viscosity of the gas mixture effusing from the 

Knudsen Cell, in poise
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L = length of the Knudsen Cell orifice in cm
= Avogadro's number in number of molecules per mole 

f = number of molecules adsorbed and re-emitted by 
the orifice walls 

1 - f = number of molecules specularly reflected by the 
orifice walls 

M = average molecular weight of the gas mixture 
effusing from the Knudsen Cell in g/mole

Equation (4.45) can be simplified by defining the 
following constants

A similar equation can be written for species Z, which is 
present in the cell, with a known vapor pressure (internal 
calibrant method)

3/2 D 4F1C t .  Ê_J (4.46)
512L/2NT

(4.47)

and substituting into (4.45)

J P1n(T)3

[1 (4.48)
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T+ W(P12 - p22)
1 Pĵ n (T) 3/2

w'n , PF[1 + p- V L- \/r 1 (4.49)

Dividing the two equations, the two constants along with 
the pressure, temperature, viscosity, and average molecular 
weight terms cancel out

I+ y .q .s ./m T p .
-J. = J -J— 3--1— 1 (4.50)
Iz Yzazs zv/*hpz

and solving for ,

^£^1^Z^Z^ Z^^ZP. = * J *    (4.51)
3

4 4The multiplier efficiency ratio can be estimated by

- ÆS7 - V m ^ (4.52)

Substituting into Equation (4.51) it is obvious that the 
molecular weight terms cancel out, leaving

P. = (4.53)
3 Vjaj

Equation (4.53) is similar to (4.24) (derived for use 
in the molecular flow regime), with the exception that there
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is no molecular weight dependence for the vapor pressure 
of species j .

4.3 Species Identification

As was previously mentioned, (Section 4.1), all ions 
created in the ion source are subjected to the same poten
tial and they are thus accelerated down the mass spectrome
ter flight tube, to the multiplier. It is known that

K.E. = (4.54)

where K.E. = kinetic energy (= potential applied) in elec
tron volts 

nr = mass of ions of species i in gms 
V. = average velocity of these ions in cm/sec

The same kinetic energy is given to all ions ; therefore, 
the left-hand side of Equation (4.54) is constant and equal 
to eV, where V = applied potential and e the charge in 
coulombs

Â  = \ f W i ( 4 - 5 5 ,

It is known that 
L 1v. = -rr- (4.56)i ri

where Lj, = length of the flight tube
and t^ = flight time for ions of species i
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Substituting Equation (4.56) into (4.55) and solving for 
the flight time

L 1 / m .
t = -7=  V - f  (4.57)

/2V
L 1 miThe term - is constant, while the —  is known as the mass

/2V ^
to charge ratio. Setting

LiC = — L- (4.58)
/2V

it is obvious that 

\ [ ™ iti = C V - |  (4.59)

The difference in travel times between two ions of 
different masses, i and j , is

vi Vit^ - tj = At = C [ y —  “ V e 3 (4.60)

These two different ions will be detected as peaks on the 
strip chart. The chart recorder is operating at a constant 
speed ; therefore, the distance between these two peaks on 
the strip chart is proportional to the difference in travel 
time between ions i and j in the mass spectrometer flight 
tube, or

AL^ a At (4.61)

Substituting Equation (4.61) into (4.60)
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AL1 = C [ (4.62)

it becomes obvious that if there are two peaks with known 
mass to charge ratios (usually singly charged ions are 
assumed) present on the strip chart, the constant C can 
be easily evaluated

The horizontal distance between the two peaks is measured 
on the chart paper and divided by the difference of the 
square roots of the molecular weights.

Such is the case for the mass spectrometer and fused 
salts used in this study. The flight tube diffusion pump 
uses mercury as the pumping fluid. Some of this mercury 
vapor back-diffuses and finds its way to the ion source, 
and is thus detected as isotopes (separate peaks) with the 
following mass to charge ratios : 196, 19S, 199, 200 , 201 ,
202, and 204. The 202 mass to charge ratio is the most 
abundant isotope for singly ionized mercury. The fused 
salts always produce chlorine gas (— = 70), which is also 
detected on the strip chart. Measuring the distance on 
the strip chart between the mercury mass 202 peak and the

C AL1 (4.63)
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chlorine mass 70 peak, the flight constant C can be deter
mined according to Equation (4.63).

The mass to charge ratio, or simply the mass of unknown 
peaks (since singly ionized ions are assumed) can be deter
mined by measuring the distance between the unknown peak 
and one of the known ones, i.e. the mercury mass 202 peak.

miSolving for —  or simply m^

AL 2
mi = [“ c^ - /2Ô2] (4.64)

where the plus or minus sign depends on whether species 
i has a higher or lower molecular weight than mercury.

In the systems studied there was a very large amount 
of different ions detected. The above described procedure 
was simplified by the purchase of a mass marker which elec
tronically made a mark on every atomic mass unit (a.m.u.) 
on the strip chart, thus allowing for quick and easy com
pilation of the ions detected.

The molecular weights of the highest peaks present 
on the strip chart were thus calculated. These peaks were 
then identified by performing isotopic abundance calcul
ations according to a method described by Margrave and 

45Polansky . These calculations were done so as to deter
mine all the isotopes and their corresponding fractional
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abundances, for any possible fragments or parent molecules 
which may exist in the systems studied. The peaks that 
were catalogued from the strip chart were then matched to 
the most abundant peaks from the isotopic abundance cal
culations, until all peaks were identified as a fragment 
or a parent molecule.

4.4 Ion Current Measurement and Correction

The ion currents for the identified ions are equal 
to peak heights on the chart recorder. These heights were 
measured according to the settings of the range multiplier 
(in amperes) and the multiplier gain of the mass spectrome
ter's electronics. These two settings were changed during 
the course of a run, so as to obtain the best accuracy on 
the ion currents by maximizing them. These changes were 
marked on the strip chart, and the peak height was calcu
lated according to the range multiplier setting. By chang
ing the multiplier gain the ion currents also change and 
it therefore becomes necessary to normalize all currents 
to one multiplier gain setting. This was performed accord
ing to the following procedure. At the beginning of each 
experiment, at room temperature, the ion current (peak 
height) of the water (a.m.u. = 18) peak was measured, over
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the whole range of multiplier gain settings 1-11. The cor
rection factor for the normalization of an ion current 
measured at a different multiplier gain setting than the 
one commonly used, was then calculated by dividing the ion 
currents for water at these two settings. This correction 
factor was then used to calculate the ion currents for all 
ions on an equivalent basis, namely the same multiplier 
gain setting.

The systems under investigation exhibit very high 
vapor pressures. When a fused salt of any one of the sys
tems was heated in the Knudsen Cell, part of the effusing 
gases condensed on the Knudsen Cell tower assembly and in 
the mass spectrometer ion source. It is very troublesome 
to clean these mass spectrometer components, so that 
two alternative courses of action were followed. Between 
runs the flight tube was heated by means of a heating tape 
wrapped around it. This caused some of the condensed chlor
ides to volatilize and be removed from the system. Still, 
while this did improve the situation, it did not eliminate 
the contamination problem. Therefore, during an experiment 
performed with the Knudsen Cell-Mass Spectrometer, two scans 
were recorded at each temperature. The first scan was per
formed while the shutter on the isolation valve (which
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separates the tower assembly from the flight tube) was 
open. The open position of the shutter allows the effusing 
beam from the Knudsen Cell to enter the ion source, be 
ionized, and drift down the flight tube. The second scan 
was performed with the shutter closed, thus forcing the 
effusing beam to condense on the shutter, and thus record
ing the background spectrum. Upon analyzing the two spec
tra, the ion current (intensity) of the background peak 
was subtracted from the ion current of the corresponding 
peak of the shutter-open spectrum. By following this pro
cedure, the contamination problem was circumvented.

The number of ions identified was quite large and it 
was, therefore, realized that the measured ion current for 
a certain mass number could be attributed to a fragment 
which is most abundant at that mass number and an isotope 
of a different nearby fragment. Taking a simple example, 
the peak height for mass 5 4 peak is due to the ion current 
for the Alg^ ion, plus the ion current of the isotope with 
mass 54 of the Fe+ ion. The iron ion is most abundant at 
mass 56, but has isotopes at masses 54, 57, and 58. There
fore,

*54 - ill, + IFe * <4'65)
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where = measured peak height of peak with mass 54

= ion current for the ion, which occurs at
mass 54

Ipe = ion current for the Fe+ ion (most abundant at
mass 56 but with an isotope at mass 54)

5 4Ype = calculated fractional abundance of the isotope
for the Fe+ ion which occurs at mass 54

Similarly for the peak with mass 56

I56 " IFe * 4 1  (4-66)
since there are no other isotopes with mass 56 that can 
be attributed to any of the nearby species present. There
fore the ion current for the Fe+ species is known (dividing 

by Ypg) and can be substituted in (4.65).
This is a very simple example. Considering the number 

of ions identified it is obvious that there is a large 
number of simultaneous equations which arise. These 
equations were solved by a computer program for simultan
eous linear equations, where all left-hand sides of the 
equations, similar to (4.65) and (4.66), were measured from
the strip chart, and all the isotopic abundances were cal-

4C;culated according to the method previously described '.
All equations were set up in a data file in matrix form.
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The data file was read from the computer program, which 
solved the matrices and calculated and printed the actual 
ion currents (e.g. , lpe / etc.) for all ions present.

4.5 Identification of Parent Molecules and Calculation 
of Their Ion Currents

After all the fragments had been identified, the next 
step was to identify parent molecules. They were deter
mined (especially for the complex gases) inspection. The 
large number of fragments present, along with the high vapor 
pressures of the systems studied (depletion can occur 

rapidly) did not allow for appearance potential studies 
in the determination of parent molecules for the complex 
species. Some parent molecules were obvious choices, namely 
AlgClg^gj, FegCl^^gj, etc., for the temperature range and 
systems studied.

Once all ion currents for all fragments present were 
calculated according to the above description, it became 
obvious that the ion current for the parent molecule must 
be calculated. Taking as an example the species Fe^Cl^ ̂ ,
the total ion current for Fe^Cl, . x is the sum of the ion2 6 (g)
currents for the parent and all fragment ions of Fe^Cl^^ j. 
As all of the fragment ions result from ionization of the
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same molecule, all fragments have the same ionization cross 
section as the parent ion. However, since a fragment has 
a different molecular weight than its parent, the difference 
in multiplier efficiency for parent and fragment must be 
accounted for.

The ion current for a species is defined to be the 
sum of the measured ion currents for each of the fragments 
of the ionic species. For example for Fe^Cl^, a fragment 
of the parent molecule Fe^Cl^, the ion intensities for 
masses 213, 215, 216, 217, 218, 219, 220, 221, 222, and
223 would have to be summed up in order to find I+ ,

+ f1e2^^3where I is the ion current in amps. However,
since the relative peak heights (intensities) of the masses 
corresponding to F e ^ C l ^  are identical to the relative iso
topic abundances of these masses, it is only necessary to 
measure the height of one of the peaks and to divide this 
by the corresponding fractional abundance in order to deter
mine the total ion intensity for the fragment. For this 
study the intensity of the most predominant peak was 
measured and divided by its corresponding isotopic abun
dance.

Once the total ion intensity for each of the fragments 
and the parent molecule have been found, the total ion
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.fintensity for the species, I^, may be calculated by utiliz
ing the following expression

+ + %I. (TOTAL) = Z (I, • [MW, /MW.] ) (4.67)
J K K  ]

where k is the fragment and j is the parent species, and 
the summation is over all the ions arising from the parent

j •
In the case of I^e^Cl^ ̂

I* n , (TOTAL) = (I+ , • /111.69 + I+ , • /147.15 +
2 6 Fe2+ Fe2Cl+

+ I+ • /182.6 + I+ • /197.66 + I+
Fe2Cl2 FeCl4 Fe2Cl3

• /218.05 t I+ • /233.11 + I+ • /253.51 +
FeCl5 Fe2C l 4

+ I+ • Z268.57 + I+ • Z288.96 + I+
FeCl, Fe.Clr Fe0Cl,6 2 5 2 6

• /(324.41)//342.41 (4.68)

This procedure for correcting the ion currents for the frag
ments was established by Schiller^.

The presence of isotopes has already been accounted 
for by dividing the fragment ion currents (highest peak
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in a group of isotopes) by their corresponding isotopic
abundance. This was performed prior to the use of
Equation (4.67) and results in the total ion current for
each fragment. Equation (4.67) then calculates the total
ion current for each parent molecule. Therefore, it is
obvious that the isotopic abundance terms in
Equations (4.24) and (4.51) are not essential, if the ion
currents for the parent molecules are substituted for it 

+and 1^. The same does not hold, however, for the multiplier
efficiency terms, S. and Sg. Even though the ion current3 X/
was corrected for the fragments having different multiplier 
efficiencies, because of different molecular weights, the 
multiplier efficiency terms in Equations (4.24) and (4.51) 
account for the difference in multiplier efficiency between
the two species j and £, and therefore must be retained.
Equation (4.53) (the one used by this study because of vis
cous flow conditions) becomes

= *.3 (4.69)
1 Vj
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4.6 Internal Calibrant Method

Since FeCl^^j is present in all systems studied, and 
the vapor pressures of Fe^Cl^^ j can be accurately calcu
lated, it was decided to use the F e ^ C l g s p e c i e s  as the 
internal calibrant (corresponding to species Z in the above 
equation). Fe^Cl^^ j is the predominant vapor species above 
FeCl3 for the temperature ranges studied. For the 
reaction

2FeC13(s) = Fe2C16(g) (4-7°)
JANAF^ data was used to derive (by a linear regression 
routine) a three term standard free energy expression for 
the temperature range 300-700K. At an experimental temper
ature a standard free energy value was calculated and from 
that an equilibrium constant was derived for reaction 
(4.70). Using activity coefficient data from Jorgensen 
and Moyle^ for the binary (AlCl^-FeCl^) system, and esti
mated activity coefficients for the ternary systems 
(AlCl^-FeClg-KCl and AlCl^-FeCl^-NaCl) and multiplying by 
the corresponding ferric chloride mole fraction, the activ
ity of FeCl3 jsj was calculated. It was then squared and 
multiplied by the equilibrium constant in order to obtain 
the Fe2C l g v a p o r  pressure.
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Substituting F e g C l ^ f o r  species £ into 
Equation (4.69)

p . • 1 2 6 -8
J T • ff

Fe2C16(g) 3
where 126.8 is the ionization cross section for FenCl, . x2 6 (g)

43according to the method presented by Otvos and Stevenson
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CHAPTER 5 —  RESULTS

The thermodynamic data in this section (free energies, 
enthalpies, etc.) will be presented in units of calories 
per mole. The following equation can be used to convert 
to units of Joules per mole

1 calorie/mole = 1 Joule/mole • 4.184 (5.1)

5.1 Mass Spectrometrie Data

5.1.1 The Aluminum Chloride-Ferric Chloride System

The purpose of this section is to derive fundamental 
thermodynamic data from the mass spectrometrie ion currents 
for the aluminum chloride-iron chloride system. Five dif
ferent AlClg-FeCl^ fused salt samples were analyzed using 
the Knudsen Cell-Mass Spectrometer. They were of the 
following compositions

XFeCl3 = 0 '476' XA1C13 = °-524’

XFeCl3 = °-596' XA1C13 - °-404'

XFeCl3 = 0 '696' XA1C13 = °-304'
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XpeCl, = 0.774, = O'226,

*"4 XpeCl, = 0.876, X ^ ^  = 0.124

The samples with ferric chloride mole fractions equal 
to 0.476 and 0.87 6 were analyzed with the KCMS during the 
initial phase of the research program. These two samples 
were used for

a) Identification of the Al-Fe-Cl vapor complex 
species above AlCl^-FeCl^ melts.

b) Establishment of experimental parameters such as 
temperature range to be examined, mass spectrome
ter electronic settings best suited for the 
AlClg-FeClg system, etc.

c) Development of satisfactory sample preparation 
and experimental procedure techniques.

The other three fused salt samples were run using the 
KCMS, and the resulting mass spectra were used in the cal
culation of fundamental thermodynamic data on the formation 
of the previously identified Al-Fe-Cl vapor complex species 
from AlClg-FeC!g fused salts.

The Al-Fe-Cl fragments, that were identified following 
the procedure described in Section 4.3, were of the follow
ing types :
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AlFeCln+ ,

Al2FeCln+ ,

AlFe2Cln+ ,

and Al0Fe0Cl +2 2 n
where 0 £ n £ 12.

In addition several other types of ionic species are 
believed to originate from the Al-Fe-Cl vapor complex, 
namely

A1CV'
M 2CV'
FecV'

and Fe0Cl +2 m
where 7 _< m £ 9. A list of all vapor species identified 
above AlCl^-FeCl^ fused salts can be found in Table 5.1.
Most of these species are very likely the fragments of the 
parent molecule, Al2Fe2Cl^2 ^ . They result from the dis
sociative ionization of the parent molecule. For polyatomic 
molecules ionization may involve not only the removal of 
electrons, which is the case for monatomic species, but 
also the removal of one or more atoms from the parent
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molecule. This process is called dissociative ionization 
and gives rise to ions of molecular weights which differ 
from those of the parent molecule. The choice of 
AlgFegCl^g^g) as the parent mo1ecu1o for the Al-Fe-Cl com
plex species was made for the following reasons

a) The fragmentation pattern fits the Al^Fe^Cl^^^ j
species only. All the types of ionic species that
have been listed above can be explained in terms
of dissociative ionization of the Al.Fe.Cl.n x2 2 1 2 (g)
parent molecule.

b) This parent molecule was the highest molecular 
weight fragment identified.

c) The three molecules present in the gas phase,

namely Al2C16(g)' Fe2C16 (g)' and Al2Fe2C112(g)' 
are similar. The first two are dimers formed by
the reactions

2A1C13(s ) = A12C16 (g) (5-2)

and 2FeCl3(s) = Fe2Cl6(g) (5.3)

A l ^ C l ^ a n d  FegCl^^ j are the well established 
gaseous species present above AlCl^^j and 
FeCl^^gjr respectively, for the experimental
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c) (continued)
temperature range. The A ^ F e ^ l ^  (g) species is 
a mixed dimer and is formed by a reaction similar 
to the above two.

d) Similar complex molecules have been identified
52in the literature. Transpiration experiments 

have shown the existence of CrAl^Cl^(g)' while 
Oye and G r u e n ^  have postulated the formation 
of NdAlgC1 ^2 (g) (without completely excluding the 
presence of ^d^Al^Cl^^ ̂  at the lower end of 
their temperature range). Some of the ions listed 
in Table 5.1 have been previously reported. Fowler 
and Melford^ identified the ions Al^FeCl^^ and 
A^FeClg"**, which should be fragments of the 
Al^FegCl^g^g) parent molecule.

Scans were performed every 30 degrees, in the temper
ature range between 150-210°C, for the three fused salts 
that were used in the calculation of thermodynamic data.
The ion currents were tabulated and corrected according 
to the procedure developed in Section 4.4. The vapor pres
sure of FGgClgj j (the internal calibrant) was also calcu
lated following the method described in Section 4.6.
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The vapor pressure of AlgFegCl^g(g) was then calculated 
from Equation (4.71). Replacing the subscript j by 
AlgFegCl^g, using the ionization cross section of this 
gaseous complex (a n = 228.4), and substitutingA-L̂ r g
into (4.71)

PAl-Fe0Cl,- , . 0-555 • PFe C12 2 12 (g) 2 6 (g)

- = 2 ^ 1 2  (9) ,5.4)
lFe2C16(g)

where P_. „ = vapor pressure of the complex species
2 2 12(g)

in atm
Ppe = vapor pressure of the internal cali

brant in atm (calculated from data 
in the literature)

0.555 = ratio of ionization cross section

of Fe2C 1 6 ( g )  to Al2Fe2C112(g)
(= 126.8/228.4)

m  = ion current of the parent molecule
2 e2 1 2 (g)

of the vapor complex species, in amps
and, . = ion current of the parent molecule

2 6 (g)
of the internal calibrant, in amps
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The reaction for the formation of Al0Fe0Cl.0 , x from2 2 12(g)
the species present in the Knudsen Cell is

2 A 1 C 1 3 ( s ) + 2 F e C l 3(s) Al2Fe2Cl12(g) (5.5)
The reactants are in the solid phase for the temperature 
range 150-210°C^. The equilibrium constant for reaction
(5.5) is

k = ----- PAI2Fe2C112(g)----------------  ,5.6)

' ^ 3 ( s ) '  ‘

where ot . . = activity of aluminum chloride in the solid
3 (s)

state with respect to solid aluminum 
chloride

a = activity of ferric chloride in the solid
3 (s)

state with respect to solid ferric 
chloride

Activity can be expressed by

ai = Yi * xi (5.7)

where = activity coefficient of species i
= mole fraction of i in the fused salt

The activity coefficients employed in the calculation of 
the activities of aluminum and ferric chlorides for use 
in Equation (5.6) , were estimated from literature data**
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for the fused salts used in this study and for the experi
mental temperature range examined, and can be found in
Table 5.2. The equilibrium constant was calculated utiliz
ing these activity coefficients and Equations (5.6) and 
(5.7). The standard free energy of reaction (5.5)

AG° = -R • T • ink (5.8)

where AG° = standard free energy of reaction in cal/mole 
R = gas constant in cal/(K • mole)
T = experimental temperature in K

and £n = natural logarithm (log base e)

was then calculated.
The equilibrium constants and standard free energies 

of reaction (5.5) were calculated for all three samples 
for the temperatures 150, 180, and 210°C. A least-squares 
linear regression was then performed on the equilibrium 
constant and standard free energy of reaction data. For 
the equilibrium constant

104Jink = 28.052 - 1.595 x (5.9)

while for the standard free energy of reaction 

AG° = 31426.46 - 55.16 • T 423 < T < 483K (5.10)

where T is in degrees Kelvin, and AG° in cal/mole. It
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should be noted that the free energy expression is in the 
form of

AG° = AH° - T • A S° (5.11)

where AH° = standard enthalpy of reaction in cal/mole 
and AS° = standard entropy of reaction in cal/(mole • K) 
A plot of £nk vs. 1/T can be found in Figure 5.1.

5.1.2 The Aluminum Chloride-Ferric Chloride-Potassium
Chloride System

The purpose of this section is to derive basic thermo
dynamic data from the mass spectrometric ion currents for 
the AlClg-FeClg-KCl system. Three different aluminum 
chloride-ferric chloride-potassium chloride fused salt 
samples were analyzed using the mass spectrometer. They 
were of the following after-run compositions

XA1C13 = 0.324, XFeC1 = 0.382, XKC1 = 0.294,

XA1C13 “ °-299' XFeCl3 - °-241' XKC1 = °-460'

and XA1C13 “ °-369' XFeCl3 - °-196' XKC1 “ °-435-
The Knudsen Cell residue (salt present in the cell at the 
completion of each mass spectrometric experiment) was sent 
to an outside vendor for chemical analysis. The purpose
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of this was to ensure that no depletion occurred during
the experiments and to yield an accurate measure of the
sample composition for use in the subsequent thermodynamic
calculations.

Scans were performed every 25°C in the temperature
range 150 to 200°C for the first and third fused salt
samples, and between 175 and 225°C for the second
AlClg-FeClg-KCl sample. The expected species that were
identified from these scans were Al^Cl, , . and Fe^Cl, , x.2 6(g) 2 6 (g)
In addition the Al^fe^Cl^^^^ complex was also present,
while two complexes that have been identified in the liter-
ature"^'^ were also observed: FeKCl. , t and AlKCl. , x .4(g) 4(g)
Finally an Al-Fe-K-Cl vapor complex species was also present 
since the following types of fragments were identified

AlFeKCl + , Al9FeKCl + , AlFe0KCl + , Al9Fe0KCl7. + , 
n . ^  r i  t* n  6  z# n

Al0KCl Fe0KCl + , KCl + , AlKCl and z n z n m m
FeKCl + m

where 0 £  n £ 11 and 5 <_ m _< 10. The parent molecule for 
all the above ion fragments is proposed to be 
Al^Fe^KCl^  ̂ . The reason for this choice is that the 
fragmentation pattern fits the Al^Fe^KCl^  ̂  species only. 
All the types of ionic species listed above can be explained
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in terms of dissociative ionization of the Al-Fe.KCl.0 .2 2 13(g)
parent molecule. This species is similar to the 
Al^Fe^Cl^ (parent molecule for the complex present 
above AlCl^-FeCl^ fused salts) species, which was again 
identified in this system. A list of all potassium con
taining vapor species identified above AlCl̂ -FeCl^-KCl 
fused salts can be found in Table 5.3.

It w a s , therefore, decided that the following gaseous 
species (parent molecules) are present above aluminum 
chloride-ferric chloride-potassium chloride fused salts

Al2C16(g)' Fe2Cl6(g)' AlKC14(g)' FeKCl4 (g)'

Al2Fe2C112(g)' and Al2Fe2KC113(g)

The ion currents for all of the above parent molecules were 
tabulated and corrected, while the vapor pressure of 
F e g C l g ( t h e  internal calibrant) was calculated, both 
being done according to procedures described in Sections 4.4 
to 4.6. The vapor pressure of the gaseous complex species, 

namely AlKCl^ ̂ ĝ  / FeKCl^ ̂ ĝ  r ^^-2Fe2̂ '̂ "l2 (g) '
AlgFegKCl^g^ j could then be calculated using 
Equation (4.71). Unfortunately, because of the presence of 
only five fragments for AlKCl4 ̂  and FeKCl^^g^, the ion 
currents, and therefore, the calculated vapor pressures
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for these two species were very scattered. The plot of 
the log of the equilibrium constant versus temperature 
revealed that the data points did not fall in a single line 
but exhibited strong sample dependence. It was, therefore, 
decided to perform thermodynamic calculations only on the 
Al2Fe2Cl1 2 ^j and Al2Fe2KCl13 ̂  species.

The vapor pressure of the internal calibrant was cal
culated assuming ideal behavior for the fused salt compon
ents. The activity was, therefore, set equal to mole frac
tion (activity coefficients for all fused salt components 
are set equal to unity). The vapor pressure and, subse
quently, the equilibrium constant for the formation of 
Al2Fe2Cl^2 ^j according to reaction (5.5), were calculated. 
A plot of the log of the equilibrium constant for reaction
(5.5) versus inverse temperature (assuming ideal behavior) 
can be found in Figure 5.2.

Figures 5.1 and 5.2 are both replotted in Figure 5.3. 
It is obvious that the equilibrium constant values for the 
ternary system (AlCl^-FeCl^-KCl) are less than the corre
sponding data for the binary (AlCl^-FeCl^) system. The 
equilibrium constant data for reaction (5.5) was calculated 
by the same method for both systems, the only difference 
being in the activity coefficients for AlCl^^j and
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FeCl^gj. In the binary system the activity coefficients
3were estimated from literature data, while in the ternary 

system ideal behavior was assumed. It was thought that 
better agreement could be achieved for the equilibrium con
stant of reaction (5.5) , between the binary and ternary 
systems, if nonunity activity coefficients (behavior 
no longer ideal) were employed in the ternary 
AlClg-FeClg-KCl system. In order to decide which activity 
coefficient to change (AlCl^ or FeCl^), the following 
development was undertaken.

The equilibrium constant of reaction (4.70) , which 
was calculated from JANAF^ data, is given by

PFe?Clfi
(4. 70) = - ---     ~ (5.12)

(“- c i 3(s)>

Substituting expression (5.12) and (5.4) into (5.6), the 
equilibrium constant for the formation of Al^Fe^Cl^^^^

, ° -555 ‘ ^ 2Fe2ci12(q) • ^  (w i 3(s)>2

A1C13(s )) ( FeC13(s)) Fe2Cl6(g)
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or
0.555 • I+ • k

k (5.13)2
3 (s)

It is obvious that the activity coefficient for aluminum 
chloride is the one that should be varied, since the 
activity of ferric chloride cancels out in Equation (5.13). 

Various values for the activity coefficient of

binary and ternary systems, for the equilibrium constant

The equilibrium constant data for the binary and for the 
ternary system [using the value in Equation (5.14)], are 
plotted in Figure 5.4. The equilibrium constant versus 
temperature plot for reaction (5.5) in the AlCl^-FeCl^-KCl 
ternary system is then plotted by itself in Figure 5.5. 
Although the value in Equation (5.14) was derived empiri
cally, it is valid for the following reasons. The activity 
coefficient for AlCl^^j of 0.5 indicates a small negative 
departure from ideality. It is known that as the mole 
fraction of AlCl^ approaches unity so does the activity

AlCl^gj were tried, but the best agreement between the

of the formation of Al.Fe.Cl was obtained for

(5.14)
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coefficient, thus showing ideal behavior (Raoult's Law).
In this case, however, the aluminum chloride is dilute in 
the fused salts containing ferric and potassium chlorides, 
and non-Raoultian behavior is reasonable. This value is 
comparable to values in the literature^^ for a similar 
fused salt system, even though their study was performed 
at higher temperatures.

The equilibrium constant for the formation of 
Al2Fe2KC1^3 (g) according to

2A1C13 + 2FeCl3(s) + K C l (g) = A l ^ K C ^ 3 (g) (5.15)

was then calculated, again using Fe2Clg ̂  ̂ as the internal
calibrant. The activity of FeCl^^j will again cancel out,
while the activity coefficient of AlCl^ ̂  was set equal
to 0.5. For KCl, x ideal behavior was assumed for lack(s)
of data from the literature, therefore

yKC1 = 1 * 0 (5.16)

This value does have some basis for justification, since 
potassium chloride is the most abundant component in two 
of the three fused salts in this study. However, it should 
be noted that the phase diagram for the AlCl^-FeCl^-KCl 
system is not known, and the phase present was, therefore, 
assumed to be a solid solution of AlCl^ ̂  , FeCl^^j, and
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KCl^sj. The after-run residues for all experiments in the 
AlClg-FeCl^-KCl system were in powder form, therefore 
justifying the assumption of solid reference state for the 
reactants in reactions (5.15) and (5.5).

A plot of the equilibrium constant for reaction (5.15) 
versus temperature can be found in Figure 5.6. The result 
of the linear regression for the equilibrium constant depen
dence on temperature is

4
ink = 21.868 - 1.299 x - (5.17)

The standard free energy values for Equation (5.15) were 
then calculated using Equation (5.8), and after the least 
squares linear regression, the free energy expression for 
the formation of A l ^ F e ^ C l ^  ̂  according to reaction (5.15) 
is

AG° = 26460.58 - 44. 90 • T cal • mole

423 < T < 498K (5.18)

It should be noted that the temperature in Equations (5.17) 
and (5.18) are in units of degrees Kelvin.
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5.1.3 The Aluminum Chloride-Ferric Chloride-Sodium 
Chloride System

Three different AlClg-FeCl^-NaCl fused salt samples 
were analyzed using the Knudsen Cell-Mass Spectrometer.
They were of the following compositions

XA1C13 = °-225' XFeC13 = °-431' XNaCl = °-344'

XA1C13 = 0. 334, XFeCl3 = 0. 378, = 0.288,

and XA1C13 " °-321' XFeCl3 - °-297' XNaCl = 0 ’382

The composition of the first two fused salt samples was 
based on after-run analysis, while the third fused salt 
analysis listed was a before-run analysis (for reasons that 
will become clear momentarily). Three experiments per 
sample were performed at 150, 175, and 200°C. The after
run analysis for the third sample showed only traces of 
AlClg present, therefore indicating aluminum chloride 
depletion of this sample. Based on this, it was decided 
to perform thermodynamic calculations for the third sample 
only on the lowest temperature data (150°C). The before
run composition was used in the third sample thermodynamic 
calculations, since it was felt that depletion did not occur 
until the higher temperatures were reached (175 and 200°C) .
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Several molecular species were again identified includ
ing Al2C l g , Fe2Cl6 , and Al2Fe2Cl12 ̂ . In addition 
the following types of fragments were observed

FeNaCl + , Fe2Na+ , Fe2NaCl4+ ,AlNaCln+ ,

Al2Na+ , Al2NaCl4+ , and NaCln+

where 0 _< n £ 7. Two parent molecules are proposed for
these fragments : Al2NaCl^ ̂  and Fe2NaCl^ . These parent
molecules have not been previously identified in the liter-

33ature, but Frank has proposed the Al2NaCl^ ̂  species 
in an attempt to explain variations in the vapor phase com
position above AlCl^-NaCl melts. All the studies reviewed 
in the AlClg-NaCl system (see Section 2.3.2.2), with the 
exception of Viola et.al.^, were at temperatures greater 
than 500°C. Viola's et.al.^ study was between 103 and 
251°C but only the total pressure was measured and no 
attempt was made to identify the vapor species present.
All higher temperature studies either assumed or proved 
the presence of NaAlCl^ ̂ j. This species is a reasonable 
choice for temperatures greater than 500°C where AlCl^ ̂  

is the most abundant vapor phase species and very small 
amounts of Al2Cl^ ̂  are present. In the experimental 
temperature range of this study, however, the situation
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reverses. The dimer, A ^ C l g  ̂  , is predominant with small 
amounts of A l C l ^ p r e s e n t ;  and therefore, a strong possi
bility exists for the formation of Al^NaCl-, , x instead of2 7(g)
the previously identified NaAlCl^ ̂ j . The same is true 
in the case of fe^^aCl^ ̂  ̂, since f^e^Cl^ ̂  ̂ is the predomi
nant vapor phase ferric chloride species in the temperature 
range studied.

Several studies in the literature^ ^  have
identified the species Al^Cl^ in NaCl-AlCl^ melts
using Raman spectroscopy. Based on this and his electro-

27chemical experiments, Boxall et.al. calculated AH| and 
S for NaA^Cl^ m  in the temperature range 175 to 
355 °C (Table 2.1). Two studies*^’ have proposed mechan
isms for the formation of the IV^NaCl^^ (where M = A l , Fe) 
species in MCl^-NaCl melts and have then explained the vapor 
phase behavior above these melts based on the dissociation 
of M^NaCl^^^j (see Sections 2.2.2.1 and 2.2.2.2). They 
proposed that MgNaCl^ dissociated to MNaCl^^) and MCl^ ̂  , 
but their experiments were performed at temperatures greater 
than 500°C (where the monomers are prevalent in the vapor 
phase for both aluminum and ferric chlorides). It is possi
ble that for lower temperatures, like the ones in this 
study, the N ^ N a C l ^ ^  species vaporizes to form M^NaCl^ .
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A list of all sodium containing fragments and corre
sponding molecules identified above AlClg-FeClg-NaCl melts 
can be found in Table 5.4. It was decided that the follow
ing gaseous species are present above aluminum chloride- 
ferric chloride-sodium chloride fused salts between 150 
and 200°C

Al2C16(g)' Fe2Cl6(g)' Al2Fe2Cl1 2 (g)'
A l g N a C l y ^ , and Fe2NaCl7  ̂ ^

The ion currents for all of the above gaseous species 
were tabulated and corrected, while the vapor pressure of 
F e ^ C l ^ ( t h e  internal calibrant) was calculated according 
to procedures described in Sections 4.4 to 4.6. The vapor 
pressure of the gaseous species was then calculated using 
Equation (4.71). The vapor pressure of the internal cali
brant was calculated assuming ideal behavior for the fused 
salt components. The activity was therefore set equal to 
mole fraction (activity coefficients for all fused salt 
components are equal to unity). The vapor pressure and 
subsequently the equilibrium constant for the formation 
of Al^Fe^Cl^^^^ according to reaction (5.5) , were calcu
lated. A plot of the log of the equilibrium constant for
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reaction (5.5) versus inverse temprature (assuming ideal 
behavior) can be found in Figure 5.7.

It is obvious that there is good agreement in 
Figure 5.7 at the temperature of 150°C (423K) between the 
three samples. This is an indication that the use of the 
before-run chemical analysis to represent the actual compo
sition for the third sample (at this lowest experimental 
temperature) was indeed correct. The equilibrium constant 
at 175°C (448K) was also calculated for the third fused 
salt based on the before-run analysis. It was found that 
this equilibrium constant was much lower than the equili
brium constants calculated for the first two samples (also 
at 175°C). This indicated that the third sample had already 
started to deplete; and, therefore, the before-run composi
tion was not the actual sample composition at 175°C, and 
consequently at 200°C also. The equilibrium constants for 
175 and 200°C were, therefore, not calculated for the third 
fused salt sample because of an unknown composition. Over
all, Figure 5.7 demonstrates once again the independence of 
the equilibrium constant for reaction (5.5) from sample 
composition in the AlCl^-FeCl^-NaCl system.

Figures 5.1 and 5.7 are replotted in Figure 5.8. It 
is obvious that the equilibrium constant values for both 
the AlClg-FeClg and AlClg-FeClg-NaCl systems are in fair
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agreement. Figure 5.8, therefore, confirms the assumption
of ideal behavior (mole fraction = activity) in the
AlCl^-FeClg-NaCl system. Again, as in the AlCl^-FeClg-KCl
system, all three after-run residues were in powder form,
thus enabling the use of solid reference state for the
reactants in the reaction that follows.

The equilibrium constants for the formation of
Al^NaCl-, , x and Fe^NaCl^ , x were then calculated for the 2 7 (g) 2 7 (g)
reaction

where M = Al or Fe, by first using Equation (4.71) for the
2MC13(s ) + NaCl(s) M 2NaCl7(g) (5.19)

partial pressure calculation. In the case of A^NaCl^  ̂ ^

£nk = 18.762 - 1.260 x - (5.20)(5.20)

and
AG° = 25062.19 - 37.36 • T cal • mole -1

423 < T < 47 3K (5.21)

For Fe.NaCl
3

&nk = 5.557 - 7.273 x — (5.22)
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and

AG° = 14686.63 - 11.57 • T cal • mole" 1

423 < T < 473K (5.23)

The temperature in Equations (5.20) to (5.23) is in degrees 
Kelvin. The plots of the logarithm of the equilibrium con
stant of reaction (5.19) for both A^NaCl^  ̂  and 
FegNaCly^gj can be found in Figures 5.9 and 5.10, respec
tively. It is obvious, from these two plots, that the 
equilibrium constants for both A^NaCl^^ j and Fe^^aCl^^  ̂

exhibit some sample dependence. The confidence in 
Equations (5.20) to (5.23) is not as good as in the thermo
dynamic data presented for the AlCl^-FeCl^ and 
AlClg-FeClg-KCl systems.

5.2 Thermodynamics of the Formation of A ^ F e ^ C l ^  (g)

Figures 5.1, 5.5, and 5.7 are replotted in Figures 5.11 
and 5.12. The equilibrium constants for reaction 5.5, as 
plotted in these two figures, from all three systems were 
linearly regressed to obtain

104£nk(5.5) = 23.417 - 1. 381 x

423 < T < 498K (5.24)
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and

AG°(5.5) = 27653.49 - 47.01 • T cal • mole” 1
423 < T < 498K (5.25)

These two equations will be used in subsequent calculations. 
It is believed they are more accurate than Equations (5.9) 
and (5.10) , since they are derived from data in all three 
systems, and not just the AlCl^-FeCl^ system.

5.3 Development of Thermodynamic Relationships for the For
mation of Vapor Complexes Identified in This Study

The purpose of this section is to develop free energy
expressions for the formation of the various gaseous com
plexes (Al2Fe2Cl12 , Al2Fe2KCl13 , A^NaCl^  ̂  , and 
Fe2NaCly ) from reactions between the different states 
of reactants, namely solid, liquid, and gaseous.

5.3.1 Development of Thermodynamic Relationships for the
Formation of Al0Fe0Cl10 . x ________________  2 2 12 (g)

The purpose of this section is to develop free energy
expressions for the formation of Al2Fe2Cl32 ̂  from
reactions between the different states of AlCl^ and FeCl^, 
namely solid, liquid, and gaseous. Reactions were written 
between the following species
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A1C13 (s ) ' A 1C 13 U ) '  and A l 2C 1 6 (g)

FeCl3(s)' FeCl3 (£)' and Fe2C16(g)
Using JANAF^ data, free energy expressions were obtained
for these reactions by performing linear regressions 
between 400 and 600K. The reactions were added to (5.5) ,
thus resulting in new reactions for the formation of

AlgFegCl^g(g)• The corresponding free energy expressions 
were added to Equation (5.25) , thus providing new AG° 
expressions. An example calculation can be found in
Table 5.5, while all the reactions with their corresponding
free energy expressions are listed in Table 5.6.

5.3.2 Development of Thermodynamic Relationships for the 
Formation of A l ^ E e ^ E C l ^ ^ ^

The purpose of this section is to develop free energy 
expressions for the formation of Al^Fe^FGl^  ̂  from 
reactions between the different states of AlCl^, FeCl^r 
and KCl, namely solid, liquid, and gas. Reactions were 
written between the following species

AlCl3 (s)' A 1C 13(£)' and A 12C16(g)'

FeCl3 (s)' FeCl3 (£)' and Fe2C16(g)'

KC1 (s)' K C 1 (£)' and KC1 (g)
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Table 5.5 —  Example Calculation of AG° Expressions for the Formation 
of A12Fe2C:Li2(g) from Various States of the Reactants

Reaction: 2FeClo/0X = 2FeCl_, x 3 (36) 3 (s)

AG°, cal/mole

T, °K Reactant Product Reaction

400 -71522 -74567 -6090

500 -68207 -69564 -2714

600 -65138 -64726 + 824

Fitting the AG°rxn vs* T data to a least squares regression using a

linear model: AG° = -19945 + 34.57 • Trxn

2AlCl3(g) + 2FeCl3(g) = Al^Fe^Cl^^^ AG° = 27653.49 - 47.01 • T

2FeCl_ x = 2FeCl_, x AG° = -19945 + 34.57 • T3 (Xz) 3 (s)

2A1C1»( x + 2FeCl-/0X = Al0Fe0Cl10/ x AG° = 7708.49 - 12.44 • T 3 (s) 3 (x,) 2 2 12(g)
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Using JANAF^ data, free energy expressions were 
obtained for reactions between the above species by per
forming linear regressions over the temperature range

400 to 600K. The reactions were added to (5.15), 
thus resulting in new reactions for the formation of 
AlgFe^KCl^g^gj. The corresponding free energy expressions 
were added to Equation (5.18), thus providing new AG° 
expressions, which are listed in Tables 5.7, 5.8, and 5.9.

5.3.3 Development of Thermodynamic Relationships for the
Formation of Al^NaCl- , . and Fe_NaCl_, , x _________________ 2 7 (g)________ 2 7 (g)

Free energy expressions for the formation of the two 
gaseous complexes identified in the AlCl^-FeCl^-NaCl system, 
namely Al^NaCl^ ̂ j and Fe^^aCl^^ ^, were developed for 
reactions with different states of reactants. Reactions 
were written between the following species

A1C13 (s ) ' A1C13 U ) ' A 12C16 (g),

FeCl3 (s)' FeCl3 (Â) ' Fe2C16(g)'
NaCl^sj, NaCl^j, and NaCl ̂

Using data from the literature^ for reactions between the 
above species, free energy expressions were calculated by 
linearly regressing AG° data between 400 and 600K. The
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reactions were added to (5.19), while the free energy 
expressions were added to Equations (5.21) or (5.2 3) (for 
A l g N a C l ^ ^  or Fe2NaCl7  ̂ j , respectively). The resulting 
reactions with their free energy expressions can be found 
in Tables 5.10 and 5.11.
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CHAPTER 6 —  DISCUSSION OF RESULTS

The discussion of the results will be divided into 
two parts. The first one will comment on the accuracy of 
the results and will compare them to literature data. The 
second part will apply the thermodynamic data in the evalu
ation of refining schemes for the products of the carbo- 
chlorination reaction.

6 .1 Data Critique

This section will compare the data from this study 
to other investigations, will discuss the validity of 
assumptions made in the course of calculation of these data, 
and will examine the internal consistencies, or lack there
of , in this study.

6.1.1 The Aluminum Chloride-Ferric Chloride System

An attempt was made to compare the standard enthalpy 
change for reaction (5.5)

2AlC1 3(s) + 2FeCl3(s) = Al2Fe2C112(g) (5.5)
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to data from the literature. The experimentally derived 
enthalpy change for reaction (5.5) was verified indepen
dently using JANAF^ data, according to the procedure 
described in Table 6.1. It can be concluded that the 
experimentally derived AH°(5.5) = 27653 cal/mole is in 
excellent agreement with JANAF^ thermodynamic data 

(27000 cal/mole).
The data from this study will now be compared to data 

from the literature. From Jorgensen and Moyle1s^ data, 
the following was calculated for reaction

2AlCl3(g) + 2FeCl3(s) = ^ F e C l ^ c r )

AG°(2.19) = 61973.56 - 122.87 • T cal • mole” 1 (2.20)

(see Section 2.1). From Shieh and Gregory^ the following 
standard free energy expression was obtained in Section 2.1

AG*(2.19) = 59190.70 - 114.66 • T cal • mole" 1 (2.30)

An attempt was made to compensate for the difference in 
the reaction products between this study and the above men
tioned papers. This study has chosen the Al^Fe^Cl^^^^ 
complex as the species present above AlCl^-FeClg fused 
salts, while Shieh and Gregory^ along with Jorgensen and 
Moyle^ assumed that AlFeCl^ ̂  was the predominant species. 
This difference in reaction products has a major effect on
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the calculated pressures for the complex, and therefore 
on the thermodynamic properties of reaction (2.19). A 
detailed description of the calculation of the standard 
free energy expressions for reaction (2.19) when A l F e C l ^ ^  
is replaced with Al^Fe^Cl^^^^ can be found in Appendix A.

From Appendix A Jorgensen and Moyle's^ standard free 
energy expression for reaction (5.5) is

AG°(5.5) = 34005.25 - 68.75 • T cal • mole" 1 (A.10)

Shieh and Gregory's standard free energy expression for
the same reaction results in unrealistic vapor pressure
values for Al.Fe^Cl.~ , x and will not be further considered 2 2 1 2 (g)
(see Appendix A).

The data from the literature are compared to data from" 
this study in Table 6.2. A fused salt of composition 
XA1C1 = 0.5 and xFeC  ̂ = 0.5 at 200°C was used as a common 
basis for comparison. The vapor pressures for Al^Fe^Cl^^  ̂

predicted by this study are lower by a factor of about 50 
when compared to Shieh and Gregory's^ data which assumes 
the AlFeClg ̂  ̂ species as the reaction product. For Jorgen
sen and Moyle1 s"̂  uncorrected data the vapor pressure of 
AlFeClg ̂  is higher by approximately one hundred and fifty 
times than this study's pressure. Upon correction of their 
data for the presence of Al^Fe^Cl^^^^ instead of AlFeCl^ ̂  ,
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the agreement improves somewhat (factor of fifty differ
ence) , but the vapor pressures are still higher than this 
study.

Shieh and Gregory's experimental technique is very 
common and high temperature spectrophotometrie investiga
tions with similar fused salt systems have been previously 
reported. However, their data for AlFeCl^ ̂  did exhibit 
some sample dependence. Jorgensen and Moyle's experimental 
method, a "pseudo-static" vapor pressure technique, is new 
and has not been previously used.

At a first glance it is obvious that the thermodynamic 
data reported by both papers are in good agreement in the 
case of the A l F e C l ^ s p e c i e s .  Unfortunately, the experi
mental technique employed by Jorgensen and Moyle has not 
been used to verify vapor pressures in a system with estab
lished thermodynamic properties, and is therefore somewhat 
questionable.

The experimental procedure used in this study was 
refined by many preliminary experiments and circumvented 
the contamination problem by employing the shutter 
open/shutter closed technique. The basic mass spectrometrie 
experiments do not differ, in most aspects, from many similar 
mass spectrometrie studies found in the literature.
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The designation of the ^i^Te^C!^^^  ̂ species as the
parent molecule for the Al-Fe-Cl complex species seems
reasonable considering the number of fragments that were
identified, even though no appearance potential studies
were performed. The AlnFe.-)Cl1 0 , . choice is also endorsed2 2 1 2 (g)
by the identification of Al^FeCl^^ and Al^FeClg"1" ions by

2Fowler and Melford , which indicates the presence of a
parent molecule different than AlFeCl^ ̂ ^, and by the iden-

52 53tification of similar complexes in the literature '
The data reduction technique is also very standard, 

with rhe exception of the simultaneous equations used in 
the correction of ion intensities for the influence of near
by peaks. The use of an internal calibrant to obtain vapor 
pressures of a new species is a common technique in mass 
spectrometry.

Some doubt may exist about the actual chemical compo
sition of the AlClg-FeClg fused salt samples, since no chem
ical analyses were performed on the after-run Knudsen Cell 
residue. However, the experiments were conducted between 
150 and 210°C, which was a compromise between the KCMS 
detection limit (T < 150°C) and sample depletion (T > 210°C), 
thus assuring of no change in composition between the before- 
and after-run samples. The activity coefficient data was 
derived from literature data, and can be considered reliable.
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From Figure 5.12, it is obvious that the equilibrium 
constant for reaction (5.5) is not a function of the fused 
salt composition, since it can be seen that for each temper
ature data points lie both above and below the least squares 
line. This is a good indication that the correct analysis 
was performed on the mass spectrometrie data. In addition, 
the experimentally derived enthalpy change for reaction 
(5.5) was found to be in excellent agreement with JANAF^ 
data. The thermodynamic results are further endorsed by 
the fact that equilibrium constants for reaction (5.5) could 
be plotted on the same graph for all three systems (see 
Figures 5.11 and 5.12). Therefore, based on all of the 
above listed considerations, it is believed that the thermo
dynamic data derived in this study are the most reliable 
and accurate of the three studies.

6.1.2 The Aluminum Chloride-Ferric Chloride-Potassium 
Chloride System

No comparison with data from the literature could be 
performed for the Al^Fe^KCl^^ ̂  species, since an 
Al-Fe-K-Cl complex has not been previously identified.
AlKCl^ and FeKCl^ ̂ ^, which have been previously 
reported"^'^ , were also identified in this study. Unfor
tunately, as previously mentioned, only five fragments of
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each of these species were cataloged, thus leading to 
widely scattered and unreliable thermodynamic data. This 
made comparison of these data to those found in the liter
ature impractical, along with the fact that the literature 
studies were performed at much higher temperatures.

Along with the Al^Fe^KCl^^ ̂  species, the same 
Al-Fe-Cl species was identified (Al^Fe^Cl^^ ^) as for 
the AlClg-FeClg system. Additionally, the equilibrium con
stant versus temperature plots for the formation of 
Al^Fe^Cl^^^^, according to reaction (5.5) , could be plot
ted on the same graph (see Figure 5.3) for both AlCl^-FeCl^ 
and the AlCl^-FeCl^-KCl systems (assuming ideal behavior 
for the ternary system). A further confirmation of the 
reproducibility of the data is the fact that a small adjust
ment in the value of the activity coefficient for aluminum 
chloride ( = 0*5) virtually superimposed the equili
brium constant versus temperature plots for reaction (5.5) 
for the two systems (see Figure 5.4).

Further changes in the experimental procedure insured 
avoidance of sample depletion problems. The Knudsen Cell 
housing was backfilled with dry nitrogen upon the comple
tion of the last scan, so that a faster cooling rate, and 
therefore little or no composition change (upon cooling)
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of the Knudsen Cell contents would be achieved. The residue 
was sent for analysis to an outside vendor, and all thermo
dynamic calculations were based upon the analytical results.

The value for the activity coefficient of aluminum
chloride (Y^ici = 0.5) is comparable to values in the lit- 

54 ^erature for a similar fused salt system, even though that 
study was performed at higher temperatures. This value 
indicates non-ideal behavior (non-Raoultian), which should 
be expected. Ideal behavior is attained for mole fractions 
of AlClg approaching unity; and therefore, non-Raoultian 
behavior is reasonable for fused salts with a dilute concen
tration of aluminum chloride. The assumption of ideal be
havior for KCl , x was based on the fact that potassium\ S ;
chloride is the most abundant component in two of the three 
fused salts studied. It should be noted that there does 
not exist a phase diagram for the AlCl^-FeCl^-KCl system 
in the temperature range studied, and therefore, a solid 
solution was assumed to be present containing AlCl^ ̂ ,
FeClg(g )* and K C l • The after-run Knudsen Cell residues 
were in powder form thus justifying the use of solid refer
ence states for the reactants in reactions (5.5) and (5.15).

Again, from Figures 5.5 and 5.6, it is obvious that 
there is no sample dependence of the equilibrium constant
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versus temperature data, as data points are scattered both 
above and below the least squares line.

6.1.3 The Aluminum Chloride-Ferric Chloride-Sodium Chlor
ide System

Again, no comparison with data from the literature
could be performed for the A^NaCl^  ̂  and FegNaCly^^
species, since these complexes have not been previously

33identified. Only Frank has suggested the existence of 
A^NaCl-y in order to explain variations in the vapor 
phase composition above AlCl^-NaCl melts. As previously 
mentioned the thermodynamic data derived for these two com
plexes was somewhat sample dependent and is not considered 
as reliable as data presented in the previous two systems.

Along with the A ^ N a C l ^  ̂  and Fe^aCl^  ̂  species, 
the AlgFegCl^g^g) vapor complex was again identified in 
the AlClg-FeClg-NaCl system. Additionally, good agreement 
was found for the plot of the equilibrium constant for 
reaction (5.5) versus inverse temperature between the 
AlClg-FeClg and the AlClg-FeClg-NaCl system data. This 
again illustrates the reproducibility of data in this 
study. Thermodynamic data from the three systems 
for the formation of Al^Fe^Cl^  ̂  , were plotted on the
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same graph (Figures 5.11 and 5.12) and were in good agree
ment. These two figures exhibit no sample dependence of 
the equilibrium constant, while the same is true for 
Figure 5.7.

Again, the thermodynamic calculations were based on 
the assumption of a solid solution for the AlCl^-FeCl^-Nad 
system, in the absence of the corresponding ternary phase 
diagram. It should be noted that the after-run Knudsen 
Cell residue was always in powder form, thus at least 
assuring the proper use of solid reference states for the 
reactants in reactions (5.5) and (5.19).

6 .2 Evaluation of Various Refining Schemes for the Purifi
cation of Aluminum Chloride

This section will utilize thermodynamic data from this 
study and the literature in order to evaluate different 
purification methods for the products of the carbochlori- 
nation reactor.

6.2.1 Distillation of Impurities from the Condensed Off- 
Gases

The off-gases from the carbochlorination reactor will 
include the following chlorides: AlCl^, FeCl^, TiCl^, and
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SiCl^. It has been suggested that one of the possible pur
ification routes,so that pure AlCl^ is produced as feed 
to an electrolytic cell, is to condense the gaseous chlor
ides and then subject them to a distillation procedure.

6.2.1.1 Calculation of the Vapor Phase Composition Above 
AlCl, Melts Contaminated with FeCl-

The composition of the vapor phase above aluminum 
chloride fused salts which are contaminated with ferric 
chloride was calculated. The calculation was performed 
for four impurity levels of FeCl^, namely 0.5, 1.0, 5.0, 
and 1 0 .0 , weight % FeCl^ and at three temperatures : 170,
190, and 210°C.

Reactions were first written for the formation of

A 12C:L6 (g) z Fe2C16 (g) ' and Al2Fe2C112 (g) f rom AlCl3 (s , £) 
and F e C l ^ g  (at 210°C the fused salts used in these cal
culations are molten^). The equilibrium constants were 
calculated from the JANAF^ tables or from the data obtained 
from the mass spectrometric experiments. Since the mole 
fraction of ferric chloride is very small, while the mole 
fraction of AlClg approaches unity, ideal behavior can be
assumed for aluminum chloride. The activities of A1C1-, , „.3 (s, Jc)
and FeCl-, were set equal to their mole fractions, and

d  l  S  ,  X/ /
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the partial pressures of A ^ C l g  ̂  ̂, Fe2Cl^ ̂ j , and
Al_Fe_Cli_, x were then calculated.2 2 1 2 (g)

By summing the three partial pressures to obtain the
total pressure, the volume percentage of each of the com
ponents in the vapor can be calculated as follows

Pivol % i = —  x 100 (6.5)
T

where = vapor pressure of component i in atm
and PT = summation of the partial pressures in atm.
Volume percent is equal to mole percent (for an ideal gas);
therefore the weight percent of AlCl^ and FeCl^ can be
easily calculated from the volume percent values.

The results can be seen in Tables 6.3, 6.4, and 6.5.
It is obvious that most of the iron in the gas phase is
in the form of Al0Fe0Cl1 n , x rather than FenCl, , x. As2 2 12 (g; 2 6 (g)
the temperature increases so does the weight percent of
iron chloride in the gas, thus indicating that distillation 
should be performed at around 150°C or less. The gas phase 
does become enriched in AlCl^ (in comparison to the condensed 
fused salt) and is of high AlCl^ purity. In the worst case 
(10 wt % FeClg, 210°C) the resulting gas phase contains 
99.95 wt % A1C13 .
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6.2.2 Addition of Grouo I Chlorides to the Condensed Off-
Gases for Purification Purposes

A second method has been suggested for the purification 
of the gaseous products from the carbochlorination reactor.
It involves the addition of a Group I chloride (KCl, NaCl, 
or LiCl) to a reactor containing the condensed off-gases 
from the carbochlorination reactor. It is believed that 
the Group I chlorides will enhance the volatilization of 
aluminum chloride while suppressing the volatilization of 
FeCl^r thus resulting in an aluminum-enriched gas mixture 
which can be condensed. An added advantage is that the AlClg 
will be mixed with Group I chlorides (Figure 6.1), which are 
also needed in the electrolysis step. The purificiation 
step in the process could then be also used as a feed prepa
ration step for the electrolytic cell.

6 .2.2.1 Calculation of the Vapor Phase Composition Above
AlClg Fused Salts Contaminated with FeCl^ and KCl

The same procedure was followed as for AlCl^ melts con
taminated with FeClg. The impurity levels examined were 
weight percents of 0.5, 1.0, and 2.5%. Equal weight percents 
of iron and potassium chloride were chosen, so that the 
total impurity levels (sum of weight percent FeClg and
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KCl) were 1.0, 2.0, and 5.0% correspondingly. The calcu
lation was again performed at three temperatures : 170,
190, and 210°C.

Reactions were written for the formation of AlgCl^^ ^,

Fe2Cl6(g)' Al2Fe2C1 1 2 (g)' and Al2Fe2KCl13(g) from Alcl3 (s)' 
FeCl- . », and K C l , x (solid states for the reactants wereJ v s } (S)
assumed because of the lack of a ternary phase diagram). 
Several potassium-containing gaseous species were ignored 
in these calculations because they exhibit negligible vapor 
pressures in the temperature range studied. They were 
K C l ^  and K A l C l ^ ^  along with KFeCl^ ̂ ^. The inability 
to detect appreciable amounts of the last two species in 
the mass spectrometric experiments indicates that they are 
minor species (in terms of vapor pressure). Since both 
KAlCl^ and KFeCl^^ j were ignored in these impurity 
carryover calculations (Tables 6 .6 , 6.7, and 6 .8 ) the evalu= 
ation of Figure 6.1 purification scheme is not possible 
for KCl additions to the volatilization reactor. However, 
since the vapor pressures of both KAlCl^ ̂  and KFeCl^ ̂  ̂

are so low in this temperature range, no significant 
enhancement of the AlCl^ purity of the vapor phase is 
expected (from KAICI^^ j formation), while it is also 
believed that the vapor phase will not be contaminated with 
iron (from KFeCl^j  ̂ formation). However, the presence of
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Table 6.6 —  Calculations of the Vapor Phase Composition Above AlCl^
Melts Contaminated with KCl and FeCl^:
Temperature = 443.16K (170°C)

Calculation of the Vapor Phase 
Composition

Impurity Level 
wt % FeCl3 = wt % KCl
0.5 | 1.0 I 2.5

2A1C13(s)=A12C16(g) k=0.460
2FeC13(s)=Fe2C16(s)

<h1ollr-HIIA5
2A1C13(s)+2FeC13(s)=A12Fe2C112(g) k=4.32x10 ^
2AlCl3 ̂ ^ 2FeCl3  ̂ ^ K C l  =Al^Fe^Cl ̂ k=5.79x!0™4
0tAlCl3=XAlCl3 0.9870 0.9741 0.9357
aFeCl3=XFeCl3 4.lOxlO-3 8.17xl0~3 0.0202
^KCl^KCl 8.92xl0~3 0.0178 0.0440

A12Cl6(g)* 0.448 0.436 0.403

/ F^ 6 ( g ) ' ^ 1.84xl0"9 7.33xl0"9 4.50xl0'8

A12Fe2C112(g)* 7.06xl0~9 2.73xl0"8 1.55xlO~7

A12Fe2KC113(r )* 8.44xl0-11 -106.52x10 9.14xl0'9
PTotaV atin 0.448 0.436 0.403
Volume % Al-Cl, , N2 6(g) 99.9999 99.9999 99.9999
Volume % Fe0Cl,z .2 6(g) 4.Ilxl0~7 1.68xl0~6 1.12xl0"5
Volume % Al^Fe^Cl^^^ 1.58xl0~6 6.27xl0"6 3.85xl0-5
Volume % Al0FeoKCl1o/ x 2 2 13(g) 1.88xl0"8 1.49xl0-7 2.27xl0~6

Results
Weight % A1C13 in the gas phase 99.9999 99.9999 99.9999
Weight % FeCl3 in the gas phase 2.44xl0~6 9.85xl0"6 6.32xl0"5
Weight % KCl in the gas phase 5.27xl0~9 4.18xl0"8 6.35xl0~7
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Table 6.7 —  Calculations of the Vapor Phase Composition Above AlCl^
Melts Contaminated with KCl and FeCl^:
Temperature = 463.16K (190°C)

Calculation of the Vapor Phase 
Composition

Impurity Level 
wt % FeCl3 = wt % KCl
0.5 | 1.0 | 2.5

2A1C13(s)=A12C16(S) k=l.654
2FeC13(s)=Fe2C16(K) k=5.49x10 ^
2A1C13(s)+2FeC13(s)"A12Fe2C112(g) k=l.68x10 ^
2AF^3(s)+2F^ F3(s)^l(s)=AV " 2 ^ 1 i 3 ( g ) k=2.12xl0~3
aAlCl3=XAlCl3 0.9870 0.9741 0.9357
aFeCl3=XFeCl3 4.lOxlO-3 8.17xl0~3 0.0202
^ K C l ^ C l 8.92xl0"3 0.0178 0.0440

?A12C16(f09 1.611 1.569 1.448

?Ye2C16 (g)’ 9.21xl0"9 3.66xl0~8 2.25xl0"7
A l ^ F e ^ C l ^ ^ ' 2.74xl0~8 1.06xl0"7 6 .OlxlO-7
Al ^ F e ^ K C l ^ ^ ' -in3.09x10 2.39xl0~9 -83.35x10
PTotaV atm 1.611 1.569 1.448
Volume % A1 Cl, . x2 6(g) 99.9999 99.9999 99.9999
Volume % Fe0Ul, , x2 6(g) 5.72xl0~7 2.34xl0~6 1.55xl0~5
Volume % A1 Fe0Cl10/ x2 2 12(g) 1.70xl0~6 6.76xl0-6 4.15xl0“5
Volume % A1 Fe0KCl1_. x 2 2 13(g) 1.92xl0"8 1.52xl0~7 2.31xl0'6

Results
Weight % A1C13 in the gas phase 99.9999 99.9999 • 99.9999
Weight % FeCl3 in the gas phase 2.79xl0"6 1.13xl0"5 7.22xl0~5
Weight % KCl in the gas phase 5.36xl0"9 4.25xl0"8 6.46x10 7
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Table 6.8 —  Calculations of the Vapor Phase Composition Above AlCl^
Melts Contaminated with KCl and FeCl^:
Temperature = 483.16K (210°C)

Calculation of the Vapor Phase 
Composition

Impurity Level 
wt % FeCl3 » wt % KCl
0.5 | 1.0 I 2.5

2A1C13(s)=A12C16(g) k=5.351
^ ^ 3 ( s ) ^ 2 ^ 6 ( « ) k=2.40x10 2
2A1C13(s)+2FeC13(s)-A12Fe2Cl12(g) k=5.81xl0“3
2^ ^ 3 ( s ) + 2F" ^ 3 ( s ) ^ ( s ) = AV ^ ^ 1 3 ( g ) k=6.97xl0~3
aAlCl3=XAlCl3 0.9870 0.9741 0.9357
aFeCl3=XFeCl3 4.lOxlO"3 8.17xl0"3 0.0202
“kci^ ci 8.92xl0~3 0.0178 0.0440
P a 1 2 C 1 6 ( ^ ) * 5.213 5.077 4.685

Fe2C16(g)* 4.03xl0~8 1.60xl0'7 9.84xl0“7

A12Fe2C112(g)* 9.51xl0“8 3.68xl0~7 2.09xl0"6

1.02xl0“9 7.84xl0"9

loXoI—
l

1—
4

PTotaV atm 5.213 5.077 4.685
Volume % Al-Cl,f x2 6(g) 99.9999 99.9999 99.9999
Volume % Fe-Cl, ,  .2 6(g) 7.74xl0“7 3.16xl0"6 2.lOxlO"5
Volume % A1 Fe0Cl10, x2 2 12(g) 1.82xl0"6 7.25xl0~6 4.5IxlO-5
Volume % A1 Fe^KCl,_ ,  x 2 2 13(g) 1.95xl0"8 1.54xl0~7 2.35xl0~6

Results
Weight % A1C13 in the gas phase 99.9999 99.9999 99.9999
Weight % FeCl3 in the gas phase 3.18xl0”6 1.29xl0-5 8.26xl0-5
Weight % KCl in the gas phase 5.45xl0"9 4.32xl0~8 6.57xl0~7
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Al2^^2^\2(q) anĉ A 2̂Fe2KC'*'13 (g) contaminate the gas
phase with iron. A comparison of the impurity carryover 
calculations between the binary and ternary systems (for the 
same impurity levels) showed approximately the same FeCl̂  
levels in the gas phase.

6 .2.2.2 Calculation of the Vapor Phase Composition Above 
AlClg Fused Salts Contaminated with FeClg and

NaCl

The same procedure was followed as in the previous
two systems. The same impurity levels and temperatures
were used as in the AlCl^-FeCl^-KCl system. Reactions were
written for the formation of Al^Cl,, x, Fe-Cl, , x,2 6 (g) 3 6 (g)
Al2Fe2C112(g)' Fe2NaC17(g)' and A12NaC17(g) from AlCl3(g),
FeCl^^g), and N a C l ^  ̂  Solid reference states were assumed
for the reactants because of the lack of an A1C1^-FeCl^-NaCl 
ternary phase diagram. The results are tabulated in 
Tables 6.9, 6.10, and 6.11. The values for Fe^NaCl^ 
are not listed in the above three tables since they were 
too small to affect the volume and weight percent values 
of the other gas phase components.

The impurity carryover tables for AlCl^ melus contami
nated with FeClg and NaCl (Tables 6.9 to 6.11) were compared
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Table 6.9 —  Calculations of the Vapor Phase Composition Above AlCl^ 
Contaminated with NaCl and FeCl^:
Temperature = 443.16K (170°C)*

Calculation of the Vapor Phase
Impurity Level 

wt % FeCl3 = wt % NaCl
Composition 0.5 1.0 2.5

^ ' 3 ( s ) ^ 2 ^ 6 ( g ) k=0.460
^ ^ ^ 3 ( s ) ^ 2 ^ ^ 6 ( g ) k=l.lOxlO"4
2A1C13(s)+2FeC13(s)=A12Fe2C112(g) k=4.32xl0*4
2A1C13(s)+NaC1(s)=A12NaC17(g) k=6.38x10 ^
ry = Y^AlCl A1C1 0.9846 0.9693 0.9245
GXFeCl3=XFeCl3 4.09xl0~3 00 x" o 1 U

)

0.0199
aNaCl=XNaCl 0.0113 0.0225 0.0555

AF2^F6(g)' 0.446 0.432 0.393
^ 2 ^ 6  (g)' 1.83xl0”9 7.26xl0~9 4.40xl0~8

A12Fe2C112(g) ' 6.99xl0~9 2.68xl0"8 X o 1

A l^NaCl^^^ 7.02xl0~7 1.35xl0"6 3.03xl0"6
FTotal' a^ 0.446 0.432 0.393
Volume % A10C1, , x2 6(g) 99.9998 99.9997 99.9992
Volume % Fe^Cl,, N  ̂ 6(g) 4.12xl0~7 1.68xl0"8 1.12xl0~5
Volume % A1 Fe„Cl.n , x2 2 12(g) 1.57xl0™6 6.21xl0“6 3.76xl0~5
Volume % Al0NaCl^/ x 2 7(g) 1.58xl0"4 3.13xl0™4

<fioër̂r-.

Results
Weight % A1C13 in the gas phase 99.9999 99.9999 99.9998
Weight % FeCl3 in the gas phase 2.41xl0~6 9.60xl0~6 5.93xl0™5
Weight % NaCl in the gas phase 3.45xl0"5 6.86xl0~5 1.69xl0"4

^Pe^NaCl^ values are not included, since the calculated vapor pressures
for Fe0NaCl_ . x are too low and do not affect the values listed for the 2 7 (g)
other gaseous components.
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Table 6.10 —  Calculations of the Vapor Phase Composition Above AlCl^
Melts Contaminated with NaCl and FeCl^:

_______________Temperature = 463.16K (190°C)*__________________________

Calculation of the Vapor Phase 
Composition

Impurity Level 
wt % FeCl3 = wt % NaCl

0.5 | 1.0 | 2.5
2A1C13(s)=A12C16(g) k=l.654
2FeC13(s)=Fe2C16(g) k=5.49x10 ^
2A^^3(s)+2F^ 3 ( s ) = AV ^ ^ 2 ( g ) k=l.68x10 ^
^ l 3 ( s ) ^ l ( s ) = AV ^ 4 ( g ) k=2.18xl0™4
0tAlCl3=XAlCl3 0.9846 0.9693 0.9245
aFeCl3=XFeCl3 4.09xl0~3 8.13xl0“3 0.0199
aNaCl=XNaCl 0.0113 0.0225 0.0555

A12C16(g)* 1.603 1.554 1.414

^2^^6(g)' atm 9.17xl0_9 3.63xl0~8 2.20xl0~7
FAl^Fe3C l ^ ^ ^ 2.71xl0"8 1.04xl0_7 5.73xl0"7
A l g N a C l ^ ' 2.40xl0~6 4.62xl0~6 1.04xl0"5

PTotaV atm 1.603 1.554 1.414
Volume % A10C1,, x2 6(g) 99.9998 99.9997 99.9992
Volume % Fe^Cl^ , <  ̂ o(g) 5.72xl0"7 2.33xl0~6 1.55xl0~5
Volume % Al-Fe-Cl,_ , x2 2 12(g) 1.70xl0"6 6.70xl0_6 4.05xl0~5
Volume % Al-NaCl-, x 2 7(g) 1.50xl0“4 2.98xl0"4 7.32xl0"4

Results
Weight % A1C13 in the gas phase 99.9999 99.9999 99.9998
Weight % FeCl3 in the gas phase 2.76xl0“6 l.lOxlO-5 6.82xl0"5
Weight % NaCl in the gas phase 3.28xl0'5 6.52xl0"5 1.60xl0~4
^Fe^NaCl^ values are not included, since the calculated vapor pressures 
for Fe^NaCly are too low and do not affect the values listed for the 
other gaseous components.
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Table 6.11 —  Calculations of the Vapor Phase Composition Above AlCl^
Melts Contaminated with NaCl and FeCl^:
Temperature = 483.16K (210°C)*

Calculation of the Vapor Phase 
Composition

Impurity Level 
wt % FeCl3 = wt % NaCl

0.5 | 1.0 | 2.5
2A1C13(s)=A12C16(g) k=5.351
2FeC13(s)=Fe2C16(g) k=2.40xl0~3
2A1C13(s)+2FeC13(s)=A:L2Fe2C112(g) k=5.81xl0'3
2A1C13(s)+NaC1(s)=A12NaC17(8) k=6.73xl0“4
06 =X A1C1 A1C13 0.9846 0.9693 0.9245
aFeCl3=XFeCl3 4.09xl0"3 8.13xl0~3 0.0199
0tNaCl=XNaCl 0.0113 0.0225 0.0555

^ ^ 6 ( g ) ' 5.187 5.028 4.574

Fe2G16(g)* 4.01xl0“8 1.60xl0~7 9.61xl0~7

A12Fe2C112(g)* 9.42xl0~8 3.61xl0"7 1.99xl0"6
Al^NaCl^^^ 7.40xl0“6 1.43xl0"5 3.20xl0"5
PTotaV atm 5.187 5.028 4.574
Volume % A1 Cl,, .2 6(g) 99.9999 99.9997 99.9992
Volume % Fe_Cl, , x2 6(g) 7.74xl0~7 3.16xl0~6 2.lOxlO™5
Volume % A1 Fe0Cl10, x2 2 12(g) 1.82xl0"6 7.18xl0"6 4.35xl0"5
Volume % Al0NaCl_, x 2 7(g) 1.43xl0“4 2.84xl0“4 6.98xl0"4

Results
Weight % A1C13 in the gas phase 99.9999 99.9999 99.9998
Weight % FeCl3 in the gas phase 3.15xl0“6 1.26xl0~5 7.84xl0"5
Weight % NaCl in the gas phase 3.13xl0"5 6.22xl0~5 1.53xl0_4
^Fe^NaCl^ values are not included, since the calculated vapor pressures
for Fe-NaCl-,, x are too low and do not affect the values listed for the 2 7 (g)
other gaseous components.
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to the corresponding tables for AlCl^ melts contaminated 
with FeClg (Tables 6.3 to 6.5). It is obvious (for the 
same impurity levels) that the addition of NaCl does not 
improve the AlCl^ purity of the gas phase. This is due 
to the fact that the vapor pressure of Al^Cl^^  ̂ is much 
greater than for Al^NaCl^ ̂ . It, therefore, appears that 
the Figure 6.1 purification scheme is not viable for NaCl 
additions. However, the impurity levels examined in these 
tables are very low (1 to 5 weight % total impurity). If 
NaCljsj was to be added in larger amounts in the volatili
zation reactor, the purification scheme may indeed prove 
viable. This would be due to this study's discovery that 
the vapor pressure of Al^NaCl^^ j is orders of magnitude 
greater than Fe^NaCl^^ ^. The addition of considerable
amounts of NaCl, x to the volatilization reactor of(s)
Figure 6.1 may promote volatilization of Al^NaCl^ ̂  in 
much greater amounts than for Fe^NaCl^^ ^, thus enriching 
the gas phase in AlCl^. This was confirmed by the following 
calculations. The gas phase in equilibrium with a fused 
salt containing 80 weight % AlCl^ (balance being FeCl^) 
at 170°C was calculated. The calculation was also performed 
for a second fused salt containing 20 weight % NaCl and 
80 weight % of the previous AlCl^-FeCl^ fused salt (overall
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composition 20 weight % NaCl, 16 weight % FeCl^, 64 weight 
% AlClg). From the table below it is obvious that the addi
tion of large amounts of NaCl does significantly increase 
the concentration of aluminum chloride in the gas phase.

Fused Salt 
Composition

20 wt % FeClg- 
80 wt % A1C13

20 wt % NaCl- 
16 wt % FeCl3- 
64 wt % A1C13

Gas Phase 
Composition 
wt %

aici3 99.496 99.996
FeClg 0.504 0.003
NaCl 0.001

Overall, this purification scheme appears to be more attrac
tive for the addition of NaCl rather than KCl.
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CHAPTER 7 —  SUMMARY OF RESULTS AND CONCLUSIONS

7.1 The Aluminum Chloride-Ferric Chloride System

Fundamental thermodynamic data were obtained for the 
formation of a vapor complex species above aluminum chlor
ide-iron chloride fused salts via mass spectrometric experi
ments . More specifically,

1. A gaseous Al-Fe-Cl complex species was identified 
in the form of A l ^ F e ^ C l ^ ^ ^ ^  while Al^Cl^ ̂  and 
Fe^Cl^ ̂  were also present in the gas phase.

2. For the reaction

2AlCl3(s) + 2FeC13(s) = A 12F0 2C1 12(g) 
a plot of the logarithm of the equilibrium con
stant versus inverse temperature showed the inde
pendence of the equilibrium constant from the 
fused salt composition. Furthermore, it was cal
culated , by least squares linear regression that

104£nk = 23.417 - 1.381 x 4jr- 423 < T < 498K
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2 . (continued)
while the standard free energy expression for the 
same reaction is

AG° = 27653.49 - 47.01T cal • mole" 1

423 < T < 498K

These two equations were derived using data from 
all three systems examined. AG° expressions were 
developed for the formation of ^ l ^ e ^ C l ^  ̂  ̂ from 
all three states of reactants (solid, liquid, and 
gas) .

3. The experimentally derived standard enthalpy
change (AH° = 27653.49 cal • mole 1) for the above
reaction was found to be in excellent agreement 
with an independently calculated value obtained 
from data in JANAF^ (27000 cal • mole 1).

4. The results of this study were compared to data
in the literature. Vapor pressures predicted from 
this study for the Al^Fe^Cl^^^^ complex are lower 
than the vapor pressure values derived from Jorgensen 
and Moyle3. It is believed that this study's results
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4. (continued)
are more accurate, because an untested experimental
technique was employed by Jorgensen and Moyle^,

7while Shieh and Gregory's data exhibit some 
sample dependence.

5. The vapor phase composition above aluminum chloride 
fused salts contaminated with varying weight per
cents of iron chloride was calculated. In the 
temperature range between 170 and 210°C it was 
found that most of the iron in the gas was present 
as Al2Fe2Cl1 2 as opposed to Fe2Clg ̂ j. The gas 
phase, however, is substantially enriched in AlCl^ 
(in comparison to the condensed fused salt). It 
therefore appears that distillation may be a viable 
purification procedure for the separation of AlCl^ 
from a fused salt melt of FeCl^-AlCl^.

7.2 The Aluminum Chloride-Ferric Chloride-Potassium 
Chloride System

The gas phase in equilibrium with aluminum chloride- 
iron chloride-potassium chloride fused salts was investi
gated using Knudsen Cell-Mass Spectrometry, and fundamental 
thermodynamic data were derived.
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1. The species that were identified in the gas phase
included Al^Cl, , x and Fe0Clc , x. The Al-Fe-Cl 2 6 (g) 2 6 (g)
complex was again identified as Al^Fe^Cl^  ̂ . 
Potassium-containing complexes included the pre
viously identified species KAlCl^ ̂ j and KFeCl^ ̂  

along with a new molecule: Al^Fe^FCl^^ .
2. The equilibrium constant versus inverse temper

ature plots for the formation of Al^Fe^Cl^^^^ 
in the AlCl^-FeCl^-KCl system coincided with the 
same plot in the AlCl^-FeCl system, thus testi-

’ fying to the reproducibility of results in this 
study. Good agreement was obtained between the 
two systems for Al^Fe^Cl^^^^ by adjusting the 
activity coefficient for AlCl^ ̂  to 0.5 in the 
ternary system.

3. For the reaction

2AlCl3(s) + 2FeC13(s) + KC1 ( s) = Al2Fe2KCl13(g) 
a plot of the logarithm of the equilibrium con
stant versus inverse temperature, again showed 
the sample independence of the data. It was found, 
for the above reaction, that

104ink = 21.868 - 1.299 x 423 < T < 498K
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3. (continued)
while the AG° expression was calculated as

-1AG° = 26460.58 - 44.90T cal • mole 
423 < T < 498K 

Standard free energy expressions were also developed 
for the formation of AlgFegKCl^g^^ from all the 
three states of reactants (solid, liquid, and gas).

4. The vapor phase composition above aluminum chloride 
fused salts contaminated with varying but equal 
weight percents of iron and potassium chlorides 
was calculated. This was an attempt to evaluate
a purification scheme for the condensed off-gases 
from the carbochlorination reactor. The mixed 
chlorides from the carbochlorination step are heated 
in a separate volatilization reactor where KC1 
is added. It is hoped that AlCl^ volatilization 
will be promoted by the formation of KAlCl^ ̂ j, 
while simultaneously suppressing volatilization 
of iron-containing species. This study was unable 
to obtain reliable thermodynamic data for KAlCl^ ̂ j 
and KFeCl^ ̂ j, since it appears that both species 
are not very volatile in the temperature range 
studied. Furthermore, the formation of
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4. (continued)

A Ü ^ F ^ K C l ^  (g) contaminates the of f-gases with
iron in addition to Al0Fe0Cli0 , x. It therefore2 2 12(g)
did not prove possible to completely evaluate this 
purification method in the case of KC1 addition 
to the volatilization reactor. However, based 
on the low vapor pressure of KAlCl^ ̂  ̂ and the 
calculations that were made, this purification 
scheme does not appear to be viable for KC1 addi
tions .

7.3 The Aluminum Chloride-Ferric Chloride-Sodium Chloride
System

Fundamental thermodynamic data were derived from KCMS 
experiments investigating the aluminum chloride-ferric chlor- 
ide-sodium chloride system :

1. Several species were identified in the gas phase.

They included Al2C16(g)' Fe2C16(g)' Al2Fe2C112(g)' 
and two previously unreported vapor complexes
Al0NaCl-/ x and FenNaCl-, , x .2 7(g) 2 7 (g)

2. The equilibrium constant versus inverse temperature 
plot for the formation of Al^Fe^Cl^^  ̂ again
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2. (continued)
exhibited sample independence and additionally 
is in fair agreement with the same plot for the 
AlClg-FeClg system. The AlClg and FeClg condensed 
phase components in the AlClg-FeClg-NaCl system 
appear to exhibit ideal behavior.

3. For the reaction

2A1C13(s ) + NaC1(s) = A12NaC17(g) 
it was determined that

AG° = 25062.19 - 37.36T cal • mole”1

423 < T < 473K 

while for

2FeCl3(s) + NaC1(s) = Fe2NaC l 7 (g) 
it was determined that

AG° = 14686.63 - 11.57T cal • mole”1

423 < T < 473K

The plot of the logarithm of the equilibrium con
stant versus inverse temperature, for both of the 
above reactions, was somewhat sample dependent 
thus questioning the reliability of the free energy 
equations presented above. Nevertheless, standard
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3. (continued)
free energy expressions were developed for the 
formation of both Al^NaCly^  ̂ and F e g N a C l ^ f r o m  

all three states of reactants.
4. The vapor phase composition above aluminum chloride 

fused salts contaminated with varying but equal 
weight percents of ferric and sodium chlorides
was calculated, in an attempt to evaluate a puri
fication method for the carbochlorination reactor 
products. The addition of NaCl to the volatili
zation reactor did not significantly increase the 
AlClg purity of the gas phase in comparison to 
the binary system for similar impurity levels 
(1-5 wt % total impurities). However, considering
the fact that Al0NaCl_ , x was found to exhibit2 7 (g)
vapor pressure orders of magnitude greater than 
FegNaCly^ j, it is possible that the proposed puri
fication scheme may become attractive for higher 
level NaCl additions to the volatilization reactor. 
This was shown to be the case when the gas phase 
AlClg purity was compared for two fused salts.
The binary salt contained 80 wt % AlCl^~2O wt % 
FeClg, while the ternary one contained 20 wt %
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4. (continued)
NaCl with the remaining 80% having the same com
position as the binary salt. A subtantial increase 
in AlClg purity resulted for the ternary over the 
binary salt (99.996 vs. 99.496 wt % AlClg). Over
all it appears that the purification scheme is 
more viable in the case of NaCl than for KCl.
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CHAPTER 8 —  SUGGESTIONS FOR FURTHER WORK

In light of the fact that there are three studies in 
the AlCl^-FeCl^ system and no two sets are in good agree
ment , it would be desirable to perform a limited amount 
of transpiration experiments in order to confirm the mass 
spectrometric vapor pressures derived by this study. It 
should be noted that there is good confidence in the data 
presented in this study because of internal consistencies.

Even though good thermodynamic data were obtained for 
most vapor complexes in this study, it is necessary to 
obtain reliable activity data for the fused salts in order 
to

a) update the thermodynamic data presented by this 
study (once the activity values become available), 
and

b) allow for a more accurate evaluation of various 
refining and distillation schemes for the carbo
chlorination reactor products, since calculations 
for these processes are dependent on activity data.
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Phase diagram studies are needed in the ternary 
systems investigated in this study for the same two reasons 
as mentioned above.
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Appendix A —  Correction for the Replacement of AlFeCl^ ̂  

by in Literature Data

This appendix describes the conversion of the raw data 
presented in Jorgensen and Moyle^ and data presented in 
Shieh and Gregory^ for the presence of A ^ F e ^ l ^  (g) instead 
of their assumed gaseous complex, A l F e C l g ^ . It should 
be noted that a detailed description of their methods of 
data reduction (for the AlFeCl^ ̂  ̂ assumption) can be found 
in Section 2.1.

In the case of Jorgensen and Moyle^ with Al^Fe^Cl^^^^ 
being the gaseous complex (in place of AlFeCl^(g))' the 
iron mole balance is (assuming that all the iron is present 
as the mixed dimer)

mFe = 2mAl2Fe2Cl12 (A-1)

The aluminum mole balance is represented by

mAl = 2 (mAl-Cl.. + ItlAl_Fe,Cl.,) (A-2)2 u 2 2 1 2

Solving for the number of moles of Al^Cl^ from (A.1) and 
(A.2)
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- M 2C16 - ^ 4 ^

it becomes obvious that Equations (A.3) and (2.4) are iden
tical. It, therefore, follows that the vapor pressures
of AlnCl, , x and Fe^Cl, , x are the same regardless of the 2 6(g) 2 6 (g)
complex molecule assumed. Correcting the iron mole balance
for the presence of Ee^Cl^ ̂ j (as Jorgensen and Moyle'* did)
and solving for the number of moles of the complex molecule

mFe " 2mFe,Cl, 
mAl2Fe2Cl12 = 2 (A.4)

It is obvious [comparing (2.13) to (A.4)] that

mAlFeCl6
mAl2Fe2Cl12 = 2 <A-5)

and therefore [from Equation (2.7)]
PAlFeClg

PA i 2Fe2Ci12 = 2 (A,6)

The reaction corresponding to (2.14) , assuming 
Al2Fe2Cl12 in place of AlFeCl^, is

Al2Cl6(g) + F e 2Cl6(g) = Al2Fe2Cl12(g) (Ae7)
with an equilibrium constant

PAl9Fe«Cl1_
k (A. 7) =

PAl2Cl6PFe2Cl6
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or [substituting Equation (A.6)]

PAlFeCl
k(A.7) = -------p------- (A.8)

Al^Cl^ Fe^Cls

The vapor pressure data in Jorgensen and Moyle^ are 
given in units of kPa, which must be converted to atm 
(1 atm = 101.325 kPa). While this conversion does not 
change the equilibrium constants calculated for reaction 
(2.14), it does affect k(A.8). This equilibrium constant 
must be multiplied by 101.325. AG° values were subsequently 
calculated from k(A.8) and were linearly regressed. The 
resulting free energy expression is

AG°(A.8) = -24919.58 + 44.56 • T cal • mole"1

433 < T < 473K (A.9)

Reaction (A.8) can be added to (2.17) in order to yield 
reaction (5.5) (the one employed in this study)

2A1C13( s ) + 2FeC13 (s) A l 2F e 2C 1 12(g) (5.5)

The free energy expression for this reaction is [adding
(A.9) to (2.18)]

AG° (5.5) = 34005.25 - 68.75 • T cal • mole"1 (A.10)
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Shieh and Gregory1 data were also corrected for the
presence of Al2Fe2Cl^2 (g) instead of AlFeCl^ ̂ . In their
first series of experiments in the AlCl^-FeCl^-C^ system
(large excess of aluminum chloride present) it can be
assumed that all the iron is in the form of Al0FenCl10. x.2 2 1 2 (g)
Based upon this assumption molar absorptivities for the 
complex dimer will be calculated. The contribution of the 
Fe2Clg species to the absorbance is minimal and there
fore53

£Al2Fe2Cl12(245) = mA1^ e2Cli2b (A-U )

where pe Cl (245) = molar absorptivity of the complex
dimer at the 245mu wavelength 

A = absorbance at the 245my wavelength 
(measured)

V = cell volume in liters

mAl2Fe2Cl12 = number of moles of A12Fe2C112(g)
b = beam path length (known) in cm

It is known that

mA12Fe2C112 = CAl2Fe2Cl12V (A-12)
where C_, = concentration of Al0Fe0Cl1 0 .2 2 2 12
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in moles/liter. Since all the iron is assumed to be present 

as A ^2Fe2C^12(g)' ^  obvious that

CFe = 2CAl2Fe2Cl12 (A-13)

where CFe = moles/liter of iron present in the cell (deter
mined by colorimetry at the end of the experi
ment)

Substituting expressions (A.12) and (A.13) into (A.11)

£Al2Fe2Cl1 2 (245) = C ^ b  <A‘14)

The quantities on the right-hand side of (A.14) are known 
and the molar absorptivity for A l ^ e ^ C l ^  ̂ j was then cal
culated at different temperatures. These values were 
regressed to yield

£A1 Fe Cl (245) = 15874.89 - 5.83 • t (A.15)

where t = temperature in degrees Celcius
From their second series of experiments in the 

AlClg-FeClg-Clg system the equilibrium constant for reaction 
(A.7) will be calculated. Three equations are solved simul
taneously to yield concentration values for AlgCl^, Fe^Cl^^ 
and AlgFegCl^g^g)* They are comparable to Equations (2.25) 
to (2.27)
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Fe2Cl6 Fe2C16 A l 2Fe2Cl12 Al 2Fe2Cl12

CFe Fe2C16 Al 2Fe2C1 12
(A.17)

and

CAl Al 2C16 A l 2Fe2Cl 12
(A.18)

The values on the left-hand side along with the molar 
absorptivities for Fe^Cl^ and Al^Fe^Cl^ are known, 
resulting in a matrix of three equations with three 

unknowns.
The vapor pressures for all gaseous species present 

(Cl2 z AlgCl^, Fe2Clg, Al2Fe2Cl12) were calculated using 
(2.22) , and the total pressure was then derived by adding 
the pressures for the individual species. The equilibrium 
constant for reaction (A.7) is equal to

Free energy values were then calculated and were linearly 
regressed to yield the following free energy expression

k (A. 7 ) A l 2Fe2C112 (A.19)P . pA10C1, Fe.Cl,2 6 2 6

AG°(A.7) = -2372.35 - 12.98 • T cal • mole -1

473 < T < 623K (A.20)
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Reactions (A.7) and (2.17) were added to yield reaction 
(5.5), with a free energy expression [adding (2.18) to 
(A.20)] of

AG°(5.5) = 56552.48 - 126.28 • T cal • mole"1 (A.21)

Vapor pressures for Al^Re^Cl^^^ ^, calculated using 
the above standard free energy expression, were unrealistic 
(exceeding 1 atm) for Shieh and Gregory's experimental set
up. It w a s , therefore, realized that the attempt to convert 
their data (for the formation of Al^Re^Cl^^  ̂ instead of 
AlFeClg ̂ j) did not prove successful. Equation (A.21) can 
not be used in the comparison of this study's data to Shieh 
and Gregory for the case of Al^Ee^Cl^^^^.
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